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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 About th is report
Mid-term Report
The present study, Cost Benefits Analysis of Wetlands Resources, forms part of the Lake
Victoria Environmental Management Project. Its aim is to define and quantify the values of
wetlands and make this information available for awareness raising, policy making and wet-
lands management. As such the study concentrates on valuing the present and future wet-
land resources and considers scenarios and estimates the investments needed to guarantee
their sustainability. A cost benefit analysis (CBA) of scenarios for sustainable management
and use forms part of the study. The study considers part of the wetlands around Lake Victo-
ria that form part of the Republic of Uganda. Five Pilot Areas were selected, as indicated by
Figure 1.1.1 (in Sango Bay, on the Ssese Islands, in Murchison Bay, Napoleon Gulf and
MacDonald! Berkeley Bay).
The CBA project covers 4 phases:
I. Inception (methodology, collection of baseline data);
II. Review of characteristics of the Lake System;
III. Assessment of existing and potential benefits;
IV. Development and selection of scenarios.
The results of Phase I have been presented in the Inception - Baseline Data Report where
more details on the background of this project can be found. This Mid-term Report presents
the findings and views of the Consultants in respect of Phase II and III of the CBA of Wet-
lands Resources in Uganda. Phase II reviews the characteristics of the Lake Victoria system
and in particular its wetlands. The data presented in the Inception - Baseline Data Report,
on climate, hydrology, water quality, soils, geology, flora & fauna, socio-economy, and wet-
lands functions & values, have been reviewed and extended for this report. Phase III will in-
clude the first part of the assessment of the eXisting and potential benefits of wetlands,
looking at the socio-economic situation, fishery, forestry, water treatment and other benefits
(to be continued in Phase IV).
Part of the methodology as described in the Inception - Baseline Data Report is found in
Chapter 2, being essential for understanding this report. Figure 2.3.1 and Figure 2.4.1 form
the basis of the CBA Study and this report follows the structure of these diagrams. The es-
tablishment of the monetary values of wetland products! functions will take place in Phase IV
and together with the priorities for protection and the development scenarios this will lead to
the CBA. This phase will be presented in the (Draft) Final Report.
The assignment is being implemented by HASKONING Consulting Engineers and Archi-
tects, the Netherlands, in association with Community Management Services (CMS),
Uganda and Delft Hydraulics of the Netherlands. The project is carried out under Credit #
2909 UG from the International Development Association to the Government of Uganda. The
Lake Victoria Environmental Management Project (LVEMP) is the Executing Agency for im-
plementation of the project. The National Wetlands Programme (NWP) is the direct counter-
part of the Consultants in respect of the Cost Benefit Analysis. NWP is supervising the proj-
ect on behalf of LVEMP. Implementation started on 1 July 2000 and is scheduled to be com-
pleted within ten months. We thank all the people and institutions who contributed to the reali-
sation of this report (see Annex I).
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1.2 Data collection and data availability
Mid-term Report
For this study various types of data sources are distinguished:
1) Existing data in reports and literature (text, figures, graphs, tables; on paper or digital);
2) Existing data in map format (on paper or digital);
3) Expert knowledge;
4) New field data coming from observations and interviews, and
5) New data based on a combination or analysis of data from the above sources.
Some data sources combine various data types, e.g. a Geographic Information System
(GIS), combining tabular data (1) with maps (2) and capable of producing new data (5).
Apart from the data source, type and format, also the data detail level is important: regional
level, national level, pilot area level or sub-pilot area level. The higher the detail the better
(merging is always an option when required). And finally the age of the data is crucial; the
more recent the better.
The availability of data, their level of detail and their age determine the success of a study.
For an economic! cost benefit analysis of wetlands resources, data on many subjects need
to be analysed: population, flora, fauna, economy, hydrology, meteorology etc. Each subject
supplies vital data. A relatively high detail level (pilot area level) and being up-to-date (eco-
nomics change rapidly) are essential for reliable results. Inevitably assumptions have to be
made, as not all data have the same level of detail or age and some pieces of the puzzle will
be missing.
The Inception - Baseline Data Report gives an overview of the data ideally being available
for this economic/ cost benefit analysis and lists the data missing (Chapter 4). Since then
new data have been collected (both in the field, as through literature and interviews), par-
ticularly on hydrology, climate, water quality, fishery, legislation, population and for some Pi-
Jot Areas agricultural production figures. Most information in this report is new, especially on
hydrology and climate. §3.4 gives more details on these data.
Chapter 3 of this report (characteristics of the wetlands in the Pilot Areas) includes both the
information from the Inception - Baseline Data Report as well as the new information, to give
a complete and updated overview.
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2. METHODOLOGY OF THE COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF WETLANDS
2.1 General approach
The cost benefit analysis compares the future, improved value of environmental benefits with
the costs that are needed to achieve them. Degraded environmental resources could some-
times be restored and brought back to sustainable levels, but at a price, e.g. resettlement of
populations, investments in water treatment, restorations and clean-up.
In environmental evaluation studies, the evaluator makes a comparison between the positive
and negative impacts on the natural environment in situations with and without the project. In
practice this means assessing changes in the use and non-use values of all those natural
resources affected by the project, such as effects of soil protection/ loss, changes in fish
stocks in open water, changes in groundwater reserves, shifts in flora and fauna or scenery.
Most project evaluations already consider changes in direct use values of an environmental
resource, such as impacts on fish stocks, timber reserves, agricultural production, etc. How-
ever, the other use values hardly receive any attention in project evaluations, while non-use
values are generally ignored. The reason is that those values are sometimes difficult to
quantify.
In the present study the CSA serves to appraise the various scenarios as to the likely devel-
opments with and without any investments or costs to secure sustainable development. The
feasibility of these scenarios is tested through a CSA.
2.2 Criteria and assumptions
To be able to apply a CSA to wetlands, criteria have to be established, assumptions stated
and uncertainties clarified. The Inception - Baseline Data Report details some of these as-
pects, summarised hereafter.
Three definitions of a wetland:
Wetlands are "areas of marsh, fen, peat/and or water, whether natural or artificial,
permanent or temporary, with water that is static or flowing, fresh, brackish or salt, in-
cluding areas of marine water the depth of which at low tide does not exceed six me-
tres' (Ramsar Convention, 1971).
A wetland is "a vegetated area of land that is flooded permanently or seasonally' (Na-
tional Wetlands Conservation & Management Programme, 1998).
Wetlands are "lands transitional between terrestrial (dry land) and aquatic (water)
systems where the water table is usually near or at the surface, or the land is covered
by shallow water (less than 6 metres deep); they contain animals and plants specially
adapted to these waterlogged conditions' (National Wetlands Conservation & Man-
agement Programme, Jan. 2000; booklet no. 15).
1015-02-01
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and on the other side a wetland and a permanent non-vegetated water body. Temporal de-
lineation concerns the problem of changing water levels in time resulting in wetland expan-
sion or diminution, or changing wetlands characteristics (e.g. use).
There are opportunities for incorporating the dynamics of the lake water levels into the CBA
of wetlands. Taking into account that the coastal wetland area is dependent on Lake Victo-
ria's water levels, it becomes possible through frequency analysis to define return periods for
water levels and thus for wetland areas. However, to establish a frequency curve for lake
water levels and predict its corresponding wetland area for each wetland class involves
many factors and uncertainties and falls outside the scope of this study.
There is no unambiguous solution for the spatial/ temporal delineation, but the existing data
set originating from the National Wetlands Programme and the National Biomass Study
(wetlands maps and associated database in a Geographic Information System) with its as-
sociated wetlands area is considered of sufficient quality in order to be used as the basis for
the CBA. This avoids at the same time the confusion of another data set for the same sub-
ject. Corrections to this data set will be made if considerable differences between the data
and field surveys are found.
Another time-related uncertainty involves changing wetland values with time due to changing
wetland products prices. The use and characteristics of wetlands will be established during
the period of this study and their associated values will thus be for this period. Price fluctua-
tions however are irrelevant in the CBA as the analysis takes constant prices as the basis for
valuing costs and benefits. For the CBA of wetlands benefits all cost items and benefits will
be valued in prices of the year 2000. The cash flows indicating the annual balance of costs
and benefits over the evaluation period of 25 years use constant prices as to eliminate the
distorting effects of price fluctuations.
For practical reasons and future use, the CBA will be applied to a limited number of wet-
lands, requiring a grouping or classification of the wetlands under study. Chapter 4 deals
extensively with this aspect.
2.3 Wetland functions and values
Wetlands functions and values can be described from various points of view. In the context
of this cost benefit study an economic viewpoint is applied without excluding traditionally
non-economic values as biodiversity and social aspects (see also the Inception - Baseline
Data Report) .
Wetlands consist of a complex system of functions and environmental resources and each of
them has an economic benefit (and some a dis-benefit), although it may not always be easy
to estimate its value. Environmental benefits are not all the same, some are the result of
economic activities, others have an indirect link with economic activities, while there are also
benefits which have no direct economic impact.
The World Bank and many others make a distinction between the use value of a resource
and its non-use value. The use value (Figure 2.3.1, #1) of an environmental resource derives
from goods and other benefits that can be extracted from the environment by humans, while
the non-use value (Figure 2.3.1, #2) relates to benefits the environment may provide, but
which do not involve using it in any way, whether directly or indirectly.
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Total economic
value
I
.21 •
(Human) (Human) non-
use value use value
1a~ 1b 1c~ 2al 2bl
,Ir
Direct Indirect (non- Option Existence Heritage or(extractive) extractive) value value bequest
use value use value value
Direct eco-
nomic products
(e.g. crops,
timber, fish)
Indirect eco-
nom ic products
(e.g. nutrient
retention,
groundwater
recharge)
Future and
unknown eco-
nom ic prod ucts
Concern for non-
human beings,
contingent valua-
tion method (e.g.
willingness to
pay)
Existence value
for future gene-
rations, contin-
gent valuation
method
Figure 2.3.1 Possible values of an environmental resource (Barbier, E.B., 1989).
The valuing methods for the direct and indirect human use productsl functions are rather
simple in comparison with valuation techniques for the existence and natural values of wet-
land functions. In general the economic value of the direct human use product! function of
wetlands is estimated from production function for cropping, use of natural products, fish
production, energy products, game and construction materials. The analysis compares the
revenue for an economic activity with its costs and estimates the returns. Where production
functions cannot help in valuing a resource, the value of a product! function could be esti-
mated through its opportunity cost being the return in its next best economic use.
The indirect human use function can be valued through a variety of methods, like defence
expenditure, averted damage and restoration costs and contingent valuation techniques like
the willingness-to-pay and the willingness-to-accept. Contingent valuation is also the method
for estimating the value of the existence and natural value of wetlands, meaning that one
tries to assess how much a population or country is willing to pay for maintaining a certain
wetland function.
This is a rather complex analysis, which is already difficult with persons having a notion of
what environment is and what its contribution is in the Iifecycle of human beings and plant or
animal species. Not to speak of persons for whom the natural environment is something so
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obvious and natural to their life. Nature has always surrounded them and has always been
an integral part of their life. Asking them how much they are prepared to pay for keeping,
. what they consider a gift of God or nature, is somewhat strange and probably yields non-
realistic values. Added to this comes the fact that those using the wetlands to make a living
often belong to the poorest, having the least opportunities in society. The only place to go,
where there are still space and opportunities are often wetlands. Moreover time is often a
constraint in the execution of contingent valuation or other techniques (travel cost method,
hedonic pricing) to value the willingness-to-pay or the willingness-to-accept.
This means that other indicators have to be found, which shed a light on the value a country
or persons attaches to wetland functions. The following elements could provide an indication
of what a country or individuals are willing to pay for wetland functions and values and their
protection or sustainable use:
Social costs indicators:
1. The wetland part of NEMA's expenses minus revenues;
2. The wetland part of the Ministry of Water, Lands and Environment's expenses minus
revenues;
3. The wetland part in the local council's and city council's expenses minus revenues;
4. The local cost of Uganda counterparts and debt servicing in the various wetlands' proj-
ects (LVEMP, NWP, etc.);
5. The cost of enforcing wetland programmes;
6. The cost of advertising and awareness raising on radio and television;
7. The local component of expenses for wetland research and teaching (NARO, Makerere
University, etc.).
Individual costs indicators:
1. Price differentials between wetland products and non-wetland alternatives and their use;
2. Extra costs, outside those already accounted for in the production models, made by indi-
viduals or communities for sustaining certain wetland functions, e.g. stopping of hunting
to protect wildlife stocks, banning fishing during certain periods to allow reproduction;
3. Attendance and time spent on wetland functions' awareness raising campaigns;
4: Transaction costs, being a real cost to the environment or a disbenefit. It covers all ac-
tions by individuals to counter prohibitive environmental rules and regulations.
However, some criticism needs to be voiced as to the choice of these elements. The true
economic value is reflected by optimal use of a resource and not by spillage or waste. In this
respect it may be that the Ugandan society as a whole or individuals are prepared to spend
money on the protection of wetlands through the national budget or individual expenses, but
it remains unclear whether this money yields the expected results; and if it is optimally spent.
Moreover, it is recognised that budget expenses are not only target to the non-use functions
of wetlands; they could also pertain to use products/ functions, like protecting fish resources,
sustainable use of food and medicines as well as craft products, etc. This makes these costs
redundant for the valuation of the non-use functions.
As there is probably a strong linkage between use and non-use functions (degradation in
biodiversity is linked to e.g. sustainable craft material use, fish stocks, food or medicinal
plant resources), it could be argued that the cost of maintaining use functions are in fact so-
cial costs towards maintaining non-use functions. Moreover, these costs are not imputed di-
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rectly in production functions. Conclusively, they reflect the social cost or willingness-to-pay
for maintaining non-use functions.
2.4 Identification process of wetland benefits
Before being able to estimate the (human) use and non-use values, it is necessary to identify
them and to retain only the relevant ones. On the basis of wetland literature (e.g. Roggeri,
1995) a list of probable benefits can be drawn up. This provides a comprehensive inventory
of probable benefits (IPB).
The wetlands under consideration are then classified according to their characteristics, re-
sulting in typical wetlands, each having their specific values. Benefits from the IPB can be
eliminated if it appears from literature, field studies (rapid surveys, participatory rapid rural
appraisals, etc.) and expert knowledge that these benefits cannot accrue from typical wet-
lands. This process results in a preliminary inventory of benefits (PIB) for a specific wetland.
The process to assess the importance of benefits for the wetland under consideration and
thus to draw a PIB, consists of indicating for each probable benefit:
- The level at which the benefit is enjoyed: local, proVincial, national, intemational;
- The beneficiaries: the popUlations as a whole or specific interest groups, rural or urban
communities, current population or future generations;
- Whether the importance of the benefit depends on a single wetland or a group of wet-
lands in the region! basin: e.g. network of wetlands, each of which lie on the migration
route of a wildlife species; combined influence of several wetlands on climatic conditions.
The third step is to create a definitive inventory of benefits (DIB). This inventory is estab-
lished through the planning and management activities; an important step to consider as
they single out certain wetland functions and give them priority over others, within the per-
spective of national or local planning objectives.
Once the DIB is agreed upon, it becomes imminent to value the benefits of a resource.
Valuation of benefits is not easy and demands various techniques, depending on the nature
of the benefit. The value of part of the benefits is based on changes in output, some benefits
need a cost-based approach (e.g. compensating value), other benefits can only be valued
through contingent valuation (e.g. willingness to pay). Then there are those estimated via
hedonic pricing (e.g. property values and wage differential) and finally some can only be es-
timated through a travel-cost method.
The final step (step 5) in valUing benefits consists of drawing up an inventory of the benefits
to be maintained: inventory of maintained benefits (1MB) based on three criteria:
1. Absolute value of each benefit (step 4A):
A function or property with a very low benefit may be excluded from the inventory.
2. Priorities for environmental protection (step 48):
Some benefits may be excluded as their environmental importance is not highly ranked
or their protection may be in conflict or incompatible with protection of environmental
properties considered being more important.
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3. Development objectives (step 4C):
Benefits that fall outside the development objectives can be excluded; e.g. when an
area will be dedicated to cleaning urban wastewater, for instance other functions such
as clay extraction for brick making may have to disappear, so their benefits can be dis-
regarded.
The development objectives determine what investments are needed while there are opera-
tion & maintenance costs to sustain the intended situation. These expenditures form the cost
side of the CBA, while the maintained benefits deliver the benefit side of the CBA (step 7).
The assessment of the economic value of wetland benefits needs some more clarifications.
The value as being assessed represents the actual value of the resource; it may be the de-
grade value as existing in the studied wetlands. In fact this means that the benefits, after
restoration could be different, probably valued at a higher price.
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Figure 2.4.1 Steps in defining environmental benefits (after Roggeri, 1995 and WB).
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3. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WETLANDS IN THE PILOT AREAS
3.1 General description
3.1.1 Introduction
The study area consists of five pilot wetlands (see Figure 1.1.1) for which sustainable man-
agement options have to be developed and analysed in economic terms. To achieve this an
inventory of population, economic activities, legislation, and the environmental wetland re-
sources have to be established for each of these Pilot Areas. The inventory then serves to
define scenarios as to the likely developments with and without any investments or costs to
secure sustainable development. The feasibility of these scenarios is tested through a CSA.
3.1.2 The study area in global and African perspective
The characteristics of wetland ecosystems are determined by many factors: salt or fresh
water environment, flowing or standing water, natural or artificial, nutrient availability, period
of the year the soil is saturated, depth of water, groundwater, climate (rainfall quantities and
pattern, evaporation, temperature), soil parent material, biogeographical zone, antropogenic
influence etc. (Armentano, 1993; Roggeri, 1995). Until recently most wetlands escaped hu-
man interference because of their remoteness, inaccessibility, unsuitability for agriculture
and availability of alternative land. In the last decades worldwide population pressure cou-
pled with technological advancements has driven people into the previously unused wet-
lands areas.
As far as tropical wetlands is concerned, various types can be distinguished (see also
Chapter 4), but the main division is based on water type, salt or fresh, followed by riverine/
seasonal/ flowing versus lacustrine/ perennial/ static.
Tropical salt water wetlands
The vast majority of tropical salt water wetlands are mangrove wetlands. These are tidal
wetlands found along the seashores of tropical continents with a relatively low biodiversity.
The specific trees adapted to the extreme conditions are taxonomically very diverse (20-50
species in any given area) and fall in five families. The coastal saline swamps are usually
dominated by few species of red (Rhizophora) and black (Avicennia) mangroves with nu-
merous other associated taxa.
Tropical fresh water wetlands
There are many types of fresh water wetland habitats due to the variety in environmental
conditions. On each continent distinctive wetland community types seem to prevail:
* The floating meadows of rivers in South America;
* The papyrus marshes of highland East Africa;
* The peat swamp forests of Malaysia.
The three continents also have wetland types in common, including high montane bogs, ri-
parian swamps and grass marshes.
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African wetlands
Amongst the wetlands types of tropical Africa, reed and sedge wetlands are common, with
species as Pragmites kharka, Typha angustifolium, Vossia cuspidata, Najas pectinata, Eich-
hornia crassipes and Cyperus papyrus ('papyrus') dominating or in association. Papyrus
grows in dense stands along lake edges and in permanently wet river valleys. These wet-
lands are common on the shores of Lake Victoria (the study area), Lake Kyoga, along the
River Nile in Uganda and southern Sudan, and in the highlands on either side of the Rift
Valley, extending from south Sudan to Lake Malawi. Other papyrus wetlands can be found
around the Ethiopian highland lakes, along the tributaries of the Zambezi-Okavango River
and on Madagascar. Papyrus wetlands are absent from West Africa and the great riverine
swamps of the Congo Basin.
The floodplain swamp forests of the Congo River and its tributaries cover over 6.5 million ha
in the Republic of Congo alone. Most of these are still in pristine conditions. A rich flora com-
prising of Symphonia, Raphia palms Nauclea and Mitragyna ribrostipulata are some of the
common species. Swamp forests are found fess elsewhere in Africa. Tree adaptation to
flooding with pneumatophores, buttresses and adventitious roots are common feature in Af-
rican swamp forests (Richards 1953).
In West Africa fresh and brackish swamps develop behind mangroves, near river deltas and
on the plains along the River Niger, Volta and Senegal. There are a few significant peat
swamps in Ivory Coast and Guinea where drainage is seriously impeded. Raphia palms and
Mitragyna ciliata are among the dominant trees.
The wetlands in the study area
In African perspective, the wetlands of Murchison Bay, Napoleon Gulf, MacDonald/ Berkeley
Bay and the Ssese Islands (see Figure 1.1.1) are not unique; they can be found in many
other places. However, the wetlands of Sango Bay stand out, as they contain rare endemics
of forest swamp species like Podocarpus usambarensis and Pseudogrostitachys uganden-
sis. Some seasonal swamp forests of Sango Bay are also the only location where endemics
as Baikiea and Podocarpus species grow at such a low altitude.
3.1.3 Sango Bay
The wetlands of Sango Bay in Rakai District fall under 'highland permanent wetlands' fring-
ing Lake Victoria and follow most of the river/ stream valley systems. The common vegeta-
tion in the vast seasonally wet river plains are grass species, while the permanent wetlands
include Cyperus papyrus, Typha sp., Miscanthus sp. Vossia sp., and a diversity of palms and
species of Aspilia and Sesbania.
The Sango Bay area contains on the lower plains, near the Kagera River and on the lake
shores, some complex forest wetland ecosystems with swamp forests composed of unique
biodiversity. It is classified as Baikiea-Podocalpus seasonal swamp forest with sub-types of
tropical high forest, permanent and seasonal swamps and Acacia woodlands. They provide
valuable resources for the people living in adjacent areas.
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3.1.4 Ssese Islands
Mid-term Report
Kalangala has a total of 84 islands of which 63 are inhabited. The islands and wetlands are
almost similar in vegetation and animal diversity. Except for Kitobo Island, which has been
drastically disturbed by settlement and agriculture, all the others are semi-intact. Most biodi':'
versity is concentrated in the medium altitude moist evergreen forest and grasslands on the
islands.
Except for the proposed Oil Palm Project (6,500 ha of which 1,500 ha are for out-growers),
rampant development of beaches for ecotourism, fish landing sites, agriculture on steep
slopes to the swamp or lakeshore and minor spills of oil and paint, there are currently no
major threats to the wetlands or lake from the islands. The sedges and grasses with a mix-
ture of Phragmites and Sesbania characterise the lakeshore/ dry land ecotone; extensive
papyrus swamps are rare. Forest products, other than swamp products (baskets, mats, ca-
noes, poles, furniture etc.), are popular among islanders and some are imported from out-
side.
At the end of the 19th century the population of the Ssese Islands was estimated to be 20,000
(Thomas, 1942) and there were numerous farms with large cattle herds, especially on Bugala
Island. The outbreak of sleeping sickness in 1902 however, crippled agricultural development
and became serious to the extent that in 1909, all inhabitants had to be evacuated to the main-
land. Later in 1920, the islands were declared safe for human habitation, and people drifted
back to the islands. However, in general the islands are sparsely populated, with evidence of
old farms sites particularly in the southern part of Bugala Island which are still unused or under-
utilised. It has been suggested that these abandoned farm sites could be due to accelerated
soil erosion in the past. Soil erosion, however, is still evident on undulating slopes of the islands
where human activity is intense and where vegetation has been cleared.
3.1.5 Murchison Bay
With Kampala and the surrounding highly populated areas with commercial and industrial
development in its catchment area, the size and biodiversity of unconverted portions of the
wetland has been drastically diminished. Some areas have been almost completely con-
verted to agriculture and other development activities with a few mosaics of papyrus,
Phragmites, Typha and sedges remaining. Although these form the most important wetlands
in terms of ecological function, their existence and sustainability is greatly threatened.
The area contains the following swamps/ wetlands:
• Kansanga (area 9.54 km2) situated in Makindye, 5 km south east of Kampala at an alti-
tude of 1,143 m a.s.1.
• Kinawataka (4.16 km2) is located in Nakawa Subcounty, approximately 6.5 km east of
Kampala city centre at an altitude of 1,143-1,173 m a.s.1. It is formed along Kinawataka
River occupying a valley below Banda, Ntinda, Kireka, Mbuya and Mutungo hills and it
drains into Lake Victoria.
• Kawooya (0.52 km2) is located in l'Jakawa Division with nearby villages including Banda,
Kireka and Kamuli. It is at an altitude of 1,158-1,173 m a.s.1. It formed along Kawooya
River and drains into Kinawataka swamp.
• Kula (Mayindo; 0.13 km2) is at an altitude of 1,158 m a.s.1. and drains into Kinawataka
swamp.
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• Kyetinda (1.43 km2) is located in Makindye division approximately 9 km south east of
Kampala city centre. It is at 1,143 m a.s.1. It is formed along Kyetinda between Buziga
and Gaba hills and drains into Lake Victoria.
• Nakivubo swamp (about 5 km2) lies in the valley between Bugolobi, Mpanga and Muy-
enga Hills. It is located on the northern shores of the lake (00018'N, 32°38'E) at an alti-
tude of 1,135 m a.s.1. It is permanently water logged and the main river flowing through it
and draining the Kampala city centre from Makerere Kivulu is Nakivubo Channel. The
less waterlogged areas have been modified by cultivation of yams and sugarcane, es-
pecially around Namuwongo and Bugolobi.
3.1.6 Napoleon Gulf
Also the Napoleon Gulf with Jinja, Uganda's second city on its north-western shores, has
some industries affecting the nearby wetlands. The eight major wetlands in this area are:
• Kirinya West Swamp; • Kirinya East Swamp;
• Masese Swamp; • Budumbuli Swamp;
• Kakira Swarnp; • Kikenyi Swamp;
• Wairaka Swamp; • Bugungu Swamp (south-western side of the gulf).
Except for Kikenyi, all others are permanent swamps characterised by Cyperus papyrus, Ty-
pha, Phoenix palms, with species of Phragmites, Acacia and Sesbania in association. The
level of wetland disturbance is variable, depending on the location. Those near the towns
suffer from industrial developments, waste disposal and varied forms of agriculture. The rural
ones are mainly being converted into agro-ecosystems of sugar cane, maize, cocoyam,
sweet potatoes, rice and a mixture of vegetables. Except for significant afforestation in
Kikenyi and Walukuba (Eucalyptus) and some agro-forestry in the surrounding areas of
Budumbuli, no other serious conservation measures were observed.
3.1.7 MacDonald/ Berkeley Bay
The characteristics of wetlands of the Berkeley Bay are to a great extent similar to those of
MacDonald Bay. The permanent wetlands are found along the lakeshores and River Sio,
while the seasonal wetlands are found mainly upstream. Along River Sio these are part of
the extensive floodplains.
The vegetation is characterised by forests, floodplains (near Sitengo), grasslands, thickets
and swamps: Cyperus papyrus swamps, papyrus/ Phragmites mixed swamps, Miscanthid-
ium/ sedge swamps. Generally, the wetlands fringing the mainland and islands are almost
similar (in biodiversity, use, level of threat etc.). In a few instances they are wide and con-
tinuously extensive. The extensive ones are generally healthy with little or no significant hu-
man interference. Most of the dry land/ shore interfaces are rocky, sandy and sometimes
precipitous, fringed by disturbed forest. The patchy wetlands of papyrus, Vossia and Phrag-
mites are seriously being colonised and displaced by Sesbania sp. This displacement is se-
rious where soil erosion from deforestation and agriculture or ranching feeds into the lake-
shore/ wetland ecotone. There are sacred/ burial sites in the forest (Sitengo).
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The five pilot areas on the populated Ugandan shores of Lake Victoria comprise:
Sango Bay, dominated by vast seasonally wet grass plains (on lacustrine deposits) used
mainly for husbandry, and some pristine forest and mixed wetlands in the lower areas;
Ssese Islands, a series of hilltops emerging from the lake, with fringing reed and shrub
wetlands along the shores and some more extended wetlands in the bays. Fishery is the
main source of income, but there is potential for tourism.
Murchison Bay, with Kampala and surrounding urbanised areas on its north-western hilly
shores. The papyrus wetlands filter the wastewaters before they enter Lake Victoria.
Napoleon Gulf, having some polluting industries near Jinja, the second city in Uganda.
Papyrus wetlands delineate the rural bays, while seasonal wetlands exploited for agri-
culture follow the stream valleys.
MacDonald & Berkeley Bay, rural in character, have a ramified network of wetlands with
trees, shrubs and agriculture along the streams in the hills and papyrus on the lake
shores.
3.2 Administration, legislation and population
3.2.1 All Pilot Areas
Legislation
The wetlands management and conservation in Uganda is handled under the following leg-
islative documents:
- The Constitution of The Republic of Uganda (1995);
- The National Environment Statute (1995), Part VII, Sections 36-38;
- The National Policy for the Conservation & Management of Wetlands Resources (1995);
- The Local Government Act (1997);
- The Land Act (1998);
- The Statutory Instrument Supplement: The National Environment (Wetlands, River Banks
and Lake Shores Management; 2000);
- The Water Management Statute (1995);
- The Uganda Wildlife Statute (1996);
- The Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar Convention; 1971);
- The Kagera Basin Organisation (KBO) Agreement (about 1977);
- and by-laws passed by the various local authorities within the areas of their jurisdiction
(e.g. the Jinja Wetland Resources Management By-laws 2000).
The following acts, containing sections on wetland-related issues, have been superseeded
by the above acts:
- The Public Health Act (1935; CAP 269),
- The Town and Planning Act (1951; CAP 30).
The main legislative document describing wetland issues is the Constitution of the Republic
of Uganda 1995 (which is also the supreme law of the country), supported by various spe-
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cific sectoral laws, legislations, statutes and by-laws. Chapter 15 Article 237 of the Constitu-
tion deals with Land Issues and Article 245 concerns the Environment Out of 29 objectives
in the Constitution, three of them have a bearing on wetland resources:
-Objective XIII covers the protection of natural resources:
''The State shall protect important natural resources including land, water, wetlands, min-
erals, oil, fauna and flora on behalf of the people of Uganda".
Objective XXI stipulates clean and safe water:
''The State shall take all practical measures to provide a good water management system
at all levels."
Objective XXVII concerns the environment:
i) The State shall promote sustainable development and public awareness of the need to
manage land, air, and water resources in a balanced and sustainable manner for the
present and future generations.
ii) The utilisation of natural resources of Uganda shall be managed in such a way as to
meet the developmental and environmental needs of present and future generations of
Ugandans; and in particular, the State shall take all possible measures to prevent or
minimise damage and destruction to land, air and water resources resulting from pol-
lution or other causes.
The National Wildlife Statute (1995) is fulfilment of objective XIII of the Constitution. It is a
Statute to provide for sustainable management of wildlife; to consolidate the law relating to
wildlife management; to establish a co-ordinating, monitoring and supervisory body for that
purpose and for other matters incidental to or connected with the foregoing.
The Water Statute (1995) fulfils objective XXI of the Constitution. This Statute provides for
the use, protection and management of water resources and supply; for the constitution of
water and sewerage authorities; and to facilitate the devolution of water supply and sewer-
age undertakings.
The National Environmental (Wetlands, River Banks and Lake Shores Management) Regu-
lations (2000) also arise from objectives XVIII, XXI and XXVII and give effect to Clause 2 of
Article 237 of the Constitution of Uganda on land ownership:
2) Notwithstanding Clause 1 of this article:
a) the Government or a local government may, SUbject to Article 26 of this Constitu-
tion, acquire land in the public interest; and the conditions governing such acquisi-
tion shall be as prescribed by Parliament;
b) the Government or a local government as determined by Parliament by law, shall
hold in trust for the people and protect natural lakes, rivers, wetlands, forest re-
serves, game reserves, national parks and any land to be reserved for ecological
and touristic purposes for the common good of all citizens.
These Regulations were enacted under Sections 36, 37 and 108 of the National Environment
Statute 1995, Statute NO.4 of 1995.
The Public Health Act 1935 [Cap. 269] has been superceded by more recent statutes such
as the National Environment Statute (1995), the Water Statute (1995) and the National Envi-
ronment (Wetlands, River Banks and Lake Shores) Regulations (2000). The Town and
Country Planning Act (1983) has been superceded by the provisions in the Constitution
(1995) and recent statutes e.g. the Local Governments Act (1998). Other pieces of legisla-
tion mentioned above have been superseded by the provisions in the Constitution, The Na-
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tional Environment Statute (1995), The Local Government Act (1997); The Local Govern-
ment Act (1997), The Land Act (1998), and the Wetlands Policy (1995).
Annex X contains excerpts of the essential texts concerning wetlands legislation. Information
on the institutional aspects of wetlands can be found in §5.3.1.
'The State shall protect important natural resources including land, water,
wetlands, minerals, oil, fauna and flora on behalf of the people of Uganda"
[the Constitution of the Republic of Uganda, 1995]
Population
The districts fringing Lake Victoria show higher population densities than most of the other
district in Uganda: over a 100 persons/km2 (except Rakai). This area includes also the two
biggest cities: Kampala and Jinja. Table 3.2.1 shows population figures for the districts that
are located adjacent to wetlands or include wetlands, based on the Population and Housing
Census 1991. The 1991 data are extrapolated to the year 2001, using the annual growth
rate of each district in 1991 (actual numbers may differ).
Table 3.2.1 Total population per district, located adjacent to wetlands or including wet-
lands, from 1991 to 2001 (based on Census 1991 data).
District> Kampala Ssese Sango Busia Iganga Jinja Mpigi Mukono
Islands Bay
Growth> 4.76% 5.88% 3.04% 2.82% 3.50% 2.15% 2.94% 2.39%
1991 774,241 16,371 92,902 32,800 307,752 289,476 340,801 220,852
1992 811,095 17,334 95,726 33,725 318,523 295,700 350,821 226,130
1993 849,703 18,353 98,636 34,676 329,672 302,057 361,135 231,535
1994 890,149 19,432 101,635 35,654 341,210 308,552 371,752 237,069
1995 932,520 20,575 104,725 36,659 353,152 315,185 382,682 242,735
1996 976,908 21,784 107,908 37,693 365,513 321,962 393,932 248,536
1997 1,023,409 23,065 111,189 38,756 378,306 328,884 405,514 254,476
1998 1,072,123 24,422 114,569 39,849 391,546 335,955 417,436 260,558
1999 1,123,156 25,858 118,052 40,973 405,251 343,178 429,709 266,785
2000 1,176,618 27,378 121 .640 42,128 419,434 350,556 442,342 273,161
2001 1,232,625 28,988 125,338 43,316 434,115 358,093 455,347 279,690
3.2.2 Sango Bay
Sango Bay and its wetlands are located around 31°40'E, 0050'S within the subcounty of
Kyebe, Kakuuto County and Kabira Subcounty in Kyotera County, Rakai District at an alti-
tude of 1,200 m. Sango Bay Pilot Area is under the jurisdiction of LCV Rakai District and is
shared between Kakuuto and Kyotera Counties. There are many wetlands draining into
Sango Bay Pilot Area of which 13 major ones had their inventories done (flora, fauna, lan-
duse; see Mulumba and Byamuka, 2000).
The riparian population of 92,902 people in 1991 is 121,640 in year 2000, impacting Sango
Bay wetlands in Kabira Subcounty of Kyotera County and Kyebe Subcounty of Kakuuto
County. Population growth is 3.04%, which is higher than the national figure of 2.8%. The
population density is 98.6 people per km2 (1991 Census).
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3.2.3 Ssese Islands
Mid-term Report
The Ssese Islands are administered under LCV Kalangala District. There are 29 permanent
wetlands of which the main ones occur around Bunyama, Mazinga-Ngabo, Lulamba, Kitobo,
Bubembo, and Funve Islands. Ten other wetlands are found on the main Bugala Island.
Land area of the district is 432 km2 • The population of Kalangala was 16,371 with a growth
rate of 5.88% in 1991 giving a population of 27,000 in 2000. Population density was 38 peo-
ple per km2 (1991 Census). Agriculture and craft production occupy 7,268 people from age
over 15. Over 15,000 people depend on biomass sources of energy for cooking and lighting.
There is pressure on the forests for building materials and firewood/ charcoal.
3.2.4 Murchison Bay
Murchison Bay and its wetlands are shared between Kampala City Council LCV, Mukono
District and LCV Mpigi Districts.
The population impacting Murchison Bay greatly belongs to Kampala District consisting of
774,241 people (1991 Census). It has a growth rate of 4.76% giving a population of
1,176,618 people in year 2000. Mukono District had a riparian popUlation of 220,852 (1991
Census) with a growth rate of 2.39%, being 273,161 in 2000. In addition, Mpigi riparian
population of 340,801 in 1991 with a growth rate of 2.94% is 442,342 in 2000. The estimate
of the total riparian population around Murchison Bay stands at almost 2 million in year 2000.
3.2.5 Napoleon Gulf
Napoleon Gulf and wetlands are administered by LCV Jinja District! Jinja Municipality, LCV
Mukono District and LCV Iganga (areas concerned now in Mayuge District).
The major population around Napoleon Gulf resides in Jinja District: 289,476 people (1991
Census), and with the population growth rate of 2.15% becomes 350,556 in year 2000.
3.2.6 MacDonald / Berkeley Bay
. MacDonald Bay and its wetlands are administered by LCV Iganga (in now Mayuge) District
and LCV Bugiri District. Berkeley Bay and its wetlands are under the jurisdiction of Kenya,
LCV Busia District and LCV Bugiri District.
Lunyo and Lumino sub-counties of counties of Samia-Bugwe County in Busia District
boarder Berkeley Bay. The combined popUlation of Lumino (15,2120) and Lunyo (17,588)
was 32,800 in 1991 (1991 Census) and with a population growth rate of 2.82% it becomes
42,128 riparian people in year 2000.
In former undivided Iganga District, the sub-counties of Buyinja, Muterere and Nankoma
(Bukooli County) and Kigandalo, Kityerera and Malongo (Bunya County) fringed the shores
of MacDonald Bay and part of Berkeley Bay. The population in those riparian sub counties in
1991 was 307,752 people and with the growth of 3.50%, the riparian population in year 2000
is 419,439 people.
With the current rate ofpopulation growth in the areas fringing Lake Victoria, the
wetlands are seriously threatened by overexploitation, agriculture and pollution.
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3.3 Geology and soils
3.3.1 All Pilot Areas
Mid-term Report
Gneiss and granite formations of the pre-Cambrian basement complex underlie most of
Uganda. A long period of internal earth stability that lasted until early Tertiary provided for
interrupted weathering and erosion of slopes, resulting in very low relief that could be
equated to a 'peneplain'. However, this was later followed by a period of active earth move-
ments which caused slow uplift and down-warp of the plain, besides volcanic and block
mountain building, leading to a landscape that today stands at different levels; mountains,
highlands, plateau's and valleys/ depressions.
These valleys or depressions in the plateau are often covered with lacustrine deposits during
the Quaternary; evidence of the shifting water levels of Lake Victoria. It is in these valleys or
depressions where at present the wetlands are situated. The soils found in the wetlands are
commonly named after the area where the lacustrine deposits settled.
3.3.2 Sango Bay
Lacustrine coastal processes during the Quaternary dominate the Sango Bay area. The soils
consist of lacustrine deposits and fluvial sediments from Pleistocene and Holocene forma-
tions and are considered the Sango Series. They cover the entire shore of Lake Victoria and
virtually the whole of Kyebe and parts of Kakuuto sub-counties. The typical soil types con-
cern grey coarse sands with gravel from river alluvium and grey clays from the lake deposits.
The Quaternary deposits are thin and generally not more than 1.5 to 3.0 meters thick.
The stratigraphical system in Sango Bay consists of a granite basement at shallow depths,
which occasionally outcrops at the border of our Pilot Area. Possible water flow in the base-
ment is restricted to the faults. On top of this basement a continuous and impermeable
clayey layer is apparent that can be considered the aquiclude. This aquiclude is covered by
the Sango Series that show an alternation of discontinuous layers of coarse sand and layers
of loamy sand which strongly limits leaching. No uninterrupted aquifers are present in Sango
Bay.
The rainfall (1,100-1,500 mm/yr) is favourable for production, but the soils are very unpro-
ductive because of their coarse sandy texture, loose consistency and serious deficiencies in
the major plant nutrients. The top soil contains low organic matter and is generally strongly
acid limiting the nutrient uptake by plants. Poor drainage conditions further discourage
farming activities The dominant vegetation is a short and sparse savannah with Laudetia
kagerensis and Eragrostis chalcantha as the main species. Some evergreen Acacia wood-
land, shrubs and small trees are confined to well-drained mounds. The Namalala Central
Forest Reserve is found on soils which are a mixture of lake deposits and river alluvium
(grey humose clays).
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3.3.3 Ssese Islands
Mid-term Report
Kalangala District is entirely overlain by ferralitic soils of sandy clay loam, red in colour. The
soils are undifferentiated and are represented by the dominant Ssese 'red' and Ssese 'brown'
soils (see below). The other types with limited occurrence are Bugoma (see below), Sango,
Kikuyu and Kikwayu Series.
Ssese 'Red' Series: Although the clay content in the fine-earth fraction of the soil is high (40-
50%), its influence is limited due to its fragility and a marked tendency to form minute but stable
aggregates. In addition, about 50% of the fine-earth fraction is fine sand and there are also
varying amounts of coarse sand and fine-quartzite gravel, all contributing to the light loamy
texture of the soil. This soil type is extremely acidic, very deficient in exchange bases and with a
high content of available phosphorous. Productivity is moderate to low. At an altitude of 1,125-
1,200 m the rainfall is around 1,500 mm/yr. Vegetation is forest with Uapaca guineensis as the
dominant tree species.
Ssese 'Brown' Series: These have a lighter textu re with 18-32% of clay. Also the phosphorous
content is lower and the organic content is almost half of the content of Ssese 'red'. Their
productivity is moderate to low. These soils can be found at the same altitudes and with similar
rainfall. Vegetation is mainly short grass savannah with Eragrostis chalcantha as the dominant
species.
Bugoma Series: The Bugoma Series can be found on Bukasa, Kome and Buvama Island. They
developed in lake deposits, originating from fluctuations in the lake level. There is a higher
content of exchangeable calcium and potassium, but not magnesium. Productivity is moderate
to high. These series are found at altitudes around 1,035 m with a rainfall of 1,500 mm/yr. The
lake shore deposits are under grass, dominated by a mixture of Cyperus papyrus, Vossia,
Typha, Phragmites, and Sesbania.
3.3.4 Murchison Bay
There are five different types of soils on the shores and catchment areas of Murchison Bay.
Most of the shoreline or area surrounding Murchison Bay has soil of Kabira/ Katera Com-
plexes, with patches of Kifu Catena and Sango Catena, and further inland Buganda Catena.
Kabira Catena: Dominant Soil types of yellow-red loams are derived from the basement
complex of gneisses and granite and have a medium productivity rating. The vegetation is
composed of Papyrus, Miscanthus and Typha.
Katera Complex: The dominant soil types are brown loamy sands with a parent material of
lake deposit, which has low to nil productivity rating. Further inland is the Kabira (Kb) after
the Kabira/ Katera zone. Still further inland the Buganda catena is found with dominant soil
types being red clay loams or loams. The parent material is Toro mixed schist with a high
productivity rating. There is Papyrus, Miscanthus and Typha, sedges, fringing shore forests,
high forests, scattered trees, woodland and scrub.
Sango Series: This includes the wetlands of the lake near Dewe and Kigo. The dominant soil
types contain grey coarse sands. The parent material is lake deposit which has low to nil
productivity rating. The dominant vegetation is woodland, scrubs and scattered trees ex-
tending inland; without the typical swamp vegetation.
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Kifu Series: This covers areas to the west, opposite Mulingugu Island, with dominant soil
types being grey humose sands. The parent material is alluvium with low to nil productivity
rating. The dominant vegetation is forest by the lakeshore and Kawanga swamp consisting
of Cyperus Papyrus.
Buganda Catena: Dominant soil types are red clay loams derived from Toro mixed schists
with a high productivity rating. This covers much of Kampala and Mukono districts. The
vegetation pattern shows thickets, scrubs, woodlands and high forests.
3.3.5 Napoleon Gulf
There are five wetland soil types in the wetlands fringing Napoleon Gulf:
Kyebe Catena: Dominant soil types are red gravely loams with occasional murram. The par-
ent rock or material is Toro System. These are soils developed on Buganda surface and its
dissected remnants. They occur in the Mukono area (Bugungu - Nasu Point) and along Bu-
vuma Channel. The associated vegetation is mostly sedges and reeds.
Kabira Catena: Dominant soil types are reddish-brown sandy, loam on red clay loam. The
parent rocks are gneisses and granites. These soils have developed on the degraded
Buganda surface. They can be found in Jinja and surrounding Thruston Bay and most of the
catchment. The most outstanding feature is its extreme acidity. The upland soils have very
low base saturation with a deficiency in potassium and magnesium. The organic matter is
generally high and the phosphorous in the topsoil is sufficient for agricultural crops like tea
and Robusta coffee. The natural vegetation includes swamp forest (ficus, figs), Albizia,
Afromomum, Cyperus papyrus, Typha, Eichhornia, Phragmites and Vossia.
Nakabango Catena: Dominant soil types are dark red clays, sometimes underlain by laterite.
The parent rock is Toro System amphibolite and phyllite. This covers the area east of
Thruston Bay to north-west of Hannington Bay. The fringing wetlands support swamp for-
ests, Albizia, Typha, Phragmites, Vossia and Sesbania.
Mwiri Catena: Dominant soil types are shallow loamy sands over quartzite and laterite. The
parent rock is Basement Complex quartzite and sheet ironstone. It occurs in four areas be-
tween Feilding Bay and Thruston Bay. There are patches of wetland left with Sesbania.
Kifu Catena: The dominant soil types are grey humose sands. The parent material is allu-
vium with low to nil productivity rating. It occupies the valley bottom at the entrance of
Bugungu stream and is filled with papyrus and Miscanthidium spp. It has a high content of
clay and silt in the top soil. There is a presence of fibrous peat and acid humus. It is ex-
tremely acidic and this acidity increases with soil depth. The humus capacity is high.
Undifferentiated Alluvium: The dominant soil types are black and grey clays, often calcare-
ous. The parent rock or material is river alluvium. These occur on the north-e.astern end of
Thruston Bay and the northern shore of Hannington Bay. The soil productivity is low to me-
dium. This supports dense and extensive vegetation of Cyperus papyrus, Typha, Phrag-
mites, Vossia with Cyperus being dominant in most areas.
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3.3.6 MacDonald / Berkeley Bay
Mid-term Report
There are several soil types in the wetlands fringing MacDonald and Berkeley Bays:
Bowa Catena: The dominant soil types are yellowish sands with quartz gravel with the par-
ent rock being Toro System quartzites. These are found in Busumu, and part of the South
Busoga Central Forest Reserve is located here.
Ssese Series: The dominant soil types are brown sandy loams over murram and ironstone.
The parent materials are quartzites, sandstones and relic laterite. This covers Nambuga,
Dagusi, Kaza, Nainaivi, Sagitu and Lufu Islands. The shores host papyrus and mangrove
forests, whilst the inland is covered by woodland with high forest in between.
Kabira Catena: The dominant soil types are reddish brown sandy loam on red clay loam.
The parent rock or parent material is basement complex gneisses and granites. This covers
much of the shore and catchment of MacDonald Bay. It has very thin fringing wetlands due
to precipitous shorelines in most areas. They contain papyrus, Phragmites, Ficus sp., Ses-
bania, Electrophyllum, Vossia, thickets of fringing swamp forest and Euphorbia. Part of the
South Busoga Central Forest Reserve is on this soil type.
Nakabango Catena: The dominant soil types are dark red clays, sometimes underlain by
laterite. The parent rock or parent material is the Toro System amphibolite and phylite. This
is the main soil type in Lumino Subcounty, off Berkeley Bay.
Buruli Catena: The dominant soil types are reddish-brown sandy loams and loams on
laterite. The parent material is basement complex gneisses and granites. This is the most
prevalent soil type in Lunyo, Mundidi, Butinde, Masaba, Masafu, Bulumbi Parishes.
Undifferentiated Alluvium: The dominant soil types are black and grey clays often calcare-
ous. Parent material is river alluvium. This is the soil type found in permanent and seasonal
wetlands draining into Idokwe and in five separate areas in MacDonald Bay. Soil productivity
is low to medium. The wetlands vegetation consists of papyrus, Phragmites, Ficus sp., Ses-
bania, Typha, swamp forests (e.g. Euphorbia, Acacia, Ficus, Mahogany, Teclea nobilis, UI-
macea) and thickets.
Most wetlands soils give, after removal of the natural vegetation, initially a high agricul-
tural productivity, but the humus content will decrease rapidly and the application of fertil-
isers is required to maintain the productivity. Fertilisers threaten the adjacent wetland flora
& fauna, while abandoned plots need a long time to become vegetated again by its natu-
ral flora.
3.4 Climate and hydrology
3.4.1 Introduction
This section does not aim to provide a complete overview and analysis of climate and hy-
drology in the basin of Lake Victoria. The data and analyses are limited to characteristics
that are considered to be relevant for the Cost Benefit Analysis of Wetland Resources in
Uganda. Therefore, data have only been collected and analysed from the Ugandan part of
the basin of Lake Victoria and key data have been selected from periods with complete time
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series, as reported in the following paragraphs. Annex V gives an overview of the data used
for the description of the hydrology and climate.
3.4.2 Methodology
The role of hydrology in wetlands
The hydrology is a critical factor for the living conditions of flora and fauna in the wetlands; in
other words, the hydrological conditions are of vital importance to the characteristic wetland
habitats. The most important hydrological feature of wetlands is their ability to regulate and
store water. They store water directly from rainfall/ runoff and subsequently release it stead-
ily through: .
recharging the water table by infiltration (when the water table rises above the surface
level inundation occurs);
evapotranspiration into the atmosphere, and
outflow through streams/ rivers into other water storage or transporting bodies.
In this way wetlands control flooding in a catchment basin and trap impurities. The hydrology
of a wetland is a balance between the various inflow and outflow parameters. This balance
influences the abiotic factors of the catchment (e.g. salinity, anaerobic soil conditions and
nutrient availability) which interact with the flora and fauna of a wetland. The biotic environ-
ment on its turn has a significant effect on the local hydrology (e.g. water flow resistance by
papyrus). It is this balance between the abiotic and biotic factors that provides such a unique
environment and habitat.
Level/detail of modelling
Due to the limited data available and in view of the main objective of the project, the focus
will be on the hydrological process on the scale of the entire wetland system, including the
upstream catchment area. For the assessment of the dominant hydrological conditions of a
catchment area a methodology will be used that can equally be applied for individual wet-
lands when the relevant data become available.
Components of the catchment system
The water balance will be calculated for every major hydrological subsystem in a wetland
catchment basin. The main division of these hydrological subsystems is between the areas
classified as wetland and the areas on the higher grounds, hereafter referred to as 'dry land'.
The SUbsequent subdivision of the wetlands is between seasonally and permanently flooded
wetlands (see Table 3.4.1).
Table 3.4.1 Division of the catchment system.
Main Division Subdivision
Dry land
Seasonally flooded
Wetland
Permanently flooded
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In general, the dry lands are located above the wetlands and generally have a steeper slope
than the adjacent wetlands. Many dry land areas are used for small-scale rain-fed agricul-
ture. Part of the year the dry lands are under cultivation as in the other part of the year the
land lies fallow due to water shortage. The dry lands cover most of the area of the entire
catchment basin.
We can make a distinction between the hydrology of the permanent wetlands fringing Lake
Victoria and the hydrology of the seasonally wetlands. The hydrology of the permanent wet-
lands is dominated by the water level fluctuations of the lake. To what extend a lake level
rise or drop will effect the size of a wetland depends primarily on the slope and shape of the
ground surface above or below the actual water level.
The hydrology of the wetlands on higher grounds, i.e. the wetlands not fringing Lake Victoria
and including the upstream catchment, is dominated by other factors; mainly rainfall and
evapotranspiration . On the scale looked at, lateral flow due to runoff and sub-surface flow
are treated as being part of the rainfall, while the deep groundwater flow is not significant
(see hereafter). At this scale the only lateral displacement of water looked at is through
streams and rivers.
For the assessment of the hydrology of the seasonally flooded wetlands, they will be consid-
ered as part of one larger wetland system. This means that individual wetlands won't be
analysed, but their contribution to the entire wetland system will be incorporated in terms of
rainfall and evapotranspiration. The areas with different hydrological features within the sys-
tem will each be considered and a water balance for each sub-system will be established.
The level of water exchange between the sub-systems follows from the water balances of
the sub-systems and is represented by a stream or river. The above-described method is
according to the so-called cascade model and is visualised in Figure 3.4.1.
Input/output
Sub-system 1
~ t ~~~~~~;~u;
o
Figure 3.4.1 The cascade model.
For example, sub-system 1 could represent the dry lands above the wetlands, sub-system 2
could represent the seasonal wetlands, while sub-sytem 3 could represent the permanently
inundated wetlands. The water not evaporated flows in Lake Victoria. In the cascade model
all areas of the same (hydrological) type are represented by one of sub-systems.
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Hydrological parameter: rainfall
With regard to the determination of hydrological parameters in the water balance of each
system, the rainfall, evapotranspiration and outflow through streams/ rivers are the dominant
factors.
During the dry season heavy rainfall will easily cause locally surface runoff on the dry land,
due to the limited soil infiltration rate of the dry soil. More water will infiltrate into the top soil
when the intensity of the rainfall is less and the initial soil moisture content is higher. This
means that in the wet season with lower rainfall intensities less direct runoff will occur. How-
ever, the large amounts of precipitation received will result in a rise of the groundwater level.
Inundation will occur in the depressions and/ or will leave the system by stream/ river dis-
charge.
The seasonal wetlands located downstream receive the rainfall surplus from the above dry
lands. The seasonal wetlands that already reached their maximum moisture content and
have a raised groundwater level (due to their smaller gradient and the amount of rainfall al-
ready received) inundate. The water leaves the seasonal wetlands as stream/ river dis-
charge.
All rainfall in the catchment basin evaporates or reaches the lake, directly, or indirectly
through the permanent wetlands. The amount of water leaVing the permanent wetlands and
therefore the entire wetland system depends on the water level difference between the per-
manent wetlands and Lake Victoria.
For the description of the rainfall conditions in the wetlands the total amount of precipitation
received as well as the intensity of the rainshower is included by introducing the frequency of
individual rainstorms per month.
Hydrological parameter: evapotranspiration
The evapotranspiration of a certain area is the combined effect of evaporation from the sur-
face and transpiration from the crops. The distinction between evaporation and transpiration
will not be made and only reference will be made to evapotranspiration.
The soil moisture content of all soils in the wetland system is modified by the amount of wa-
ter leaving the system as evapotranspiration. The evapotranspiration is a function of land
cover, vegetation type and climatological factors. An area with sparse vegetation or fallow
land shows very low evapotranspiration rates as soon as the initial moisture content of the
topsoil has evaporated. On the other hand, high evapotranspiration values are realised
throughout the year in many arable lands and areas with dense vegetation as long as the
soil moisture is accessible for the plants. This evapotranspiration of vegetation-covered land
fluctuates with the lifecycle of the vegetation, as the rooting depth and crop canopy surface
changes. Because the evapotranspiration is a function of land cover, vegetation type and
climatological factors, the area under study will not only be divided based on hydrological
features, but further subdivided based on land use characteristics.
The actual evapotranspiration of a defined area (ETA), like a wetland system area, is calcu-
lated by summarising all crop water requirements of each land use area taking into account
the water availability. For the determination of the actual evapotranspiration of the wetland
system components (ETA) the FAa computer programme "CropWat" has been used. The
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potential evapotranspiration is the evapotranspiration of the existing crop pattern in case of
optimum or unlimited water availability. The way the evapotranspiration is calculated is
shown in Annex VI.
The evapotranspiration of papyrus wetlands is very high, because papyrus is a perennial
and tall plant, the cover by papyrus is very dense and the crop c~nopy has a large surface
for transpiration. .
Hydrological parameter: groundwater
The geology of the study area consists of impervious layers (mainly granite and gneiss) at
shallow depths. This impedes the development of extensive groundwater layers; only locally
some water sources can be found. From the limitedly available data (see Annex V), there is
no evidence of relevant infiltration into the deeper underground and transmission towards
other basins through continuous aquifers. However, the long exposure of the granite and
gneiss layers at the earth surface has resulted in deep and well-developed soils. These soils
as well as the sandy river/ stream sediments in the valleys allow some superficial ground-
water. On the western shores of Lake Victoria (e.g. Sango Bay) more recent shallow imper-
meable lacustrine deposits prevent percolation into the deeper soils, resulting in the vast
grass plains, flooded during the rainy periods.
As rainfall, evapotranspiration and the rivers/ streams represent much larger water quantities
than the above discussed lateral (local) flows, they therefore determine the water balance.
Lateral groundwater flow becomes only more significant when studying individual wetlands.
Deep groundwater flow is therefore disregarded in the model.
Hydrological parameter: level of Lake Victoria
Many of the wetlands in the study area are located along the shoreline of Lake Victoria and
are hydrologically linked to the lake. The most prominent feature is water level fluctuation in
the wetlands as a result of water level changes in the lake. As will be described below, the
inter-annual variations of the lake level are in the order of decimetres (0.2 - 0.4 m) and fol-
low the rainfall seasons, although larger rises in water level (1 metre) have occurred on sev-
eral occasions in the past. Furthermore, long-term water level fluctuations with 5-year and
10-year cycles have been observed since 1896.
This means that there is a considerable movement in the water level of permanent wetlands
and that seasonal wetlands could (partly) become permanent wetlands or permanent wet-
lands could (partly) become seasonal wetlands. Also, fluctuations in the amount of water
flowing into and out of the permanent wetlands can not be counterbalanced by storage of
water in the form of soil moisture content (already saturated). These flow fluctuations are di-
rectly translated in a rise or fall in water level in the wetland.
As said before, a lake level change can influence strongly the fringing wetlands, depending
principally on the slope and shape of the ground surface above or below the actual water
level, but also on ecosystem reaction times and even on socio-economic factors. For deter-
mining the principle effects, studies with three-dimensional models of the lake-floor and the
surrounding coasts need to be carried out. The possible effects of these lake level changes
will be addressed briefly in the Final Report.
The water level in the lake does also rise and drop with onshore wind intensity variations and
changes in wind direction. This may result in seiches (standing waves) with average ampli-
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tude of 4.5 cm and a frequency of 11 times a day, as recorded at Port Bell (1995-1996; Kan-
siime and Nalubega, 1999). Research is needed to establish the influence of seiches on
water levels further inland and water quality.
The water balance
The hydrological parameters that make up the water balance of the wetlands are presented
in Figure 3.4.2 (some of the parameters do not take part in the calculation of the balance, as
is outlined above).
Where:
PN
P-v
ETw
ETLV
air
alg
Ig
ao
W
aDAM
iSS
Precipitation on wetland system
Precipitation on Lake Victoria
Evapotranspiration from wetland system
Evapotranspiration from Lake Victoria
Inflow by run-off
Inflow by sub-surface flow or groundwater flow
Deep groundwater infiltration
Outflow from wetland system by stream/river discharge
Water transport due to seiches
Outflow over Owen Falls Dam (River Nile)
Change in storage
Figure 3.4.2 Water balance parameters and exchange processes concerning wetlands.
The water balance for the wetland system alone can be described by the following equation:
As discussed before, the lateral flows presented in the above presented water balance are
not considered separately at this scale of approach. All lateral flows are combined in the
term "Outflow from wetland system" and are in the text below referred to as runoff when ex-
pressing the values in millimetres (mm) per unit area. The simplified water balance equation
therefore becomes:
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Sensitivity and variations
. The water balance is first established for an average hydrological situation for the three
components (dry lands, seasonal wetlands and permanent wetlands). With the knowledge
that the hydrological parameters vary enormously from year to year within the Pilot Areas, an
average hydrological situation exists only in theory; one can therefore not automatically de-
rive conclusions from this. However, the outcome of the average hydrological condition
analysis will indicate the accuracy of the model and the magnitude of the various hydrologi-
cal parameters.
In view of the Cost Benefit Analysis of Wetlands the sensitivity of the wetlands towards
changes in the hydrological conditions is important. Natural variations, human interference or
upstream alterations can alter these conditions among others. Based on the average hydro-
logical situation and by applying variations in a dominant hydrological factor (e.g. a period of
low rainfall vs. high rainfall), the hydrological sensitivity of the wetlands to different conditions
can be estimated.
The wetlands in the Pilot Areas are not uniform and depend among others on the local geo-
logical, geomorphological and climatological conditions. For example, after heavy rainfall
runoff and small streams can result in water accumulating in depressions downstream. In
some cases the depressions do not have lOW-lying outlets and the accumulated water
evapotranspirates. In other cases, the depressions have a limited storage capacity causing
the surplus of water to leave by means of streams or rivers. Differences on this level are not
dealt with in the balance.
Scope
It is not the intention of this report to extensively elaborate the water balance of every Pilot
Area in detail as this is not directly relevant for this study. Moreover, with the present limita-
tion in data availability the exact determination of the water balance for each Pilot Areas is
not feasible. The aim is to gain more insight in the water balance and the predominant hy-
drological processes in the Pilot Areas in general. In the following sections the water balance
of the different upland systems and sub-systems is discussed according to the average hy-
drological situation in the specific area.
The Sango Bay Pilot Area will be used as an example of the calculation of a water balance
and will clarify the necessary steps in determining the water balance for wetlands in general.
The water balance for the Sango Bay area will be described in this report, as the results for
the other areas and the hydrological sensitivity of wetlands will be presented in the Final Re-
port. Note that the areas of the vegetation types of Sango Bay have recently been updated,
having consequences for the water balance. The revised balance will also be presented in
the Final Report.
3.4.3 Hydrology of Lake Victoria
Lake Victoria, the largest lake in Africa, is the most important fresh water resource for the
people living in the direct vicinity of the lake. It covers an area of 68,000 km2 and has a vol-
ume of 2,760 km3. It lies at an altitude of 1,134 m above sea level in the centre of a shallow
basin between the western and eastern highlands of East Africa. The sole outlet of Lake
Victoria is the River Nile leaving the lake near Jinja (about 23 x109 m3; Crul et ai, 1993). An
overview of the lake characteristics is presented in Table 3.4.2.
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Table 3.4.2 Main featu res of Lake Victoria (approximate values; Crul et ai, 1993).
Feature Value
Latitude OU20' N - 3uO' S
Lonqitude 31 °39' - 34°53' E
Altitude 1,134 m
Catchment area 263 x 1o;j km~ (lake excluded)
Surface area 68.8 x 10;j km~
Maximum lenqth 400 km
Maximum width 240 km
Maximum depth 79 m
Mean depth 40 m
Volume 2.76 x 10;j km;j
Shore line 3.44 x 10J km (islands excluded)
Outflowinq river in Uqanda Victoria Nile
Inflow from streams (I) 18 x 10\1 m;j
Precipitation over Lake (P) 100 x 10\1 mJ
Outflow (0) 23.4 x 109 m3
Evaporation 100 x 10\1 m;j
Annual lake level fluctuations 0.4 - 0.7 m (Piper et ai, 1986)
Max. lake level fluctuation 3 m (Piper et ai, 1986)
There is no major river flowing into Lake Victoria, but a large number of relatively small rivers
and streams flow into the lake. Discharges of the main inflowing rivers for 1969 are given in
Table 3.4.3. The Kagera River is the largest inflowing river contributing 63% of the total river
inflow.
Table 3.4.3 River discharge into Lake Victoria (Crul et ai, 1993).
River Main Country Dischar.qe x 1if mJ
Kagera Tanzania 9,474
Nzoia Kenya 1,777
Yala Kenya 1,114
Mara Tanzania 1,038
Sondu Kenya 845
Sio Uqanda 287
Nyando Kenya 247
KatonQa Uganda 100
Kibos Kenya 68
Ruizi Kenya 61
Isanqa Tanzania 37
The inflow from rainfall directly on the lake (about 100 x 109 m3) is much larger than the con-
tribution by the rivers (about 18 x 109 m3). The tropical rains in the area are associated with
an atmospheric belt of low pressure that follows the sun twice a year across the equator. The
amount of rainfall varies considerably per season and from year to year with the major peak
in the period March - May and a minor peak in the period November - December (see Annex
III). There is a permanent low pressure area over Lake Victoria resulting in a large amount of
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rain condensed from rising air masses. The mean annual rainfall shows significant differ-
ences for the stations around the lake (see Annex III and Table 3.4.4).
Table 3.4.4 Mean annual rainfall and mean annual evaporation by open-pan method
(1956 - 1978; Piper et aI, 1986).
Station Country Rainfall [mm] Evaporation [mm]
Jinja UQanda 1,336
Entebbe Uganda 1,620 1,n8
KalanQala UQanda 2,216
Kisumu Kenva 1,377 2,100
Bukoba Tanzania 2,147
KaQondo Tanzania 1,770
Mwanza Tanzania 1,100 2,159
Musoma Tanzania 895
The majority of the water leaves Lake Victoria as evapotranspiration (about 100 x 109 m3);
the remainder exits via the River Nile. Evaporation rates vary along the lake and may reach
much higher values on the south-eastem shore. Annual means range between 1,778 and
2,159 mm (see Table 3.4.4).
The underground of the lake basin consists of rather impervious layers and the movement of
groundwater is limited. There is no evidence of relevant infiltration into the underground and
transmission towards other basins through aquifers.
Annual variations in rainfall have caused fluctuations in lake level from year to year. Long-
term water level fluctuations with 5-year and 1O-year cycles have been observed since 1896
(maximum lake level fluctuation in one year: 3 m; Piper et aI, 1986). In 1961 the water level
rose more than 1 metre in a few months and in 1964 the water level reached its maximum
water level which was more than 2 metres above the 1961 level (see Annex IV). From his-
torical evidence it is clear that this sudden rise was not unique and that similar fluctuations
occurred in the past (Nicholson, 1980).
Seasonal fluctuations in lake level follow the rainfall pattern within the year. The lake level
rises during the main rains in April and generally reaches a maximum in May - June. The
lake level declines throughout the rest of the year with usually 20 - 40 cm (never more than
70 cm) in October.
Daily fluctuations are smaller than seasonal fluctuations. The water level in the lake does
also rise and drop with onshore wind intensity variations and changes in wind direction. This
may be the cause of the registered seiches (standing waves) with an average amplitude of
4.5 cm and a frequency of 11 times a day, as recorded at Port Bell (1995-1996; Kansiime
and Nalubega, 1999).
The water level of Lake Victoria is managed by the UEB, the Ugandan Electricity Board. The
UEB operates the Owen Falls Dam and hydropower station at the outlet of Lake Victoria,
where the outflow from the lake used to be controlled by a rock sill in the upstream section of
the Victoria Nile. Reportedly the lake is kept at a level that also would have occurred under
natural conditions (more on this in the Final Report).
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3.4.4 All Pilot Areas
Mid-term Report
The catchment area of Lake Victoria is relatively small (see above): on the northem side of
the lake (including MacDonald/ Berkeley Bay, Napoleon Gulf and Murchison Bay) the
catchment boundary is at some places less than 10 km from the lake. On the western side of
the lake (including Sango Bay) though it extends further inland: up to about 150 km.
The northern side consists of hills up to about 100 - 150 m above lake level, resulting in a
dendritic stream/ river network. The western side, that used to be the lake bottom at some
time, has plateaus and escarpments; the plateaus being incised by streams. At the southern
Ugandan border (with Tanzania) the River Kagera cuts deeply into the plateaus and flows
into the lake.
The rainfall in the study area is quite evenly distributed throughout the year (see Annex III).
The relatively dry seasons are in the periods January - February and June - August (around
75 mm/month). A principle peak is from March to May (around 200 mm/month), whereas a
minor peak is in November (around 125 mm/month). The mean annual rainfall in the wet-
lands of the Pilot Areas varies from 1,000 to 1,500 millimetres. The mean annual tempera-
ture records 22°C with a mean monthly maximum deviation of only 2.5°C, due to the equato-
rial location of the area and the presence of the huge fresh water body of Lake Victoria.
The Ssese Island are located in the north-westem corner of Lake Victoria. These hilltops,
rising above the water level, receive far more rain, due to their position in the lake: over
2,000 mm/yr.
The evaporation is rather constant in the Pilot Areas throughout the year: it varies between
100 - 150 mm/yr up to just over 150 mm/yr on the northern lakeshore in March. In general
the evaporation decreases slightly from north to south, so the western lakeshore (Sango
Bay) is in the lower ranges.
Groundwater is limited to the deeply developed soils and sandy stream! river sediments in
the valleys and deltas. Some deeper groundwater can occur because of a locally deviating
geology.
3.4.5 Sango Bay
Geographical features
The catchment basin of the Sango Bay Pilot Area has quite a complicated structure. What is
often considered as one catchment area consists actually of several separate catchment ba-
sins. Hills in the larger catchment area create watersheds and hydrologically divide the ar-
eas. For the Pilot Area two catchment basins are recognised.
The river Kagera catchment basin falls partly inside the most south-eastern part of the Pilot
Area (south of a 25 m high hill range) and its area is more than 33,000 km2 . However, only a
very small portion of this catchment basin is located in the Pilot Area itself. The bigger part of
the catchment basin is located outside of the Pilot Area and covers large parts of Tanzania.
The catchment basin covering the other part of the Pilot Area is much smaller, estimated at
1,265 km2, and falls completely inside the Pilot Area. It extends up to 28 kilometres inland,
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almost reaching the town of Rakai. To the north it reaches Kalisizo city and is around 45 km
long. For the purpose of this study this latter catchment area is further elaborated below.
The dry lands upstream of the wetlands generally have a slight to medium slope of 2° to 9°.
The steepest parts average 10° to 15° and are therefore more vulnerable to erosion. During
heavy downpours and long periods of rainfall surface runoff is common on these slopes. The
elevation of the dry lands reaches 30 - 50 m above Lake Victoria's average water level.
From topographic maps, land use maps and analysis with GIS tools, the surface area of the
dry lands is estimated at 678 km2 (67,823 ha).
The seasonally flooded or riverine wetlands have a gradient less than 1°. Runoff is less
compared to the dry lands. The total surface area of the riverine wetlands in this Sango Bay
catchment is about 669 km2 (66,928 ha). The remaining 189 km2 (18,934 ha) are occupied
by the permanently flooded or lacustrine wetlands. More details are presented in Table 3.4.5.
Table 3.4.5 Area use differentiated by wetland classification in Sango Bay (GIS database;
old values, will be updated in the Final Report).
Main Hydrological Dominant vegetation Code Area in Sango Bay
characteristic condition ha %
Agriculture
---
6,782 10 (dry)
Dry land (67,823 ha) Forest! fallow
---
40,694 60 (dry)
Grass
---
20,347 30 (dry)
Lacustrine or
Papyrus RLP 1,120 o (wet)
permanently wet Cyperus dives/ rotunda, Vossia, RLC 13,573 23 (wet)
Rural wetland Miscanthus, Phraamites
(85,862 ha) Forest (inluding palms & thickets) RSF 3,667 6 (wet)
Riverine or Grass RSG 40,340 69 (wet)
seasonally wet
Agriculture RSA 52 o(wet)
Cropping Pattern
The dry lands are utilised for small-scale farming, which covers approximately 10% of the
total area. The other 90% are non-arable lands of which about 30% are used as pastureland
by nomadic cattle breeders. The cropping pattern for the arable lands in the different land
types in the study area is assessed and presented in Table 3.4.6.
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Table 3.4.6 Cropping patterns in Sango Bay.
Mid-term Report
Crop Dry land Seasonal wetland
Type Seasonal Area [%] Planting Harvest Area [%] Planting Harvest
Bananas No 25 10
Beans Yes (8) 1 March 1 May (8) 1 Oct. 1 Dec.
Coffee No 30 -
Millet Yes - -
Potatoes (Irish) Yes - 10 1 Oct. 1 Jan.
Suqarcane No - 30
Sweet potatoes Yes 15 1 March 1 Auq. 15 1 Oct. 1 March
Tomatoes Yes 5 1 March 1 June 10 1 Oct. 1 Jan.
Veqetables Yes 1 1 March 1 May 5 1 Oct. 1 Dec.
Maize Yes 15 1 March 1 June 15 1 Oct. 1 Jan.
Cocoa-yam No - 10
Cassava Yes 10 1 March 1 Aug. - 1 Oct. 1 Mar.
Sum 100 100
Rainfall
The precipitation in Sango Bay is characterised by a fair distribution throughout the year. The
relatively dry seasons are around January - February and June - August. A principle peak is
due around March - May, whereas a minor peak is around October - November. The mean
annual rainfall in the wetlands varies from 1,000 mm inland to 1,500 mm at the lakeshore.
Figure 3.4.3 shows the rainfall distribution for Sango Bay according to data from Kibanda
station for the period 1968 - 1972. Although Kibanda station is situated just outside the Pilot
Area and will give slightly lower values, the precipitation graph shows clearly the big varia-
tion in mean monthly precipitation as well as shifting of the rainfall peaks in time, also indica-
tive for the Pilot Area.
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Figure 3.4.3 Monthly rainfall in Sango Bay.
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The mean monthly rainfall distribution, which will be used to determine the amount of water
received from precipitation, the calculation of the evapotranspiration and the water dis-
charged from the system, is derived from long term time series provided by the FAD and
modified for the higher precipitation values along Lake Victoria and the lower precipitation
values more inland. The applied climatological values for the seasonal wetlands in Sango
Bay are listed in Table 3.4.7. For the other areas data sets are established in the same way.
Table 3.4.7 Climatological data for the Sango Bay seasonal wetlands (based on FAD da-
tabase).
Month Rainfall Max. temp. Min. temp. Humidity Wind speed Sunshine Solar rad.
[mm] [deg.C] [deg.C] [%] [Km/d] [Hours] [MJlm2ld]
January 64 27.1 13.1 76 86 5.9 18.1
February 66 27.4 13.8 75 86 5.9 18.7
March 108 26.6 14.3 77 86 6.0 19.0
April 156 26.5 14.9 79 104 5.9 18.2
May 140 26.0 13.9 77 130 5.5 16.5
June 17 26.4 12.3 69 164 5.1 15.3
July 19 26.9 11.7 67 147 7.9 19.4
AUQust 22 27.3 12.6 67 130 5.8 17.4
September 37 27.4 13.3 67 86 5.5 17.8
October 124 26.9 14.2 71 86 5.3 17.7
November 113 26.1 14.7 77 86 5.1 16.9
December 78 26.5 13.9 73 86 5.3 17.0
AveraQe 78.6 26.76 13.6 72.9 106.4 5.8 17.7
The water balance of 'dry lands'
Using the above presented land use data, cropping pattern data and climatological data, the
evapotranspiration (ETc) is calculated with the Penman-Monteith method. Figure 3.4.4
shows the with CropWat calculated evapotranspiration during the year for the dry lands in
Sango Bay. The evapotranspiration values (monthly average) are the result of the combined
evapotranspiration effect of the subdivisions (see Table 3.4.5 and Table 3.4.7). These calcu-
lations can sUbsequently be used for determining the other related hydrological factors, like
runoff. The monthly ET-values, rainfall and runoff are given in Table 3.4.8.
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Figure 3.4.4 Monthly evapotranspiration on 'dry land' in Sango Bay (CropWat).
Table 3.4.8 Water balance factors of 'dry lands' component in Sango Bay (CropWat).
Month Rainfall ETa ETc ETc/ETa Runoff
[mm] [mm] [mm] [%] [mm]
1 64 111 56 50 6
2 66 101 51 50 8
3 108 113 65 57 18
4 156 111 75 68 30
5 140 116 90 78 26
6 17 113 82 73 2
7 19 117 82 70 1
8 22 116 84 72 0
9 37 111 98 88 5
10 124 113 103 92 24
11 113 107 83 77 22
12 78 109 58 53 12
total 943 1,338 926 152
Figure 3.4.5 presents the total rainfall received and the effective rainfall based on the soil
properties of the dry lands (CropWat). The difference between total and effective rainfall
gives the runoff.
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Figure 3.4.5 Total and effective rainfall on 'dry lands' in Sango Bay (CropWat).
Figure 3.4.6 shows the reference evapotranspiration (ETo) in case unlimited water is avail-
able, the vegetation water requirement or actual evapotranspiration according to the growth
schedule of the plant (Etm which is equal to Eta) and the irrigation requirements due to water
shortage.
From these calculations it is concluded that although the average rainfall per month exceeds
the mean monthly vegetation water requirement or actual evapotranspiration for the months
May to October, additional water supply is normally required. This is due to the fact that not
all precipitation is effective, because of the limited infiltration rate of the soil, in particular
during heavy rain showers. Comparing the effective rainfall with the crop water requirements,
one can conclude that the crops on the dry lands grow under considerable water stress
throughout the year with the exception of the last days in March and the latter half of No-
vember and beginning of December.
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Figure 3.4 .6 Vegetation water requirements for 'dry lands' in Sango Bay (CropWat).
The runoff calculated from the difference in total rainfall and effective rainfall is considerable.
Modelling with CropWat produces a value of 152 mm/year for surface runoff, which leaves
the system as stream or river flow. For the entire area of the dry lands in Sango Bay this
equals to 103 x 106 m3 per year. Change in storage capacity of the system is incorporated as
change in soil moisture content by CropWat. Change in storage capacity regarding ground-
water fluctuation is disregarded at this time due to the absence of data on groundwater lev-
els.
The water balance of riverine wetlands
Assuming that the runoff of the dry lands reaches the seasonal or riverine wetlands by
stream or river with a delay of a couple of days, it will modify the total amount of water re-
ceived by the seasonal wetlands. The accumulated amount of runoff for the dry lands was
calculated at 152 mm/year (see Table 3.4.8). Because the area of seasonal wetlands (441
km2) is smaller than the area dry lands (678 km2), the runoff has to be multiplied by a factor
1.54. This brings the inflow for seasonal wetlands due to runoff from the dry lands to 234
rnm/year.
In Figure 3.4.7 the mean monthly inflow (consisting in direct precipitation plus inflow from
upstream dry lands) is shown against the reference and actual mean monthly evapotranspi-
ration (ETo and ETa), according to CropWat calculations. It shows that large amounts of
water are entering the area between March and June and a minor peak between October
and December (1,270 mm annually). On the other hand it shows a big difference between
the reference and actual evapotranspiration during the months July until October. The
vegetation water demand exceeds the availability of water during this period and causes a
reduction of the evapotranspiration. During the latter part of this dry period (September and
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October), the vegetation experiences water-stress due to diminished soil moisture content.
This is clearly observed in the field, when as a result of water stress, the grass turns brown
.and nomadic herdsmen with their cattle have to leave the pastures.
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Figure 3.4.7 Inflow and evapotranspiration of riverine wetlands in Sango Bay (CropWat).
The calculated water balance values are presented in Table 3.4.9. The runoff values are set
to zero where they indicated negative values, because they represent periods of water
stress. The calculated runoff from the riverine wetlands values 430 mm/year, transported out
of the system by stream or river. For the entire area of the riverine wetlands in the catchment
basin in Sango Bay this accumulates to 190 x 106 m3 per year. It is estimated that the re-
sponse time of the riverine wetlands is one to two weeks on average.
Table 3.4.9 Water balance factors of the riverine wetland component in Sango Bay
(CropWat).
Month P+lnflow ETa ETc ETc/ETa Runoff
[mmj [mmj [mmj [%j [mmj
1 89 94 86 92 -
2 82 82 64 77 19
3 131 90 90 100 42
4 199 89 89 100 110
5 199 93 93 100 106
6 56 90 70 78 -
7 23 94 18 19 -
8 25 96 20 21 -
9 41 94 44 47 -
10 144 96 87 90 58
11 160 91 91 100 70
12 119 93 93 100 26
total 1,270 1,102 844 430
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The water balance of permanent wetlands
If we continue the methodology applied above, the runoff from the riverine wetlands is
passed-on to the permanent wetlands. Due to the difference in surface area between the
riverine wetlands (441 km2) and the permanent wetlands (147 km2), the multiplier for the in-
flow from riverine wetlands is 3.0. Per area permanent wetland the inflow is 1,290 mm/year.
The vegetation of the permanent wetlands consists of a reed! sedges mixture (with Cyperus
dives/ rotunda, Vossia etc.) on the one hand and papyrus (Cyperus papyrus) on the other
hand, both having a high evapotranspiration rate. The unlimited water supply makes that
equal the reference evapotranspiration of 91.8 mm/month and is relatively constant. The
wetlands are permanently inundated and therefore vegetation growth is not limited by water
availability. Only during the rainy season the actual evapotranspiration decreases slightly,
due to a reduction in solar radiation. Assuming that the runoff from the riverine wetlands is
evenly distributed over the permanent wetlands and assuming a response time for the water
(to become available in the permanent wetlands) of two weeks, Figure 3.4.8 and Table
3.4.10 are produced.
Unlike the factor runoff in Table 3.4.9, Table 3.4.10 shows the factor flux, which consists of
runoff plus inflow from Lake Victoria. During some months the surplus of rainfall causes wa-
ter to leave the permanent wetlands. However, during other months the evapotranspiration
exceeds the amount of water received from rainfall, but any water shortage will immediately
be compensated by water from e.g. Lake Victoria. The negative flux values, calculated by
CropWat, can therefore be interpreted as water coming from other water sources.
In comparison to the rainfall graphs of the riverine wetlands and the dry land, the graph of
the permanent wetland system shows a sharper peak for the water amount entering the
system. This can be expected in a downstream drainage system that drains an area several
times larger than its own size.
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Figure 3.4.8 Water balance of permanent wetlands in Sango Bay (CropWat).
Table 3.4.10 Water balance factors of the permanent wetland component in Sango Bay
(CropWat).
month P+lnflow ETa ETc ETc/ETa Flux
[mm] [mm] [mm] [%1 [mm]
1 161 153 153 100 8
2 86 127 127 100 -41
3 197 113 113 100 84
4 326 111 111 100 215
5 512 115 115 100 397
6 339 114 114 100 225
7 24 118 118 100 -94
8 28 138 138 100 -110
9 49 155 155 100 -107
10 162 158 158 100 4
11 320 150 150 100 170
12 310 153 153 100 157
total 2,514 1,605 1,605 909
A striking aspect of Figure 3.4.8/ Table 3.4.10 are the negative fluxes in some months (Feb-
ruary and July - September). This is due to the very high evapotranspiration of the vegeta-
tion that exceeds the total amount of water received from precipitation and runoff in these
dryer months. As this flux is counterbalanced by the change in water storage of the perma-
nent wetlands, it reflects the flux in surface water level, because the soil is already saturated.
If the water level of the wetland is lower than Lake Victoria the flux would be equal to the
amount of water entering the wetlands from Lake Victoria. Supposing that there is no ex-
change with Lake Victoria, this would result in a huge variation in the water level in the per-
manent wetlands. This hypothetical water level fluctuation, if no water could leave the sys-
tem as river discharge into Lake Victoria or enter the system from Lake Victoria, is presented
in Figure 3.4.9.
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Figure 3.4.9 Hypothetical water level fluctuation in permanent wetlands in Sango Bay (no
water exchange with Lake Victoria).
The difference between the lowest and highest water level is calculated at 87 cm. This is the
variation in water level if the water level in permanent wetlands is only affected by upstream
factors. Of course, this is a hypothetical situation and does not represent the actual situation,
as can be concluded from the always-inclining water level graph. In reality, the water level in
the permanent wetlands follows more or less the variation of the Lake Victoria level.
From the flux-values in Table 3.4.10 follows that that 909 mm leaves the permanent wet-
lands annually, which is equivalent to 134 x 106 m3/year. Distributing this value over the en-
tire catchment area (including all land types like riverine wetlands and dry lands), about 200
mm of all annual precipitation will eventually leave the dry land and wetlands of Sango Bay
into Lake Victoria.
The water balance of each component and transport values between the components and its
surroundings (atmosphere, lake) is graphically presented in Figure 3.4.10 in accordance with
the cascade model. All water balance values for the three components are summarised in
Table 3.4.11 .
Dry land
943 I tt I 926
Riverine wetland
"
0371f 844
Permanent wetland
i 1.226 1t 1,065
11,290 t I
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Figure 3.4.10 Graphical representation of the main water balance factors and their values
(in mm) for the three hydrological components in Sango Bay.
The amount of water actually flOWing out of the permanent wetlands depends on the differ-
ence in water level between the permanent wetlands and Lake Victoria (among many other
factors). As the absolute water levels in the permanent wetlands are not monitored at pres-
ent, this factor can not be calculated.
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Table 3.4.11 Main water balance factors of the three hydrological components in Sango
Bay.
Hydrological component Area P Inflow Eta Outflow
[krrrl [mm/v] [mm/Yl [mm/y] [mmly]
Dry land 678 943 - 926 152
Riverine wetland 441 1,037 234 844 430
Permanent wetland 147 1,226 1288 1,605 909
* Is the inflow from upstream calculated by the runoff coming from upstream times the area factor (1.54 for riv-
erine and 3.0 for permanent wetlands).
Conclusions
A fact that can be learned from the water balance is that precipitation and evapotranspiration
increase when moving from the dry lands to the permanent wetlands. The precipitation in the
permanent wetlands is 18% higher than in the riverine wetlands and 30% higher than in the
dry lands. For the evapotranspiration the values are 90% and 107%. This is a result of the
different land cover and the difference in water availability. Furthermore, it is observed form
Figure 3.4.10 that streams and rivers transport large amounts of water. Without the high
evapotranspiration values of the wetlands, these outflow figures would be much higher. The
wetlands therefore prove to be very effective in reducing the amount of water entering Lake
Victoria.
As mentioned in the methodology, the above presented water balance is based on average
conditions, which are not representative for the actual situation. Under 'actual' conditions the
rainfall can be significantly higher or lower. However, with the above-presented water bal-
ance one could simulate actual conditions and for instance assume a dry year with a pre-
cipitation reduction of 10%. The consequence of such a reduction can easily be translated in
terms of evapotranspiration or outflow. With a sequence of 'typical' years and the related hy-
drological factors, the actual water balance can be simulated. Such simulations or sensitivity
analysis will be elaborated in the final report.
3.4.6 Ssese Islands
The hydrology for this Pilot Area is under revision and will be included in the Final Report.
3.4.7 Murchison Bay
The hydrology for this Pilot Area is under revision and will be included in the Final Report.
3.4.8 Napoleon Gulf
The hydrology for this Pilot Area is under revision and will be included in the Final Report.
3.4.9 MacDonald / Berkeley Bay
The hydrology for this Pilot Area is under revision and will be included in the Final Report.
3.4.10 Microclimate and wetlands
The microclimate will be described in the Final Report.
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3.5 Flora and fauna
3.5.1 All Pilot Areas
Mid-term Report
Sango Bay is a complex of forest woodland/ grassland and sedge wetlands. These form a
mosaic of vegetation and habitat types suitable for supporting high biodiversity.
The Murchison Bay urban and peri-urban wetlands are less diverse in terms of natural flora,
which is dominated by discontinuous patches of papyrus, Phragmites and Vossia species
interspersed by various agricultural crops. The Napoleon Gulf wetlands show a reasonably
high biodiversity with regard to plants and animals. The rural wetlands of Murchison Bay and
Napoleon Gulf show a high level of similarity in major vegetation composition including Cy-
press, Phragmites, Vossia, Typha and Acacia sp., but are variable in terms of faunal compo-
sition.
The MacDonald/ Berkeley Bay wetlands are largely seasonal and occupy valleys along
stream/ river courses. These contain almost similar dominant vegetation types of sedges,
reeds, natural grasslands, bush lands and shrubs, encroached by farmlands. In terms of
flora and fauna, they are less diverse than those of Sango Bay but compare favourably with
the wetlands in Murchison Bay and Napoleon Gulf.
Without exception, the wetlands of the Ssese Islands are less diverse both in floral and fau-
nal biodiversity compared to the wetlands of the other Pilot Areas.
Annex VII gives an oveNiew of the flora and fauna species seen during field visits in the Pilot
Areas.
Figure 3.5.1 Three common wetland birds, well adapted to local circumstances: the Purple
Heron (Ardea purpurea), the Malachite Kingfisher (Corythomis cristata) and
the African Jacana (Actophilomis africaca) (Withers & Hosking, 1996).
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3.5.2 Sango Bay
The Sango Bay ecosystem is characterised by seasonal wetlands (80%) comprising riverine/
floodplain woodlands, wooded grasslands, flat Hyparrhenia grasslands and swamp/ flood-
plain forests. The floodplain forests are unique in a sense that they are the only place in East
Africa with Podocarpus species growing at such a low altitude. The local endemics of Bai-
kiea and Podocarpus species predominate forming unique vegetation, broadly classified as
Baikiea - Podocarpus seasonal swamp forest with a high biological diversity. Rare and en-
demic forest swamp tree species occur in the area including Podocarpus usambarensis and
Pseudogrostitachys ugandensis. Because of its semi-isolation and low impact of human ac-
tivities, the Sango Bay ecosystem has remained more or less natural.
The seasonal wetlands tend to monocultural wetlands of Acacia species and mosaic stands
with mixtures of grasses, Albizia, Acacia, Euphorbia and Carica edulis. The permanent wet-
lands (20%) are also diverse with some swamp forests, papyrus/ Miscanthus/ Laudetia
communities under a humic water environment, flat Hyparrhenia grasslands, intact perma-
nent wetland of papyrus/ Vossia, and grassland communities with forest trees and flats of
Miscanthus and Laudetia. The permanent wetlands also exhibit monocultures of papyrus,
Miscanthus, Typha and Vossia.
Sango bay has a shoreline, which is interspaced with boulders, rocks, pebbles and sandy
beaches with a very gentle and/or precipitous gradients. The vegetation cover extends in
many parts to the water front. The coastline is typified by ambatch (Aeschynoma elephroxy-
Ion) Sesbania, Cyperus papyrus, Phragmites, Vossia, Miscanthus and water hyacinth. The
shore therefore provides an ideal breeding area for Nile tilapia to construct nests in the sand
to lay eggs. The fertilised eggs are then swallowed by the female to incubate in the buccal
cavity. The fry are released to free life and inhabit the in-shore areas with vegetation.
The in-shore or littoral zone vegetation is also a refuge for fry and juveniles of Nile perch,
Haplochromines, Nile tilapia and mukene. From the wetland forest pools young Clarias spp.
are collected for baiting Nile perch. The streams and River Kagera provide breeding ground
for potamodramous species such as Labeo victorianus (Ningu), Clarias garriepinus (Male),
Schilbe mystus (Nzere), Synodontis (Nkolongo), Barbus (Kisinja), Bagrus docmac (Semu-
tundu), mormyrids (Kasulubana) and resident population of Haplochromis, Mastacembelus,
Cyprinodonotidae (Notobranchus) and lungfish resident in the wetlands.
Other important fauna include hippopotamus, wild pig, buffalo, bushbuck, chimpanzee, si-
tatunga, crocodile, elephant, otter, cane rat, Marsh mongoose, vervet monkey, snake, python
and tortoise. Birds found here are: duck, fish eagle, cormorant, egret, crane, heron, ibis, tern,
storks and gull.
Flora includes furthermore forest palm (Raphia, Phoenix); rattan cane, Maesa, Maesopsis,
Symphonia, Erythrina, Commelina, fern, fig and Smilax.
3.5.3 Ssese Islands
The biodiversity of Ssese Islands is less diverse with regard to taxa of plants and animals
due to the big share of grasses. Consequently, the wetlands of Ssese Islands are generally
almost pristine and have their ecological integrity, stability and functions maintained.
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The shorelines of Ssese Islands are mostly sandy gravel beaches fringed by wetlands. The
littoral zones are ideal spawning grounds for tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus) , etc. The many
sheltered bays provide good nursery grounds for juvenile fish away from predators. Fisheries
are the mainstay of Ssese economy sustained by Nile perch, Nile tilapia and mukene
(Rastrineobo/a argentea).
Other fauna include: sitatunga, hippopotamus, vervet monkey and other primates, otter,
crocodile, wild pig, cane rat and other rodents, musiinya larvae for food, wild cattle, monitor
lizard and frog. Birds found here are: fish eagle, cormorant, weaver, egret, duck and hadada.
Fish include lungfish, C/arias and A/estes. Serinya. Bugala Island has some extensive wet-
lands which are ideal habitats for lungfish.
Flora includes: Phoenix and oil palm, Musanga cecropioides, Neoboutonia macroca/yx,
Aeshynomene e/aphroxy/on, Calamus deeratus, Sesbania sesban, Raphia farinifera, Afro-
momum sp., Phragmites, Elephant grass, Eichhornia sp., Papyrus, Vossia cuspidate, Mi-
tragyna sp., fern, and mugugu sedge.
3.5.4 Murchison Bay
The diversity of natural flora in the urban wetlands of Murchison Bay is low, dominated by
papyrus in unconverted areas and patches of papyrus, Phragmites and Vossia in converted
areas. The conversion of urban wetlands through cutting of papyrus for sale to local markets,
for fencing materials and crafts, and the cultivation of crops to generate income and family
food started around 1980. The majority of the users grow cocoyam. People construct resi-
dential houses on the wetland margins.
The integrity and ecological stability and functioning of the rural Murchison Bay wetlands is
somewhat maintained. However, also here there is growing pressure on their resources
(craft materials, thatch, mUlch) and expansion of agricultural fields and pastures into the
wetlands.
The shoreline of the bay is particularly flat, indented and forested and provides water less
than 30 m deep where most fishing occurs. The wetlands fringing Murchison Bay are per-
manent and extensive, and provide ideal habitats for lungfish.
In the permanent wetlands, lungfish do not make cocoons to aestivate. Lungfish build bur-
rowed nests in swamps where it spawns and raise the young. As there are streams passing
through these wetlands, C/arias swim up these streams during the first rains for mass
breeding after courtship. The tilapiines construct nests in the sandy beaches and mouth-
brood the eggs and alvins until the latter are capable of independent existence. The female
parent usually spits out the young when she wants to feed and when under danger e.g.
when caught in gill net. Tilapia is also caught in wetlands in fence traps during the floods pe-
riods. The major fish species in Murchison Bay are Nile perch, Nile tilapia, C/arias, mUkene,
catfish, lungfish and mormyrids.
Other species are: sitatunga, monitor lizard, otter, bushbuck, wild pig, snake, frog, hippo-
potamus, tortoise. Birds found here are: grey-headed gull, terns, cormorant, crested crane,
stork, egret, weaver, duck and ibis.
Flora includes: mosaic papyrus, Miscanthus, Typha, Phragmites, Eichinocloa sp, Afromo-
mum, A/chornia sp, C/adium, Cymbopogon sp, Themeda sp, Vossia sp, Eichhornia sp,
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Laudetia sp, Phoenix reclinata, Sesbania sp, Acacia mosaic, Raphia swamp, rattan cane,
Piptadeniastrum, Albizia, Celtis sp, Chrysophyllum sp, Pennisetum sp, Bulrush sorghum,
and Marantocloa sp.
3.5.5 Napoleon Gulf
The Napoleon Gulf wetlands and surrounding areas exhibit a high level of biodiversity with
regards to the taxa of plants and animals. The most important flora with high potential for
human use includes sedges, Cyperus, Phragmites, Vossia, Typha, Acacia and Phoenix sp.
Most upper parts of the floodplains contain short shrubs, patches of Miscanthus sp., Acacia
sp. and species of Vossia while the lower parts close to the lakeshores are dominated by
Phragmites, Cyperus papyrus and Typha. These habitats are important for breeding, hiding
and feeding for most of the wetland animals. The wetlands in the urban and peri-urban areas
(Jinja and surroundings) are affected by agriculture and overexploitation.
There are several streams flowing into this gulf. The shoreline is indented and has sandy/
gravel beaches interspaced by fringing wetlands and precipitous or fringing
forests. The role of marginal lagoons, beaches and small streams on the
ecology and quantities of fishes has been investigated by Welcomme (1966,
1969, 1970).
Table 3.5.1 gives a time series of fish catch data from three landings for the period 1997 -
1999. The catch is mainly from the waters fringed by wetlands and subscribes the role
played by wetlands in fish yields. The species and their ecology are similar to the situation in
Murchison Bay.
The Napoleon Gulf has the following plant species: Cyperus papyrus, Typha sp, Phragmites,
palm tree, grass, sedge, elephant grass, Acacia, water hyacinth, Euphorbia candelabra, rat-
tan cane, Marantocloa, Sesbania sp., Phoenix sp., Vossia, fern, Afromomum, Albizia and Fi-
cus sp.
Animals found in this gulf include: Sitatunga, crocodile, snake, otter, reedbuck, hippopota-
mus, mongoose, monitor lizard, cattle, sheep, goat, squirrel, duiker, wild pig, edible rat and
vervet monkey. Birds found in Napoleon Gulf are: egret, duck, crane, pelican, heron, ibis,
cormorant, cuckoo, fish eagle and tem. Fish includes: catfish, lungfish, tilapia, Haplochromi-
nes, Nile perch, Alestes, Schilbe, Barbus sp., Synodontis and Ctenopoma sp.
3.5.6 MacDonald / Berkeley Bay
The MacDonald/ Berkeley Bay wetlands consists mainly of seasonal wetlands along stream
and river courses. The dominant vegetation types include sedges, reeds and areas of natu-
ral grassland, bush and shrub land, and farmland.
The most important vegetation in the seasonal wetlands include the species of Laudetia, Ma-
rantocloa, Eichinocloa, Afromomum, Typha, Mimosa, Vossia, Miscanthus, Acacia, Albizia,
Ficus, Blighia, Palms, (restricted) Parkia, Cassia, Euphorbia, Sesbania, Anona, ferns, mi-
gugu sedges, Markhamia, Spathodea and Lantana in disturbed areas.
The shoreline is indented with sandy/ gravel/ pebble beaches intercepted by extensive la-
custrine and riverine wetlands. At the confluence of streams fringing lake wetlands and pre-
cipitous rocky shore, forested parts can be found, especially in MacDonald Bay. The perma-
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nent wetlands 'fringing the lake are generally healthy with minimum human disturbance, ex-
cept around landing sites.
The most common and dominant vegetation types of the permanent wetlands include Cype-
rus papyrus, Phragmites mauritianus, Vossia cuspidata, Sesbania sesban, water hyacinth,
Nymphea, and disjunct patches of herbs and shrubs. There is some displacement of the
typical wetlands vegetation by Sesbania sesban where soil erosion, the result of deforesta-
tion, agriculture or ranching, feeds into the wetlands ecotone.
The fish situation in Berkeley Bay is similar to that in Sango Bay, except for the absence of
Byricinus in the latter bay. The flora found in the Bay includes: Cyperus papyrus, Phrag-
mites, Sesbania, Cassia, Typha, Miscanthus, Vossia, Migugu (sedge), Albizia, Ficus sp.,
Blighia, Parkia, Laudetia sp., Euphorbia candelabrum, Teclea nobilis, water hyacinth, Nym-
phea sp., Mil/icia sp., Acacia sp., Marantocloa, palm (restricted), Afromomum, and fern.
The major fish species utilising the lake wetlands are lungfish, Clarias spp, Nile perch, Nile
tilapia, Schilbe mystus (River Malaba and Sio), Byricinus, Synodontis, Labeo victorianus,
Dagaa! Mukene (Rastrineobola argentea), Alestes, mormyrids and haplochromines.
Table 3.5.2 gives a time series of fish catch data from four landings in Busia District, part of
Berkeley Bay for the period 1993 - 1999. Catch statistics for Maduwa Fish Landing and Sio
River (1997) indicate the important role played by riverine/lacustrine wetlands and rivers in
fish production, especially with regards to potamodramous species, which migrate upstream
to spawn. Potamodramous species migration, whereby adult fish leave lakes and ascend
rivers during floods to spawn in the upstream swamps, have been described by Whitehead
(1959) for 18 migratory species in Lake Victoria! Nzoia river system and by Okedi (1967) for
Mormyrids in Lake Victoria Basin.
Other fauna found in the Bay includes: wild cat, monkey, hippopotamus, water buck, si-
tatunga, crocodile, monitor lizard, cormorant, egret, fish eagle, cuckoo, weaver and tern.
It is easy to destroy a wetland with its flora & fauna. After destruction people realise what
values they have lost and experience the negative effects. To restore a wetland is a time-
consuming and vel}' costly process.
[message from the Dutch Ambassador to Uganda at the World Wetlands Day, 2nd of Feb-
ruary 2001 in Kampala, referring to the disastrous floodings in the Netherlands in 1997,
where the river floodplains had been isolated from the rivers by embankments and used
for agriculture and housing]
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Table 3.5.1 Fish catch data from three landings in Napoleon Gulf (1997 - 1999; source: Fisheries Dept. Jinja).
Landing Year Oreochromis spp Lates Protopterus spp Clarias spp Bagrus Rastrineobola
site
Kg 000 USh Kg 000 USh Kg 000 USh Kg 000 USh Kg 000 USh Kg 000 USh
Masese 1999 78,759 66,243 6,666 4,885 678 501 5 5 - - - -
1998 211,270 170,782 23,417 16,906 737 510 73 59 - - - -
1997 183,044 157,277 51,241 35,916 1,790 980 101 121 166 199 - -
Wanvanqe 1999 29,087 24,920 666 394 829 288 12 12 - - 225 68
1998 42,063 31,822 6,682 4,017 2,504 1,046 70 39 - - 225 68
1997 61,485 52,774 727 608 831 399 482 295 - - - -
Wairaka 1999 67,817 47,946 10,695 7,211 1,150 476 44 43 - - - -
1998 78,776 58,286 17,073 10,677 3,341 1,471 80 79 - - 1,010 331
1997 83,777 133,112 2,062 1,826 659 287 110 95 - - . -
Summary 1997 328,306 343,164 54,030 38,350 3,280 1,665 693 511 166 199 - -
1998 332,109 260,890 47,172 31,600 6,582 3,027 223 177 - - 1,235 399
1999 175,663 139,109 18,027 12,489 2,657 1,264 61 59 - - 225 68
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Table 3.5.2 Fish catch data from four landings in Berkeley Bay (1993 - 1999; source: Fisheries Dept. Busia).
Year Landing Oreochromis nilolicus Lales nilolicus (Nile Proloplerus (Lung C/arias (Catlish or Synodonlis Schilbe Labeo A/es/es Others
(Tilapla) perch) fish) MUd/ish)
Kg '000 USh Kg '000 USh Kg '000 USh Kg '000 USh Kg ' 000 USh Kg '000 USh Kg '000 USh Kg '000 USh Kg '000 USh
1993 Fresh fish 25,900 10,400 29,520 10,300 240 100 50 50 4,200 2,500 1,200 720 1,400 840 400 160
Cured fish 1) 28.395 10,275 34,071 5,178 20,850 2,369
1994 Fresh fish 49,000 19,400 62,200 19,900 240 120 20 160 840 570 440 260 1,200 550
Cured fish 1) 40,440 14,283 17,523 3,726 4,986 536
1995 Fresh fish 75,560 30,930 101 ,100 43,600 90 50 1,690 940 1,430 870 2,100 1.250 760 450 1.260 630 600 120
Cured fish 1) 31,094 11,270 68,571 16,425 46,715 5,092
1996 Fresh fish 75,000 34,600 48,400 33,200 570 460 340 270 90 70 430 380 30 20
Cured fish 1) 32,578 10,866 97, 101 24.466 72,962 7,733
1997 Fresh fish 40,300 18,240 29,400 17,500 120 80 1,840 1,540 650 520 40 80 630 500 200 120
Cured fish 1) 32,313 10,463 125,631 32,506 99,208 10,373
1998 Fresh fish 29,800 16,600 67,600 40,600 300 130 1,500 970 270 160 2,350 1.410 20 10 600 280
Cured fish 1) 32,047 10.060 154, 161 40.546 125,455 13,013
1999 Fresh fish 13.220 7,400 29.900 20,300 1,050 600 200 140 . 100 70 . 800 40
Cured fish 1) 22,650 6,612 159,870 42,712 58,200 9,250
1) In fresh fish equivalents.
, "
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3.5.7 Medicinal and edible wetland plants
Mid-term Report
Wetlands contain both nutritious and medicinal plant species. Edible wetland plants are only
occasionally consumed, mainly by poor people and children and in times of famine. Over 20
edible wetland plants have been identified (Omagor, 1996) and more than 40 species have
known curing characteristics (Kakudidi, 1994; in: NWP, 1996 Wetland Plant Resources'; see
Annex VIII). More information will be given on these plants in the Final Report.
3.5.8 Introduction of exotic species
The ecosystem of Lake Victoria has been subject several times to the deliberate introduction
of exotic species, with the Nile perch and water hyacinth as main examples. Although the in-
troductions are sometimes studied in advance, often unwanted side-effects result from it re-
quiring counter-measures. In the case of Lake Victoria, the introduction of exotic species has
resulted in a complete change of the lake's ecosystem, also having an impact on the wet-
lands.
Fish
The exotic fish species introduced in Lake Victoria include Nile Perch (Lates niloticus), Ore-
ochromis niloticus, O. leucostictus, Tilapia zilli, T. rendalli. Introduction of these species has
led to a further depletion of native fish species and altered the structure and functioning of
the ecosystem. The genetic identity of some species, especially tilapiines, seems to have
been altered through hybridisation of native species with the exotics.
The fish species in Lake Victoria have been extensively investigated in Mwanza Gulf, Tan-
zania (Goldschmidt, 1996). The introduction of the Nile perch around 1960 had a devastating
impact on many of the existing species, including some of the species using wetlands; the
majority of them disappeared. Figure 3.5.2 shows the fish food chain before and after estab-
lishment of the Nile perch and Nile tilapia in the lake. Scheme A represents the situation in
the seventies; scheme B is in 1989. Only the species commonly eaten by the common fish
species are depicted. The numbers indicate the following species:
1 =Fish-eaters (catfish and Haplochromis)
2 ::;:; Insect-eaters
3 ::;:; Zooplankton-eaters (Mukene or Rastrineobola argentea, Haplochromis)
4 =Snail-eaters (including lungfish and Haplochromis)
5 =Algae-eaters (indigenous Tilapia)
6 ::;:; Mosquito-larvae
7 =Zooplankton
8 =Organic detritus and phytoplankton-eating Haplochromis
9 ::;:; Snails and shellfish
10 =Organic detriment and phytoplankton
11 =Nile perch
12 =Young Nile perch
13 ::;:; Mukene (Rastrineobola argentea), Haplochromis
14 ::;:; Nile tilapia
15 ::;:; Mosquito larvae
16 =Shrimp
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Figure 3.5.2 Fish food chain in Mwanza Gulf (Lake Victoria) before and after the estab-
lishment of the Nile perch (Goldschmidt, 1996; p. 245).
The two schemes are clarified in §3.5.8.
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The plant has its origins in the Amazon River Basin (Amazonia). It has spread to all parts of
the world as a gift, an exotic contribution to ornamental ponds and botanic gardens. It is
found in fresh waters of rivers and lakes on every continent except Europe, where it has only
a 'toe-hold'. It was reported in Uganda for the first time in 1985 in Lake Kyoga, and in Lake
Victoria in 1989. It is thought to have arrived in Lake Victoria through the River Kagera.
The water hyacinth is referred to both as a beautiful flower, noxious weed and a free source
of biomass. It forms beautiful clusters of violet and yellow flowers which sit above floating ro-
settes of bulbous green leaves (Lindsey and Hirt, 1999). It is an aquatic macrophyte, a
monocotyledon of the Family Pontederiaceae. The fruit is a capsule with up to 450 seeds.
Seeds remain viable for up to 30 years. Mature plants reach up to 50 to 100 cm high.
The water hyacinth has heavily infested L. Victoria and its environs due to the ample avail-
ability of nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorous) in its waters. These nutrients are continually
being replenished by drainage from the surrounding agricultural land, soil erosion, nutrition-
ally rich discharges from factories and urban centres into the waters and inadequate treat-
ment of sewage effluents, which end up in Lake Victoria (see Howard and Matindi, 1998, and
§3.6). The weed population is known to grow at a phenomenal rate and doubles every 5 to
15 days under optimum tropical temperatures of 25° to 27°C.
Two methods have been implemented for the control of the water hyacinth: mechanical/
manual removal and biological control using weevils (Neochetina eichhorniae and Neo-
chetina bruchl). The use of chemicals proposed by some top politicians and government offi-
cials to control the weed were vehemently opposed by the environmentalists and scientists
concerned with the effects of the chemicals on other natural resources. The introduction of
the exotic weevils raises some doubts about their specificity on targeting water hyacinth.
Some claim that once the water hyacinth is depleted, the weevils will turn to other plants,
such as water lilies or other wetland species. It may not be speculative to assume that water
hyacinth will remain in the lake (although in restricted pockets in bays). It should also be re-
membered that the weed has already produces seeds, which remain viable for up to 30
years. Water hyacinth has now been brought under control in most areas (see Table 3.5.3),
probably as a result of the introduction of the weevils.
Table 3.5.3 Changes in the cover (in ha) of water hyacinth in Lake Victoria (territory of
Uganda; Twongo, 1998).
Location - Bays Year 1994 Year 1997 1998 (May)
Murchison 877 490 100
Waiya 3 80 140
Thruston 108 790 800
Hannington 96 304 750
MacDonald 13 4 <2
Pringle 15 5 <1
Total 1,112 1,673 1,793
Although the introduction of the Nile perch and Nile tilapia in Lake Victoria had a positive
impact on fish catches and the resulting fish export, a large number of indigenous fish spe-
cies have been lost and the long-term impacts of this human intervention are unknown yet.
The wetlands fringing the lake provide a shelter for some of the native species that sur-
vived these predators.
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Fish: Nile perch
Nile perch (Family: Centropomidae) is a predatory fish, which is capable of attaining a weight
of 100 kg in about 15 years. It was introduced in 1959 in Lake Albert and Lake Turkana, and
from 1962 into Lake Victoria. Nile perch, a hunter, feeds at almost all trophic levels above
primary producers. It was introduced to convert the then abundant and so-called bony trash
Haplochromines with an estimated biomass of over 200,000 tonnes into palatable table fish
(Graham, 1929; Worthington, 1932; Hegh, 1934; Hamblyn, 1960a, 1960b, 1962; Simpson,
1960; Stoneman, 1960; Anderson, 1961). It was also thought that Nile perch would fill in an
empty niche in the deeper offshore waters of the lake and extend the declining, traditionally
predominant inshore fishery. However, the opponents of the introduction feared Nile perch
might cause damage by eating commercially important fish (Fryer, 1960; Jackson, 1960).
Nile perch now constitutes one of the three leading fisheries in Lake Victoria and plays a
leading role in the socio-economics of riparian fisher folk (Reynolds and Greboval, 1988;
Acere, 1988).
The main benefit is that it is now the largest single export fish to overseas markets and to-
gether with Nile tilapia, they constitute the number one foreign currency earnings for
Uganda. The main problem is that Nile perch has drastically reduced the biodiversity of Lake
Victoria's ichthyofauna, especially that of the Haplochromines.
The reduction of planktivorous Haplochromines has concurred with major environmental
changes. Algal biomass in Lake Victoria has increased two to three fold. Accumulation of
excess dead organic matter has increased oxygen demand and led to development of a
deep anoxic layer whose volume has been increasing. Spread of the low oxygen water to
the surface often results in mass fish kills. The increases in algal production are further
stimulated by increased nutrient inputs into the lake from the catchment area. Control of the
activities that increase nutrient inputs into the lake will also be beneficial to the stability in fish
stocks.
Fish: Tilapiines
The 1950's saw the massive introduction of exotic tilapiines viz. Tilapia zi/li, T. renda/li, Oreo-
chromis niloticus and 0. leucostictus (Family: Cichlidae) into Lake Victoria (and other lakes,
dams, valley tanks and ponds in Uganda). The objective of the introduction was to increase
the fish production for the increasing human population after the collapse of the endemic ti-
lapias viz. Oreochromis esculentus and 0. variabilis and anadromous species particularly
Labeo victorianus, resulting from overexploitation. The endemic tilapiines together with L.
victorianus had been the mainstay of the inshore fishery coupled with the use of small
meshed gill-nets less than 104 mm (4") stretched mesh (Graham, 1929; Beverton, 1959;
Garrod, 1960, 1961 a, 1961 b, 1961 c; Cadwalladr, 1964, 1966; Marten, 1979).
Water hyacinth
Lake Victoria, Kyoga and Albert and the River Nile have been infested by an obnoxious but
beautiful waterweed, the water hyacinth (Eichhomia crassipes). Occupying huge water areas
with a dense and coherent floating plant network, it affects fisheries, hydropower generation,
transport over water, water extraction points and other socio-economic facilities (Twongo,
1998). Also some benefit can be distinguished: it supplies materials for craft products, can
serve as mulch (mainly for bananas) and feedstock for fertilisers.
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3.5.9 Water-bome diseases
Mid-term Report
A negative aspect of wetlands (for humans) is the role they play in the lifecycle of disease-
spreading species. Various types of mosquitoes are known to inhabit the wetlands and par-
ticularly in the stagnant waters in the wetlands which collect after draining and reclaiming the
wetlands. The most important diseases spread by mosquitoes are dengue, yellow fever,
malaria and filariasis (or elephantiasis). Malaria has the farthest-reaching impact on the in-
come and health of the communities living in the areas around the wetlands of Uganda. The
wetlands provide the best environment for disease vectors to breed and survive in. Malaria
has been singled out as the most debilitating in Uganda and is endemic in most areas.
3.6 Water quality
3.6.1 All Pilot Areas
General
The water quality, the hydrology, meteorology and the ecology of the Lake Victoria ecosys-
tem (including the catchment, the open water body and the surrounding atmosphere) has
dramatically changed since the 1960's (Hecky, 1993; Hecky & Bugenyi, 1992; Cohen et aI,
1996). The main sources of the lake's pollution originate from agriculture and mining activi-
ties, industrial and municipal waste discharges and other man's activities in the fishing in-
dustry. The major types of water pollution in Uganda in general, and in the pilot study areas
in particular, are the nutrients (from agricultural, domestic and industrial activities), toxic and
hazardous wastes (from industry), organic wastes (from domestic and industrial activities);
and suspended solids (from agriculture). Toxic substances, like mercury, from mining activi-
ties in the process of amalgamating or recovery of gold, and the use of pesticides for agri-
culture pose a potential serious problem to humans and fisheries (Annex IX gives the values
for drinking water standards for Uganda). In the Pilot Areas, the point sources (e.g. indus-
tries and urban centres or municipalities) and diffuse or non-point sources from agriculture
and from the atmosphere have been responsible for the changes in water quality. The rivers
'flowing into Lake Victoria carry loads of silt (eroded soils from agricultural and over-grazed
areas).
Specific data of the extent of pollution inputs for the entire lake are lacking. Estimates, how-
ever, have been made using pollution factors for the quantification of domestic, agricultural
and industrial loads from Tanzania (Scheren, 1995), Kenya (Kirugara and Nevejan, 1996). In
Uganda specific studies of nutrient loading have been carried out for the major town areas,
Kampala, Jinja and Entebbe (Kansiime & Bugenyi, 1996). The total loads of wastewater
pollution input from Jinja town point pollution sources have been assessed (Oguttu et aI,
1998).
The demographic factor is a crucial factor in the above. This is ultimately going to be re-
sponsible for the anthropogenic loads of nutrients and/or pollutants and silt from the catch-
ment through to the wetland and on to the lake from the activities in the catchment! water-
shed. The characteristics of these types of loads and their paths into and through these
wetlands are generally quite different for the various Pilot Areas and even within one area.
Some of the threats above can be quantified, others can only be estimated, and the rest can,
at best, be mentioned that they exist in the areas, because of circumstantial evidence.
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The pollution can be estimated with the observed concentrations and the flow rate (data of
the river, or stream or even rainfall runoff passing through a given wetland) or with rather
simple formulations on the basis of the functional variable characterising"the magnitude of a
source of pollution and emission factors characterising the intensity of the source (Scheren
et aI., 2000).
Eutrophication
In general, Lake Victoria has bays, channels and gulfs having different water temperature
patterns depending on local climatic and geographic conditions. The sheltered shallow in-
shore areas can be compared to shallow lakes which undergo short term stratification;
sometimes diurnally. Otherwise both local and seasonal winds encourage mixing most of the
time and therefore increase algal productivity from the distributed and recycled nutrients. In-
shore areas with depths less than 10m do not become stratified except on a daily basis. In
the past inshore areas used to be well oxygenated from surface to bottom. The story is dif-
ferent now, with bottoms having less oxygen and the surface (sometimes) being saturated
with oxygen from the photosynthetic activities (Hecky et aI, 1994; Mugidde, 1993).
The threats from bad water quality are many and imminent. The untreated domestic waters,
sewage and agricultural runoff discharge into the lake bringing large amounts of nutrients
that enhance 'eutrophication' (Hecky, 1993). This eutrophic state is associated with the oc-
currence of algal blooms, low levels of oxygen at night and deeper in the water (Hecky et aI,
1994), relatively high concentrations of P and N, resulting in frequent fish kills.
This phenomenon has, over several decades, reduced the water transparency and in-
creased turbidity. The decay of this biomass and the input of organic matter has resulted in
anoxic conditions at the bottom. The structure of the benthic macro invertebrate communities
can be used to assess a change in aquatic ecosystems (Washington, 1984). Eutrophication
has resulted, and still continues to result, in dwindling of the lake's natural resources, and a
threat to ecosystems balance. The nutrients responsible for eutrophication and the quantities
involved have not been sufficiently quantified, but some breakthroughs have been made.
Parts of the following texts are derived from J. Smits, 'Water Quality Assessments" eBA
Wetlands, Uganda.
Domestic loads
The emission factors or pollution intensities of domestic water in the Lake Victoria region
were estimated and are given in Table 3.6.1.
Table 3.6.1 Emission factors for domestic wastewater in the Lake Victoria region (Scheren
et aI, 2000) .
Sanitation Likelihood of BOD5 N P
occurrence in g/(day·person) in g/(day·person) in g/(day·person)
Sewered low 22 6 0.55
most likely 44 9 1.10
low 55 12 4.40
Unsewered low 19 6 0.55
most likely 22 9 1.10
low 30 12 4.40
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For domestic wastewaters, the sanitation status of the inhabitants (who may use pit latrines,
. septic tanks or sewers with or without a treatment plant) depends on the fraction of inhabi-
tants discharging into sewers, drains, surface or groundwater. The retention factor or pene-
tration factor is a function of the residence time, and the nature and rates of removal proc-
esses of the domestic wastewater loads.
Agricultural loads
. The agricultural loads arise from doses of additives such as fertilisers and pesticides. The
fraction of additives washed into drains, surface water or groundwater is a function of the
hydrological conditions, the properties of the soil and the working methods or ways of the
farmers. When the area of application of an additive is part of the wetland, the dose goes
completely into the wetland. A dose needs to be thought of as a quantity per square meter
per day, averaged over the time period considered, either a (growth) season or a year. Agri-
cultural nutrient loads in the lake region including the rural domestic loads have been esti-
mated by Scheren et al (2000), mainly on the basis of data for the Lake Malawi basin. Their
specific average loads are presented as nutrient export coefficients in Table 3.6.2 below.
Table 3.6 .2 Selected nutrient export coefficients for the Lake Victoria Region (Scheren et
a/,2000).
Likelihood of Cultivated land Non-cultivated land
occurrence
N in Q!(ha·day) P in q/(ha·dav) N in g!(ha·day) Pin q/(ha·day)
low 1.4 0.27 2.7 0.27
most Iikelv 3.8 0.82 3.8 0.82
low 32.9 3.84 19.2 2.47
Industrial loads
The industrial loads, products or raw materials discharged in treatment facilities, drains or
surface water, are a function of the production efficiency of a factory and the quality of the
materials discharged. The penetration factor of these industrial loads depends strongly on
the presence and the efficacy of treatment facilities as well as on the procedures and ways
of waste disposal. The contribution by industry is given in the following paragraphs for each
Pilot Area.
Natural background and mixed loads
The various domestic, agricultural and industrial sources of pollution loads affect the water
quality in drains, channels, rivers, lakes and even in aquifers. In addition to that, there are
always the inherent natural background loads arising from the weathering of rocks, soils and
sediments, and from atmospheric deposition. Depending on the nature and the age of the
parent material and the rate of weathering, background loads can vary from very small to
rather large loads. The soils and sediments in the wetlands usually have arrived in the final
stages of weathering. Mixed loads are carried to a wetland in water bodies that may be part
of the catchment of this wetland, or that may have their own catchment and exchange water
with a wetland through regular flooding.
Given the fact that water quality undergoes substantial and often poorly quantifiable changes
when the flow path is long and complicated, it is best to calculate the mixed loads on the ba-
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sis of concentrations and flow rates observed at locations near to a wetland. Ideally a load
should be calculated as the time-integrated product of concentration, volume and time.
The direct atmospheric deposits can also be dealt with in the same way in as far as wet
deposition is concerned. The quantification of dry deposition is much more complicated, as it
is a function of the speed and direction of the wind, the susceptibility of the surrounding soil
to wind erosion, as well as the nature and magnitude of nearby urban and industrial activi-
ties. The required data can be generated with dedicated experiments using atmospheric
settling traps.
Removal and outflow of contaminants from wetlands
The natural outputs by means of removal from the mobile and usable forms of a substance
are connected with the bacterial, chemical and physical removal processes in a wetland.
Decomposition, denitrification and the irreversible inclusion of precipitates are among the
processes. In natural wetlands the outflows may be channelled. In case of channelling flow,
the water body of the wetland is not used at its maximal purification capacity, because the
nutrients and pollutants hardly interact with the vegetated parts of the wetland.
Contaminants balance
The net accumulation or depletion of substances loaded in a wetland, over long time scales
(years up to decades) simply follows from the sum of all loads and doses, diminished with all
outflows and the outputs. The outputs through natural removal from the water can result in
net accumulation elsewhere (e.g. phosphate settling to the sediment where it is partially
stored). Nitrate though is denitrified, implying permanent removal from both the water and
the sediment. Table 3.6.3 shows the removal processes and rates for organic pollutants.
Table 3.6.3 Removal rates from BOD, phosphate and nitrate (Smits, 2000).
Substance Removal process Removal rate per day at 2(flC
at 1 m water depth
BOD Decomposition 0.1 -0.3
P Adsorption/settling process 0.05 - 0.5
N Nitrification and de-nitrification 0.1 - 0.2
The accumulation or depletion rate is an indicator of the absence of balance between inputs
and outputs. Accumulation or depletion imbalance eventually leads to a new balance, which
is a situation without further accumulation or depletion. Accumulation implies that additional
harvesting or load reduction should be pursued. The purification or retention efficiency of a
wetland can be derived from the ratio of the outflows and loads. The purification efficiency is
a function of the hydraulic loading rate, which is a measure of the application of a volume of
water to a land area (in units of volume per area per time unit), or simply reduced to applied
water depth per time unit (e.g. m3 x m-2 x day-1 or cm x dai1). This is often used as the one-
design criteria for treatment wetlands.
3.6.2 Sango Bay
River Kisoma, which travels through a wetland buffering the bay, has its water quality deter-
mined (cf Kinawataka stream above; see Table 3.6.4; Barugahare et aI, 2000). The water
quality of River Kisoma is for some parameters over the desired levels (see also §3.8.2). .
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Table 3.6.4 Water quality for Kisoma wetlands (Barugahare et aI, 2000).
Mid-term Report
Parameter Range Proposed standards for
drinkinq water (NEMA)
EC 100 - 600 IlS/cm -
00 NO
Temp. NO
pH 6-7 6.5-8.5
BOO NO
COO 50-200 mg/I 100 mg/I
TN 25-80 mg/I 10 mg/I
N03N NO
NH4N NO
TP 1-10 mg/I 10 mg/I
TRP NO
SRP NO
RSi NO
Chl-a NO
F. Coliform 0- 3000 (in Kaafa o (counts/ml)
counts/ml)
Heavy metals (Hg, Pb, Co, Cu, Cr) NO
TSS NO
Macroinvertebrates (Oligochaeta, NO
Odonata, Bivalve, Coleptera, Hiridinea,
Gastropoda, Gastropoda, hemiptera,
Chironomids)
3.6.3 Ssese Islands
The water quality in the wetlands on the Ssese Islands is mainly determined by Lake Victo-
ria, as these islands have relatively small catchment areas compared with their shoreline
lengths and no large-scale industrial activities take place. Most of the wetlands are located in
rural, scarcely populated areas. Few data are presently available on water quality. There are
concerns about the potential pollution by the proposed Oil Palm Project. Minor pollution is
caused by oil and paint spills from small motor boats (fishing, tou rism).
3.6.4 Murchison Bay
Inner Murchison Bay
Murchison Bay, the inner bay in particular, receives the discharges of water and pollutants
coming from a substantial part of the Kampala urban area. This bay is the sole raw water
supplier for Kampala. Over 80% of the mostly untreated wastewater discharges into the in-
ner Bay, entering the Bay via Nakivubo swamp. Nakivubo wetland functions as a treatment
wetland for the wastewater (runoff, domestic and industrial effluents, abattoirs) conveyed by
the Nakivubo Channel. This channel is the main storm-water drainage from Kampala City.
The number of inhabitants in the catchment was estimated at 270,000 for 1997, Le. 27% of
Kampala's one million people at the time (COWl and UKI, 1998). Today (2001), the popula-
tion can be estimated to count almost 1.2 million people. A substantial part of this population
discharges wastewater into the drains and consequently in Nakivubo Channel. A minority of
only 6% uses water borne toilets and septic tanks, while 10% of the houses in Kampala are
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connected to the sewerage system. The majority of the population uses pit latrines. Conse-
quently, a very large part of the domestic wastewater penetrates the soil. Only 8% receive
. piped water at their homes. The retention efficiency of the Bugolobi treatment plant (NWSC),
also discharging into Nakivubo Channel, is low. ~
Quite a number of industries discharge untreated wastewater into Nakivubo Channel as well
as into the sewerage system. The industries contribute 25% of the total load of nutrients into
Nakivubo wetland (NEMA 1998). They also discharge substantial quantities of heavy metals
such as mercury and organic chemicals such as NPE and PAH (COWl and UKI, 1998).
Table 3.6.5 shows the main polluters and pollutants.
Table 3.6.5 Industries draining into the Nakivubo Channel and the chemicals in their efflu-
ents (Kansiime & Bugenyi, 1996).
Cateqary af industry Representative industry Selected parameters
1. Confined livestock Kampala Abbattoirs BODs, COD, N, N03, total coliform,
TSS, Na, temp., phosphate, pH,
Pb Ca2+ SO 2-
, , 4
2. Cane sugar jaggeries TSS, BODs, pH, total coliform,
heavy metals and SS
3. Beverage Uganda Breweries, Crown BODs, TSS, DO, pH, total coliform,
Bottlers, International Dis- chloride, temp. , heavy metals, su/-
tiIIeries phate, nitrogen, Ca, Mg, TDS,
phosphate
4. Dairy industry Dairy Corporation BODs, COD, pH, NA, SS, DO,
temp., total coliform and heavy
metals
5. Leather tanning Alhamed Skins and Hides BODs, COD, pH, Cr, temp. and
heavy metals
6. Paint industries Sadolin and Robbialac BODs, COD, pH, SS and heavy
metals (Zn, PB, Cr)
7. Carbide industry Uganda Oxygen Limited pH, temp., conductivity, N, Zn, Cu,
(UOL) Mg, TSS and phosphates
8. Battery manufacture Uganda Batteries ltd. TSS, pH and heavy metals
For tertiary wastewater treatment by the Nakivubo swamp, relatively low nutrient (N & P) and
faecal coliform (FC) retention capacities (e.g. compare to facultative and maturation ponds)
were recorded (Kansiime and Nalubega, 1999). Of the nearly 890 tons N/yr and 75 ton P/yr
that enter the wetland system from external sources, 384 ton N/yr and 45 ton P/yr leave the
system and enter the lake. The relatively low treatment efficiency for Nand P could be at-
tributed to overloading of the system, but is also due to the short residence time of the efflu-
ent in the wetland (caused by encroachment and channeling). The water quality for Naki-
vubo channel is shown in Table 3.6.6.
Table 3.6.6 Pollutant loads of major flows into Nakivubo wetland (values in kg/d except
faecal coliforms, which are in numbers/day; Kansiime & Bugenyi, 1996).
Station TKN NH4N N03-N N02-N TP TRP SRP RSi BOD FC no/d
1 4070 3510 5 1 330 330 260 4990 6060 9.57E16
6 320 260 3 0.1 52 45 32 39 882 2.84E17
7 2 1 0.1 0 16 0.6 0.8 10 219 NIL
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Most of the annual load of 300,000 tons of solid waste produced in the city of Kampala
(largely organic refuse, 20% domestic) is disposed of locally; burned, composted or buried.
About 25% is collected by Kampala City Council and dumped at two or three deposit sites
(NEMA 1997). Solid waste is also flushed into Nakivubo Channel, mainly due to storm runoff.
People cultivate in the Nakivubo wetlands in plots from few square metres to a few hectares.
No fertilisers are applied. Nutrients are recycled between the soil and the non-sewered ma-
jority of the population. The excess nutrients are flushed into the drains, either via runoff or
via groundwater seepage.
The hydrology and use of the upper Nakivubo and lower Nakivubo wetlands are different.
The lower wetland is permanently flooded and loaded with nutrient rich wastewater from the
channel and from drains of Luzira and Uganda Breweries. The upper Nakivubo wetland
brings into the lower wetland loads of Nand P from 'flooding, dry and wet deposition, and
lateral inflow of groundwater as shown in Table 3.6.7.
Table 3.6.7 Nutrient loads from the upper to the lower Nakivubo wetland (COWl & VKI,
1998).
Source of N & P N concentration P concentration
Flooded Lower 12 mg Nil 1.7mg P/I
Nakivubo swamp (equivalent load =6 q N/m2.yr) (equivalent load =0.8 q P/m2.yr)
Wet deposition 0.6 - 1.2 mg Nil 0.06 - 0.12 mg P/I
(equivalent load =1.0 q N/m2 .yr) (equivalent load =0.1 q P/m2.yr)
Estimated current 7.5 g Nlm2.yr) 0.95 g P/m~.yr)
total load
Micro pollutants like heavy metals and persistent organic chemicals have a strong tendency
to bind to fine (clayey) sediments. Most of the sediments deposited in Nakivubo wetland will
be flushed into the swamp and next into inner Murchison bay during "flash" floods. The net
accumulation of sediment in the wetland is probably very small. This means that most of the
micro pollutants end up in the sediment of Murchison Bay, i.e. the outputs almost equal t~e
inputs.
Although no data are available for the nutrient content of the main crop grown in the Naki-
vubo wetland, some estimated figures based on comparable plant species are shown in
Table 3.6.8.
Table 3.6.8 Agricultural P- and N- outputs into crops for Nakivubo Wetland (COWl & VKI,
1998).
Note: WW means wet weight; the dry weight IS approx. 20% of thiS.
Crop Fraction of cul- Yield Poutput N output
tivation area in g WW/(nr.yr) in g p/(nr. yr) in g N/(nr. yr)
Cocoyam 0.38 263 0.13 1.14
Suqarcane 0.38 900 0.45 3.96
Cassava 0.06 150.0 0.08 0.70
Sweet potatoes 0.06 150.0 0.08 0.70
Vegetables 0.06 150.0 0.08 0.70
Matooke 0.06 150.0 0.08 0.70
Averaqe crop 1.00 478.0 0.24 2.11
, ,
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The average dry weight percentages of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorous are 41 %, 2.3%
and 0.25% respectively. The other estimated nutrient outputs of Nakivubo wetland are
shown in Table 3.6.9.
Table 3.6.9 Clay extraction and natural removal nutrient outputs from Nakivubo wetland
(Emerton et aI, 1999; Kadlec & Knight. 1996).
Output by: Pin 9 P/(rrf. yr) N in 9 N(/rrf.yr)
Clay extraction (for brick makinq) 0.4 0.4
Natural removal unknown 4.5
Total output 0.64 7.0
Outer Murchison Bay
The other catchments discharge into the outer Murchison Bay (in Mukono and Mpigi Dis-
tricts). The population in these areas, dependant on subsistence agriculture, is small in size
and scattered. There are no major domestic or industrial point loads.
3.6.5 Napoleon Gulf
The catchment of the gulf consists of a municipality, a large farm and a heavily populated
area carrying out subsistence farming and cattle keeping. The municipal town, Jinja, has in-
dustries, which let their wastewater effluent through the sewerage system into the lake (see
Table 3.6.10). The point source effluents are produced mainly by three food industries, a
tannery and two metallurgical industries.
Various drains in Jinja discharge into the wetlands bordering Napoleon Gulf. The wastewater
treatment pond discharges into the Kirinya West! Loco wetland (pers. comments H. Oguttu
and F.W. Bugenyi). Oguttu (2000) quantified the loads of the main industrial point sources
discharging in the sewers and the loads from the NWSC maturation pond into the Kirinya
wetland (COD, N, P, Cr). A number of conclusions and recommendations regarding pre-
treatment of wastewater are made (Oguttu, 2000) for the industries. Further research, how-
ever, is called for in respect to nutrient and pollution retention efficiency of the Kirinya pond
and wetland system, which may be far too low to substantially reduce the waste load.
Table 3.6.10 Potential point sources of pollution in the Napoleon Gulf (Kansiime & Bugenyi,
1996).
No. Name Type of products Location Working?
1 Agro-Marine Fishinq Co. Ltd. Fish Pier yes
2 AMCO Ltd. Match Boxes yes
3 Associated Paper Industries Ltd. Cardboard! Wrapping Pa- Industrial yes
per
4 British American Tobacco (U) Ltd. Cigarettes Industrial yes
5 Chillington Co. Ltd. Hoes, Pangas, Wheel Industrial yes
Barrows
6 Copper Smeltinq Co. Ltd. Copper Masese no
7 Crown Tiles Ltd. Tiles Industrial no
8 East African Steel Co. Ltd. Hollow Section Squ./ Masese no
Reel. Bars
9 Garden Tea Ltd. Tea Industrial yes
10 Gomba Fisheries Ltd. Fish Pier yes
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No. Name Type of products Location Working?
11 Jubilee & Soda Works Complex Soda! Mineral Water Industrial no
Ltd.
12 Kakira Sugar Works Complex Ltd. Sugar, Oils, Soap, Molas- Kakira yes
ses
13 KenQrow/ IQanQa Industries Ltd. Oils Industrial yes
14 Leather Industries of Uganda Ltd. Leather - finished and Pier yes
unfinished
15 Match International Ltd. Match Boxes Industrial no
16 Mill Tyres Ltd. Barbed/ welded mesh Industrial yes
wires
17 NAFCO Fisheries Co. Ltd. Fish Masese no
18 National Water and Sewerage Wastewaters-Sewerage Kirinya West yes
Corp. Ponds
19 New Printpack (U) Ltd. Stationary Industrial yes
20 Nile Plywood (U) Ltd. Timber Jinja Central yes
21 Oxy Plastics Ltd. Plastics Industrial no
22 PAPCO Industries Ltd. Paper Kimaka no
23 Steel RollinQ Mills Ltd. Round, twisted iron bars Masese yes
24 Sukari Suqar Ltd. Suqar Industrial yes
25 Textile Mills (MULCO) Ltd. Clothing Kimaka no
26 Timber Investments Ltd. Timber Jinja Central yes
27 Uqanda Bread Ltd. Bread Industrial yes
28 UQanda Feeds Ltd. Chicken and animal feeds Industrial yes
29 Uqanda Garments (UGIL) Textile Jinia Central yes
30 UQanda Grain MillinQ Co. Ltd. Wheat! maize flour Industrial yes
31 Uqanda Metal Industries Ltd. Metallic utensils Jinia Central yes
32 UQanda Millers Ltd. Feeds Industrial yes
The Kirinya (East and West) sewage, and the Jinja Municipal runoff were the major sources
of pollution identified in the UNESCO Project Study of pollution loads into Lake Victoria
(Kansiime & Bugenyi, 1996). The specific main point sources of pollution via the Jinja sew-
ers are shown in Table 3.6.11.
Table 3.6.11 Main point sources of pollution entering the Napoleon Gulf through the sewer
system (in kg/yr; Oguttu et aI, 1998).
Parameter Chilling- Steel Kengrow Bread Gamba Agro-Marine Leather NWSC
ton
N03-N 0.9 20.6 3 313 26
NH4-N 1.2 0.4 29 48 1,059 149 49 21,000
T-N 93 307 124,940
TKN 124,110
P04-P 0.8 0.4 107 2 1,350 616 6 5,180
T-P 147.4 508
BODs 25.7 17.0 4,001 213 21,889 6,593 624 54,400
COD 77,510 7,893 34,684 1,480 25,600
Cu 1.0 1.8 4 160
Ni 0.4 1.7 1.5
Cr 0.6 1.7 2.1 4,116 32
Pd 0.4 0.6 1.6 160
Cd 0.04 0.1 0.1
Mn 3.1 1.9 10
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This study found relatively high industrial and domestic loads estimated at 155 tons/yr of or-
ganic carbon, 1.3 tons/yr N, 2 tons/yr P and 4 tons/yr of Cr-VI (from the leather tanning in-
.dustry, Gomba, Agro-marine, Kengrow and Uganda Bread Ltd). These discharge through
the NWSC ponds in Kirinya. The peri-urban wetlands of Masese and Budumbuli received the
least industrial loads; only from the Steel Rolling Mills Ltd, which was partly functional. Large
amounts of sodium chloride, sulphides, acids and chrome salts used in chrome tanning of
animal hides and skins contribute to the highest mean conductivity values of 5,500 ± 144
IlS/cm from the tannery. NWSC Kirinya field effluent showed the highest potential load range
of 1.89-5.18 tons/yr Phosphorous, 11.4-21.0 tons/yr of ammonia-N and an organic Carbon
load of 80 tons/yr of COD+BOD5 between point source groupings connected to NWSC public
sewer into NWSC Kirinya urban wetlands.
Serious, large-scale water quality problems are not to be expected in the rural wetlands,
some of which exist in Napoleon Gulf. There are no reasons to expect that the buffering ca-
pacities of the rural wetlands are not sufficient to retain most of the nutrients released by
human activities in the respective catchments. Nevertheless, substantial quantities of nutri-
ents are released directly into the local rivers due to sub-optimal land use practices. There
are indications that these loads are critically large from the view-point of conservation of the
Lake Victoria ecosystem (Scheren et a1.2000; Delft Hydraulics et ai, 1999).
3.6.6 MacDonald/ Berkeley Bay
Most or almost all the wetlands in MacDonald/ Berkeley Bay are located in rural and rela-
tively little populated areas (included in the districts of Iganga, Bugiri and Busia) when com-
pared to urban wetlands. Very few data exist currently on the surface water quality and water
discharges in these areas.
3.6.7 Health risks
In urban and peri-urban areas where domestic and industrial wastewater effluents are
passed through a wetland for tertiary treatment, the people using this wetland very often get
diseases like enteric dysentery, diarrhoea and cholera.
The risk presented by sewage for public health is to a large extent determined by the survival
time of the different pathogens in the environment. From the time of excretion, the concentra-
tion of all pathogen organisms usually declines as a result of the death or loss of infectivity of a
number of the organisms. Viruses and Protozoa always decrease in numbers following excre-
tion, but some bacterial pathogens (e.g. Salmonella, Escherichia colt) are able to multiply in a
suitable environment, although multiplication is generally rare and of short duration. Intestinal
worm (helminth) parasites will decrease in numbers, once excreted by the host. The ability of
the excreted organisms to survive is referred to as its persistence. Essential environmental
factors in limiting pathogen persistence in the environment are time and temperature.
Excreted viruses and bacteria can not penetrate into plant tissues, unless the surface of the
plant is damaged. However, all kinds of excreted pathogens have been isolated from the
surface of vegetables, which had been irrigated with sewage water or were grown on soils
fertilised with sewage sludge. Survival characteristics of various pathogens on crops are
summarised in Table 3.6.12. Although survival of the pathogens on crops is short if compared
to survival in other environments, it is sufficient to enable the pathogens to survive harvesting
and to reach the consumers.
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Table 3.6.12 Survival times of excreted pathogens on crops 20-30 DC (Shuval et al. , 1986).
Pathogen SUNival time (days)
Viruses:
Enteroviruses
.
< 60, but usually < 15
Bacteria:
Faecal coliforms < 30, but usually < 15
Salmonella spp. < 30, but usually < 15
Shigella spp. < 10, but usually < 5
Vibrio cholerae < 5, but usually < 2
Protozoa:
Entamoeba histolytica cysts < 10, but usually < 15
Helminths:
Ascaris lumbricoides eggs many months
Includes poilo-, echo-, and coxsackie-viruses
If no precautions are taken (e.g. wearing of protective clothing), the workers involved in the
cultivation of crops on agricultural lands, irrigated with sewage water and/or fertilised with
sewage sludge, run a risk of infection with pathogens still contained in the sewage water or
slUdge.
In addition to contamination with pathogen organisms, in areas where wetland water is pol-
luted with heavy metals or chemicals (e.g . Nakivubo Swamp, Kirinya Wetland), long-term dis-
eases can occur related to these contaminants. The metals cadmium, zinc en nickel pose the
biggest threat, as these are taken up quite easily by crops like cocoyam.
Finally, there is some risk for cattle to contract Taenia infection, when grazing at the sewage
farm or when fed with sewage irrigated fodder sold by the farms. Indirectly this presents a
hazard for human health, because adult tapeworm develops in man after eating beef meat
harbouring Taenia larvae.
The wetlands are not capable any more to clean the growing quantities of untreated
wastewater from the urban areas and industries to a safe level. That results in increas-
ingly contaminated lake water, the disappearance of flora and fauna species, and will
eventually affect the fish production of whole Lake Victoria.
The continuous encroachment into the wetlands by agriculture and the incapacity of the
Government to take appropriate actions, worsens the situation. In addition, contaminated
wetland crops expose the population to serious health risks.
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3.7 Economy
3.7.1 All Pilot Areas
Mid-term Report
In Sango Bay the main stay of the local economy with regard to wetland revolves around the
fisheries, wetlands resources and forestry (for both craft materials, fuel wood, charcoal and
timber for construction), and animal husbandry in the vast grassy floodplains. Some subsis-
tence and local trade agriculture is also practiced in the papyrus/ sedge swamps and swamp
forests. There are no major industrial activities in Sango Bay.
The economy in Murchison Bay is dominated by urban and industrial activities, where wet-
land agriculture plays a major role, but mainly for the urban poor. Fishing is important as it
also supports the processing industries in the Bay. The riparian communities catch catfish
and lungfish for subsistence while Nile perch and tilapia are sold to consumers or fish proc-
essors for export. Brick making using wetland clay and firewood, and sand mining in lacus-
trine and riverine wetlands is increasing.
In Napoleon Gulf, especially around Jinja, wetlands resources are used in an appropriate
way for handcraft production and wetland agriculture is limited to the edges. The growing of
sugarcane plantations in the rural areas by out-growers is taking on large areas of wetlands.
Fishing is important as it also supports industrial processing and exports. Brick making (and
burning using firewood) and sand mining in wetlands are also growing activities.
Agricultural activities on the Ssese Islands are concentrated on the dry land rather than
wetlands. Fishing is the major economic activity for the islanders. The potential for the hand-
craft industry based on palms, trees or wetland resources is significant but still underdevel-
oped. A number of scenic spots and beaches have been developed into touristic and recrea-
tional sites and have provided employment to the local community.
Aside for the production for domestic use, the MacDonald! Berkeley Bay wetlands are in-
creasingly getting involved in extensive cultivation of maize, rice and sorghum for sale to
Kenya. The fishing industry is flourishing; about 50% of the smoked Nile perch and tilapia
are also sold on the Kenyan side of the border. The craft industry based on wetland re-
sources is in infancy while charcoal burning and trade based on seasonal wetland wood re-
sources is increasing.
3.7.2 Sango Bay
Wetlands provide an ideal environment for dry season agriculture. In Sango Bay, agriculture
is generally concentrated in papyrus/ sedge swamps and swamps forest while animal hus-
bandry is practised in the grassy/ woodland floodplains. In swamps where communal farm-
ing is practised, each family cultivates a small portion of the area. Part of the swamp is left in
various stages of regeneration and recovery in fallow.
There is no serious animal grazing in papyrus swamps. However, the Sango Bay grass
plains are teaming with cattle, goats and sheep. Animals depend on natural other than im-
proved pastures.
Fishing is one of the main economic activities. The major fish species caught are Nile perch,
Nile tilapia and Mukene (Rastrineobola argentea) , a pelargic Cyprinid. The wetland/riverine
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species include catfish, lungfish, some Mormyrids, Labeo victorianus (Ningu) and Kissinja
(Barbus). Mukene is sun-dried while most of the Nile perch and Nile tilapia is sold fresh to
the various fish processing plants in Kampala and Jinja. Small sized commercial species are
smoked for markets in the hinterland e.g. Rakai, Kyotera etc. Shells from molluscs are col-
lected and sold to producers of animal feeds.
The forests of Sango Bay are a source for firewood and charcoal for domestic use and local
markets, and some special woods which are sold for fish smoking. There is a big local trade
in sawn timber both for boat making and construction (e.g. of cabins at fish landing sites).
Some trees like Erythrina abyssinica have their bark (corky) peeled off and sold as fish
floats. The abundant Phoenix palms provide poles for fencing, construction of bridges and
buildings. Other palm species like Raphia farinifera and Elaeis guineensis produce raphia fi-
bre and palm oil respectively, which are readily marketable.
From the wetlands, Cyperus papyrus is harvested and its stems and pith treated for making
a diversity of crafts, like carpets (wall screens, ceiling mats, roofing mats and curtains), bas-
kets, decorations, trays, chairs, bags, racks, lampshades, tablemats and shelves. All the
palm species of Sango Bay area rank very high as sources for craft materials. The mid-rib,
threads (raphia), leaves and stems of palms are used to produce a diversity of beautiful
crafts including mats, carpets, hats, trays, bags, assorted baskets, food covers, table mats,
furniture (e.g. beds, tables, stools, racks, chairs, shelves), decorations, brooms, photo
frames, ropes, brushes, file folders etc. While Marantocloa sp. is used for making food bas-
kets and decorations (seeds as beads), Smilax sp. make beehives, baskets and granaries.
Erythrina produces drums and beehives. The local people produce bark cloth from Ficus
species. A number of specific trees are used for making canoes, drums, tool handles, stools
and traditional wooden guards for keeping and serving milk. Some other produced crafts are
ropes, fish traps, walking sticks and harps. The species of Harungana and Alchornia pro-
duce excellent dies.
Bricks are produced and baked for construction. Stones are crashed for both house and
road constructions. Sand mining is carried out in the wetlands for building. The items have
not been quantified. Brick baking consumes a substantial amount of firewood and leads to
deforestation in the area where this activity is taking place.
River Kagera is used for water transport. Roads traverse wetlands and where there are
streams/rivers (for example Bukora and Kisoma Rivers), bridges and culverts have been
constructed across.
Overview
Agriculture:
Bananas, mangoes, coffee, cassava, sweet potatoes, yams, beans, sugarcane, maize, sor-
ghum, Cannabis and honey. Livestock includes cattle, goats, sheep, pigs, poultry and ducks.
Fisheries/ game:
Organised fishing and marketing, fish processing (smoking, sun drying), fishing nets braid-
ing, fishing boat construction. Fish ponds for Clarias as bait, fish culture. Papyrus mats and
baskets for tying, covering and transporting fish. Game meat (e.g. sitatunga).
Forestry:
Pit sawing (timber), charcoal burning, fencing poles and construction materials from palms
e.g. Phoenix reclinata, firewood for domestic and commercial fish smoking, timber for boat
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making, construction and commerce. Fishnet floats from Erythrina, drums, tool handles,
palm oil, furniture and crafts, stools and wooden gourds, bark cloth, eucalyptus tree planting
.(tree nurseries).
Industry:
There are no big industries in this area. See also 'Fisheries/ game', 'Forestry' and 'Other'.
Other:
Water use for fish and animals; herb medicines; dye for colouring mat leaves; beehive mate-
rials; papyrus for sheds, baskets and mats; palm leaves! rachis for mats, brooms baskets
and fish traps; thatch and mulching materials (grass and sedges).
3.7.3 Ssese Islands
On the islands, there are small fields of subsistence cultivation. Common traditional crops
are grown for food and oil such as bananas, beans, cassava, sweet potatoes, yams, sugar
cane and oil palms. Sorghum and a few fruit trees such as paw paws, guava, avocado and
coffee are also grown. Significant amount of cultivation is done the dry land rather than in
wetlands. An extensive plantations of oil palm is also proposed in the mesic tropical forests
of the main island, Bugala.
Livestock (cattle, pigs and goats) and poultry are reared on a small scale on the islands.
Their influence on the wetlands is marginal. No significant area of wetland is converted or
transformed into pastureland. A few islands, such as Sserinya, have cattle on them graZing!
browsing on unimproved pastures dominated by Hyparrhenia and elephant grasses.
The major economic activity of the islanders is fishing. Fish species of importance are Nile
perch, Nile tilapia and Mukene. Mukene is sun-dried on the beaches while the other two are
smoked or sold fresh on the Masaka mainland (Bukakata), Entebbe and Port Bell. Sun-dried
Mukene is sold partly for production of animal feeds and for human consumption. Bagrus
(Semutundu) when caught is consumed by the fishermen as a delicacy.
Actually and potentially, the island palms have a diversity of products and materials derived
from them. Raphia fibre is used in binding products such as mats, hats, baskets and other
crafts. It is sold in the markets and exported to neighbouring countries. The rachis of R. fari-
nifera and rattan cane palm are used in making furniture. The leaves are also used in house
construction. The Phoenix reclinata leaves (ensansa) make a diversity of crafts, while the
stems are used for fencing and building bridges in rural areas. As in the Sango Bay, most
wetland related crafts are imported into the islands leading to minimal pressure on the local
resources.
The islands have huge quantities of sand accumulated on the shores. Stones for building are
also abundant. Bricks are made locally both in the wetlands and on dry land. Again data for
the quantities produced were not available.
There are two main roads on the main Bugala Island, which traverse wetlands. However, the
sole communication system between the islands is by boat. The landings or route terminals
are in wetlands.
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Overview
Agriculture:
Coffee, sorghum, oil palms, bananas, beans, cassava, sweet potatoes, yams, sugar cane,
livestock e.g. cattle, pigs, chicken.
Fisheries/ game:
Fishing, fish processing (smoking, sun-drying) and marketing, fishing nets braiding, fishing
boat construction repairs and maintenance, hunting for meat and skin (minor activity).
Forestry:
1imber production, charcoal burning, fuel wood production, logging and pit sawing, conver-
sion to agriculture, road construction, beach landscaping, tree planting, boat building.
Industry:
Tourism, clay, sand and rock mining, building industry, proposed Oil Palm Project (Bugala
Island).
3.7.4 Murchison Bay
The urban wetlands are for a great part converted for agriculture. The most extensively
grown crops include cocoyam and sugarcane. These crops are grown purely for sale and a
little for family food. Other crops such as sweet potatoes, vegetables, cassava, bananas etc.
are grown in the drier fringes of the wetland.
In the rural wetlands of Murchison bay, there is no specialisation in crop growing. The per-
manent wetland areas are avoided and cropping takes place in the ecotone between dry and
wetland. However, the extent of conversion and intensity of transformation into agricultural
land is much lower than in urban wetlands. Mixed cropping is emphasised where the major
crops include sweet potatoes, vegetables, cassava, plantains, legumes and maize.
Both in urban and rural wetlands grazing of domestic animals is very limited. The tendency is
to grow elephant grass (and sometimes Napier grass) on the fringes of the wetlands for zero
grazing.
A number of wild wetland plants have potential and some are even sold in the markets as
food. These include Afromomum sp. (fruits), species of palms (fruits and sap as food and
beverage), and Chrysophyllum (fruits). A diversity of medicinal plants are collected from the
wetlands for direct use, sale on the streets or local markets.
Fishing is one of the economic activities among the riparian communities. From the wetlands
are catfish and lungfish, and Nile tilapia in streams and fringes of the shoreline. From the in-
shore waters up to deeper waters are caught Nile tilapia, Nile perch and Mukene. Lungfish
and catfish are sold fresh to consumers. Surplus Nile perch and Nile tilapia of small size are
sold to consumers, whereas the big sizes are sold to fish processors for export. Fish gear in-
cludes hooks, gill-nets and mosquito nets.
Brick making is an important activity in the wetlands. Wetland clay is also used for pottery,
tiles etc. The forest cover in the area of these activities has been cleared. Sand is mined at
both lacustrine (beach sands) and riverine (alluvial sands) wetlands. Beach sand is used for
the production of glass. Sand is also mixed with dust and fine aggregate from stone crashing
to produce building blocks.
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The most important craft materials derived from the swamps are more or less similar to
. those of Ssese Islands (see above).
Various roads and the railway line cross wetlands. The wagon ferry terminal at Port Bell is in
a wetland: the lower reaches of Nakivubo Swamp. The main form of communication across
the bay is by boat. Kinawataka wetland is a canoe transport channel between Butrabika and
Kirinya, and there are several other wetlands playing a similar role.
Overview
Agriculture:
Coffee, bananas, sweet potato, cocoyams, cassava, papaya, sugar cane, vegetables,
beans, castor oil plants, livestock (cattle, pig and poultry), agro-forestry, fruit orchards.
Fisheries/ game:
Fishing, fish processing and marketing, fish net manufacturing and braiding, boat building,
fish culture in ponds (Luzira and Bugolobi), hunting (sitatunga for meat, monitor lizard for
skin).
Forestry:
Building/ fencing poles, forest plantations (agro-forestry) and peri-urban forestry, charcoal
burning, papyrus harvest (for mats), fuel wood production, commercial wood sale, canoes,
drums, poles, fencing poles.
Industry:
Many service and processing industries exist in this pilot zone: notably breweries, soft
drinks, tanneries, fish processing, motor garages, dairy processing, food processing, phar-
maceutical, oil and soap, water works and sewage treatment, brick making, sandi clay/ rock
mining, building and bUilding materials (nails, iron sheets, metal/ timber doors, windows,
glass), plastic, metal ware, depots and service stations, hotels, recreation and resort
beaches.
Other:
Canoe transport, medicinal plants, souvenirs, water for domestic use and waste disposal.
3.7.5 Napoleon Gulf
Most wetlands have been encroached by agriculture e.g. Kirinya, Walukuba and Budumbli.
The commonly cultivated crops include sugarcane, maize, sweet potatoes, tomatoes cab-
bages, banana, onions, Amaranthus, Gyrandropsis, coffee, exotic tree plantations and agro-
forestry. Growing of fruit trees such as Artocarpus, Carica, etc. is also practised. The cultiva-
tion of cocoyam, rice and sugarcane on a large scale sometimes extends into the permanent
wet areas of the wetlands.
Grazing is practised in the surrounding areas of the wetlands of Walukuba, Budumbuli,
Walukuba/ Masese and Bugungu. The upper parts or floodplain with short shrubs, patches of
Miscanthus, Acacia etc. are more useful to grazing animals than the lower parts to the lake-
shore, which are dominated by Phragmites, Cyperus and Typha. The fodder is generally
unimproved and includes species of Acacia, Sesbania Typha and Miscanthus (new sprouts
after buming), young Phragmites, Pennisetum and a diversity of grasses, herbs and shrubs.
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There is no evidence of the wetland farmers practising composting and/or mulching. How-
ever, the potential for mulching bananas, coffee and tomato gardens etc. exists where natu-
ral species like sedges, Typha, elephants grass, Sesbania, Cyperus dives, Vossia and Mis-
canthus could be employed.
The fruits of Afromomum angustifolium are picked for their sweet pulp and epicarps thrown
around as evidence of use. No specific plants have been observed being used as medicine.
Fish contribute substantially to the economy of the area as exemplified by fish processing
plants for fish for export that have sprung up in Jinja Municipality. Wetland main fish species
include (Barbus) Kissinja, Mormyrids, catfish (Clarias), lungfish and Nile tilapia. From inshore
to deep waters are caught Nile perch, Nile tilapia and Mukene. The main fishing gear in use
are gill-nets, fence traps, hooks,mosquito nets, beach seines and cast nets. Mukene is sun-
dried on the sandy/ rocky beaches for human consumption and production of animal feeds.
Some Nile perch and Nile tilapia are smoked for Ugandan markets. The rest is sold fresh.
Part of the lungfish is smoked for up-country markets and the rest is sold fresh at the fish
landings, especially at Masese, Jinja.
The wetland clay is used to produce tiles, bricks and pots. Sand is mixed with cement and
sisal fibres to make concrete tiles. There are no data on the quantities produced. The pres-
sure on the wetlands for construction materials is still low. The craft industry based on wet-
land resources has not yet been developed.
With regard to municipal wetlands use, the emphasis has been put on groups or
stakeholders benefits. The Jinja wetlands women associations, through wetlands by-laws,
will have full use rights to plan, manage and give permission to other stakeholder interested
in the use of wetlands. There are efforts to make improved/ value added crafts for sale and
establishment of craft shops near wetland resources.
Afforestation (Eucalyptus tree planting) and various forms of agro-forestry in the surrounding
areas are being extensively practised in Walukuba, Kikeyi and Bugungu wetlands. The sugar
cane being grown on the margins of wetlands such as Walukuba and Budumbuli has the
potential of producing abundance of bagasse as energy product. A number of natural tree
species growing mostly in the seasonal wetlands including Acacia, Sesbania, short shrubs
and Ficus are being sought for firewood and charcoal.
The railway line (Jinja - Tororo) passes through the wetlands north of Napoleon Bay. There
is a network of water transport between various landing sites all of which are located in wet-
lands. The road network in Thruston Bay is in bad condition; water transport is more effi-
cient.
Overview
Agriculture:
Rice, cabbage, sugar cane plantations, bananas, tomatoes, coffee, beans, cocoyam, sweet
potatoes, maize, cassava, millet, sorghum, papaya, eggplant, pepper, Amaranthus, Gyran-
dropsis, jack fruit, ground nuts. Dairy and beef farming, grazing.
Fisheries/ game:
Fishing, fish processing (one plant at Masese and two plants at Loco) and marketing, fish
net braiding, fishing boat construction, fish ponds, fish landing site, game meat.
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Forestry:
Agro forestry in low-lying areas, charcoal burning, fuel wood, production of timber, poles.
Industry:
Water and sewerage treatment, tanneries, abattoirs, soft drinks, oil mills, fish processing,
steel and iron, a defunct copper and cobalt smelter, gold processing, stone quarry, clay/
sand mines, motor garages, petroleum depots, service stations, bricks, blocks, pottery and
tile production. Crafts (papyrus, palm materials)
Other:
Water use for animal husbandry and irrigation, herbal medicines.
3.7.6 MacDonald / Berkeley Bay
Large areas of the seasonal wetlands have been converted into farmland. Cultivation of both
food and cash crops is practised. The most important crops include maize, sorghum, millet,
sugarcane, Napier grass, cocoyam, rice, simsim, beans, cassava, sweet potatoes, ground-
nuts, onions, cabbages and other vegetables. A varierity of fruit trees such as paw paws,
jackfruit and coffee bushes are also grown.
Although resources with high potential for composting and mulching of agricultural fields and
plantations are abundant in the wetlands, the farmers do not practice it.
Except for a few farmers who have grown Napier grass on small scale for zero grazing, cat-
tle, goats and sheep use the seasonal swamp grass land, bush lands and shrub lands for
grazing.
Fishing is he most important ecponomic activity among the riparian communities. The major
fish species from wetlands include lungfish, catfish, Labeo, Brycinus, Nile tilapia and Mormy-
rids. Fish from inshore to deep waters are Nile perch, Nile tilapia and Mukene. Mukene is
caught at night using mosquito seine and lighted lanterns. Part of the Nile perch and Nile ti-
lapia are smoked and over 50% is sold on the Kenyan side of the border. Major fishing gear
includes gill-nets, long lines, beach seines, mosquito seines and fence traps.
With regard to craft and construction material, the Cyperus papyrus stands out as the most
important wetlands resource. It is used for making mats, carpets, and baskets, together with
Miscanthus for thatching houses. The poles for construction including palms for fencing are
procured mainly from the seasonal wetlands. Where there has been extensive harvesting for
craft and construction, the areas are converted into agricultural land.
There is sand both in the lacustrine and riverine wetlands, which is mined for building. Wet-
land clay is used for pottery and bricks. Data on amounts of bricks and pottery items pro-
duced are not available.
The road network towards these bays leaves a lot to be desired. Most access routes to the
various landings are tracks and become impassable during the rainy season (April - June).
The only reliable transport between the various riparian communities is by boat. The river
Sio wetlands system at the boundary of Uganda and Kenya is a year round transport route
at various points.
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Overview
Agriculture:
Bananas, cassava, eucalyptus, maize, sugar cane, beans, fruit trees, sweet potatoes, co-
coyam, rice, papaya, jackfruit, coffee bushes, cattle, goats, mixed vegetables (horticulture).
Fisheries/ game:
Fishing, fish marketing (large market), fish net braiding, fish trapping (Phragmites hedge
traps), boat making, repairs and maintenance, fish landing sites, fish culture, hunting.
Forestry:
Charcoal burning, conversion to agriculture, building and construction poles, tree planting,
beach landscaping (mainly on dry land).
Industry:
Tourism development on some islands, brick making and building, sand mining, pottery, pa-
pyrus for mats/ baskets/ bags, sugar and jaggery.
Other:
Water for animals and domestic use.
The economy of the area around and inclUding the wetlands bordering Lake Victoria can
be divided in two parts:
- An urban economy around Kampala and Jinja where industry and agriculture, due to
the high population pressure, strongly affect the wetlands.
- A rural economy in the other areas with low population densities, where the wetlands
are used to some extent for agriculture, craft! construction materials and domestic!
livestock water.
In both areas fishing is an important activity and the wetlands playa major role here as
spawning and protective grounds.
3.8 Threats and disturbances
3.8.1 All Pilot Areas
The threats to lake-basin ecosystem can, in general, be said to include pollution from do-
mestic, industrial and the increased agricultural and other human activities within the lake
basin. Pollution of Lake Victoria and its wetlands has been discussed elaborately in §3.6 and
won't be repeated here.
Many human exploitation activities of the wetlands are leading to drainage and conversion to
large tracts of agricultural land, irrigation schemes, improved transport along water ways, in-
dustrial and domestic wastewater effluent pollution, and mining extracts (e.g. gold, marble).
On a relatively smaller scale, over-exploitation or abuse occurs, like clay extraction for bricks
and pottery; papyrus cutting for thatching houses and making crafts and carpets/mats. Small
wetlands are also degraded by repeated gardening or cultivation or clearing for more land for
cultivation; other areas are overgrazed by cattle; and small scale burning by small farmers.
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Included too are over-fishing, the introduction of exotic fish species ( Nile perch, Lates niloti-
cus and iilapiines: see Figure 3.5.2) and the large scale invasion of water hyacinth (Eich-
homia crassipes, now under control).
The following paragraphs give a summary of the threats and disturbances in the five Pilot
Areas. For Sango Bay more detailed information is available.
3.8.2 Sango Bay
The general Sango Bay wetland status is in "a fair state". However these wetlands are under
increasing threats due to population pressure and the consequent human activities within the
ecosystem. Sango Bay had a population of 92,902 people in 1991 and has been growing
annually by 3.4%, making it have 121,640 people presently (2000). The problem above is
accelerated by inadequate government policies, economic gains, prolonged droughts and
wetland encroachment by the public. The degree of threat of the wetlands varies greatly, as
is shown in Table 3.8.1.
Overgrazing and over-fishing; constant and rampant burning; prolonged droughts; over-
harvesting of swamp and forest resources; erosion; silting and browning of Kagera River;
heavy burning and cultivation of the Kagera River floodplain are current potential threats to
the Sango Bay area.
Table 3.8.1 Overview of various Sango Bay wetland uses/ processes that are or may be-
come threats (y =yes; field observations).
Ol c::
.~ .S? c::....
.S?t\l
Wet/and c:: Ol ~ .~ ~ Socio-economic uses
.S? .S ~ c:: ~.... E t\l
.Z! ~ -e c::::::: ::.J 0
C/) co 0 ;::) <.:>
Kagaga/ Kakinga y Cultivation, fishing, poles, timber, water collection
Biquqo/ Kakinqa y y Cultivation, fishinq, poles, timber, water collection
Kimanvwa y y Fishinq, poles, grazing, water collection
Kijanebalola y y y Cultivation, fishing, poles, timber, grazing, water
collection
L. Victoria y y y Brick making, fishing, poles, sand/clay mining, graz-
inq, water collection
Kigona y Cultivation, fishing, timber, grazing, water and fire-
wood collection
Kiqera y Fishing, grazing, water and firewood collection
Kibaale/ Bukora y Brick making, cultivation, sand/clay mining, firewood
collection
Lwemikunyu y Fishinq, poles, water collection
Rwesinya y
Chimuli y Fishing, timber, grazing, water and firewood collec-
tion, poles
Malabigambo y Fishing, timber, grazing, water and firewood collec-
tion, poles
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The following factors impact the wetlands differently:
. Population - Nucleated rural population has a lot of negative effect on the wetlands, includ-
ing drainage for cultivation, brick making, horticulture, eucalyptus plantations and creation of
pastureland. The population pressure is further aggravated by the ignorance of the people
about the ''wise use of the wetlands" (Ramsar Convention Bureau, 1997)
Land ownership issues - This is one of the facts that impacts greatly on wetlands. Where
wetlands are supposed to be public lands, the mailo landowners whose land is next to that .
owned by the public have claimed it. They have gone further to restrict people draining wet-
lands and to prohibit people from firewood collection, hunting, and the use of non-
commercial mulch grass. Awareness in the case of land ownership alongside population and
government issues should be looked at and people made aware of them.
Economic activities - Wetland conversion for agriculture, brick making, water collection and
acquisition, product making from wetland vegetation, fishing (including fish farming), etc. are
posing a threat to the stability and sustenance of wetland resources in Sango Bay.
In agriculture the main crops grown are potatoes, maize, beans and horticultural crops. Be-
cause of that many wetlands are drained, have their water diverted, and virgin wetland is
cleared and overgrazed. That is intertwined with devastating bush burning. Also eucalyptus
is planted, drying out the wetlands. As a result of all that the wetlands end up degraded,
eroded and derived of its nutrients.
3.8.3 Ssese Islands
Threats compromise: political interference encouraging illegal activities in the forests and
wetlands; lack of adequate facilitation of District Environmental Officer to patrol and control
or involve in training and community sensitisation; marginalisation of the district environment
matters by the local government; no EIA or plans for industrial waste treatment for the pro-
posed Oil Palm Project (6,500 ha of mesic forest); wetlands/ lake edge converted to agricul-
ture and settlement; soil erosion into the wetlands and lake; recession of lake shore and
margin, creating wide beaches; development of unplanned infrastructure on beaches for
tourism at expense of wetlands; clearing of wetlands for fish landing sites; displacement of
palms and swamp edges with sugar cane plantations; deforestation of some islands for agri-
culture, leading to erosion into the wetlands or lake; invasion of papyrus/ sedge or Phrag-
mites wetlands by Sesbania.
3.8.4 Murchison Bay
The major threats include drainage, land clearing for subsistence agriculture, industrial de-
velopment and settlements. Other threats are: Phoenix sp. and other tree species are being
decimated for fencing and firewood/ charcoal respectively; unsustainable harvest of papyrus
and sitatunga (Tragelaphus spekiJ) is rampant; encroachment by industrial and residential
developments; expansion of cultivation on wetland fringes; reclamation for agriculture; chan-
nelling of water; development of housing estates, quarries and industries around the swamp;
direct industrial discharges through the swamp into the lake; oil and chemical spills from
ships in Port Bell; siltation from surrounding agricultural and urban areas; overload with ur-
ban/ industrial chemical waste and pollution; surrounding floriculture; sand excavations; in-
vasion by water hyacinth in Port Bell; deforestation of surrounding areas; erosion from prison
farms; brick making and open pits.
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3.8.5 Napoleon Gulf
Mid-term Report
Threats compromise: land clearing and cultivation up to the water edge; dumping of Jinja
municipal solid wastes; industrial wastes from fish processing plants and tannery; rampant
beach development; beach seining; cast netting; lack of facilitation of DAO extension work;
women who are low income earners use the wetlands; three fish processing plants around
the lake shore; land clearing for housing estates; lack of awareness of wetland policies; lack
of appropriate taxation for wetland resource usage; deforestation and cultivation of steep
slopes up to the swamp/ lakeshore; cattle farms on steep slopes up to the swamp/ lake-
shore; erosion from cultivation and cattle farms into the wetlands encouraging colonisation
and displacement of wetland vegetation by woody vegetation, mostly Sesbania sp.
3.8.6 MacDonald / Berkeley Bay
Threats compromise: declining water levels of River Sio and siltation; fish poisoning (now on
the low); declining fish numbers; wetland vegetation clearance to create beaches; plantation
of eucalyptus and other fast growing species; increased soil erosion into the lake through
deforestation and agriculture (sugarcane plantations, crops) on steep slopes to the shore-
line; serious deforestation around Waka Waka landing site; catching fish swimming up river
to spawn (Clarias, Labeo, Synodontis, mormyrids, schilbe); brick making and sand mining in
some swamps; succession of papyrus/ Phragmites swamps by woody species e.g. Sesbania
sp.; cattle ranches on upland to swamp/ lakeshore; use of beach seine nets and cast nets;
water hyacinth fringing the wetland.
The wetlands in the urban areas are threatened by pollution, encroachment by agriculture
and overexploitation; most wetlands in the rural areas are still able to cope with human in-
fluence.
However, the excessive population growth in Uganda, in particular in the areas close to
Lake Victoria, is posing eve!}' day more pressure on the wetlands.
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4. CLASSIFICATION OF WETLANDS
4.1 Introduction
Mid-term Report
In the five Pilot Areas over 150 wetlands have been identified to be analysed on economic
value, costs and benefits. These wetlands have to be grouped, so the full analysis can be
done on representative wetland areas of each of the distinguished groups. The grouping,
based on appropriate classification criteria, should result in a workable number of groups or
classes.
Since the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands (1971) various classification systems have been
introduced, but the wetlands in the Ugandan part of the Lake Victoria basin, all non-saline,
cover only a limited part of the types existing world wide. Even in Uganda several classifica-
tions are being used, but almost all are based on a combination of hydrological characteris-
tics, soil and vegetation types. Table 4.1.1 shows one way to classify wetlands (Roggeri,
1995).
Table 4.1.1 Typology and characteristics of wetlands that can be found in the study area
(Roggeri, 1995).
Wetland complex Wetland types Observations
Floodplains River floodplains Periodically flooded, normally completely submerged
Lake floodplains during the high-water season.
Swamp floodplains
Floodplains of small overflow valleys
Marshes! swamps Flooded grasslands Presence, for a large part of the year, of shallow stag-
Herbaceous swamps nant water; marshes and swamps never fully dry out.
Swamps with peat and peat·forming swamps
Headwaler swamps
Swamp forests Including flooded forests Found on the lower shores of water bodies and rivers,
in depressions and in some high water riverbeds, on
muddy water-IOQQed soils.
Shallow lakes Including other shallow water bodies Absence (or low implantation) of emergent vegetation
and the presence of submerged plants or plants with
floating leaves.
The Wetlands Inspection Division of the Ministerie of Water, Lands and Environment created
a better structured wetlands typology specifically for Ugandan wetlands. This typology has
been adjusted and is presented in Figure 4.1.1.
The mentioned classifications are difficult to apply in a economic/ cost benefit analysis as it
does not reflect the economic value of wetland products/ functions. For that purpose another
classification will be used.
-
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geographical
object
process
or
condition
PERMANENTLY
WET (81
STA TIC
SEASONALLY
WET (7)
STATIC
PERMANENTLY
WET (2)
FLOWING
SEASONALLY
WET (1)
floodplain flow channel above shoreline water edge above shoreline water body above shoreline water edge
geomorpho-
logical unit
\..~---- ----~/V \..~---- ~---~/V \.._---- ~---~/V \..~---- ----_/V
RIVERINE WETLANDS LACUSTRINE WETLANDS PALUSTRINE WETLANDS (LACUSTRINE WETLANDS)
wetland
type
(*) Specifics: < 8 ha area
< 2 m water depth
< 0.05% salinity
no waveshaped shoreline
no bedrock shoreline
Figure 4.1.1 Wetlands typology (after Wetlands Inspection Division diagram).
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4.2 Classification criteria
Mid-term Report
It would be logical for an economic analysis to base the criteria for classification on eco-
nomic values, which follow from products and functions (see Baseline Data Report: Figure
2.2.1 and §3.1). On the other hand common practice is to classify wetlands according to
their hydrological characteristics, soil and vegetation types. As functions and physical char-
acteristics of wetlands are related, the two approaches for classification can be combined
without conflicts. Key of the classification is that those values/ functions and characteristics
are chosen that allow to distinguish between the various wetlands. The following parameters
and their related values/ functions seem adequate and practical for the purpose of this study
and at the same time relate closely to the existing wetlands database of the NWP
(NWP/WIS). Table 4.2.1 gives an overview of the combinations of the mentioned classes:
1a) Urban vs. Rural
The wetlands near the urban agglomerations of Kampala and Jinja suffer from pollution
and serve as a filter for the sewage flowing to Lake Victoria. Urban expansion also
threatens them, and agricultural use, craft and construction materials extraction is high
in these areas. These functions and threats make the urban wetlands distinct from the
rural ones.
1b) Vital or Unique
A wetland may be considered vital when it provides an essential good or service for
which there is no alternative source of supply or the alternative is not practically or eco-
nomically viable. For example: a town may depend for its drinking water supply on the
wetland, the wetland protects a village against flooding or erosion, or the wetland is a
religious site. A wetland is unique when that wetland offers something valuable that
cannot be found elsewhere (or is very rare). For example: if the Shoebill stork is nesting
in a wetland it can be classified as unique. Because of their importance, vital and unique
wetlands are considered a separate group.
2) Lacustrine / Permanently wet vs. Riverine / Seasonally wet
The wetlands adjacent to Lake Victoria have their hydrological conditions mainly dic-
tated by the lake, with water levels fluctuating within a year and perennially. The wet-
lands further from the lake, alongside the rivers and streams, have to deal more with
swift water fluctuations within the year and may fall completely dry. The hydrological
conditions influence the composition of flora and fauna; e.g. the lacustrine and riverine
regime each attract specific fish species that use the wetlands for spawning! hatching.
3a) Forest vs. Papyrus vs. CyPerus dives/ rotunda, Vossia, Miscanthus, Phragmites
In the permanently flooded wetlands three types of vegetation are found: swamp forest,
papyrus as the dominant species and a combination of Cyperus dives/ rotunda, Vossia,
Miscanthus and Phragmites.
3b) Forest (incl. palms & thickets) vs. Grass vs. Agriculture
In the seasonally flooded wetlands forest are found (some with palms & thickets as the
dominant vegetation), grassland and agriculture land.
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Table 4.2.1 Wetland classes based on a combination of functions/ values, hydrological conditions and dominant vegetation.
Main Hydrological condition Dominant vegetation Code Distinguishing factors & characteristics
characteristic
Urban U
Severely polluted, extensively exploited and! or flora & fauna strongly af-
fected; high population pressure.
Forest RLF
Forest swamp in an area with low population pressure; short-term & peren-
nially fluctuating water levels.
Lacustrine or permanently Papyrus RLP Papyrus swamp in an area with low population pressure; short-term & per-
wet ennially fluctuating water levels.
Cyperus dives/ rotunda, Vos- RLC Swamp with a mixed, non-ligneous vegetation in an area with low popula-
sia, Miscanthus, Phragmites tion pressure; short-term & perennially fluctuating water levels.
Rural Forest Forest in an area with low population pressure; rain storm dependant water
(inluding palms & thickets) RSF levels.
Grass RSG Grassland in an area with low population pressure; rain storm dependantRiverine or seasonally wet water levels.
Wetland where the natural vegetation has been replaced by agriculture in
Agriculture RSA an area with low to medium population pressure; rain storm dependant
water levels.
Vital or Unique V Exceptional or unique function(s) or value(s); preservation required.
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4.3 Wetland classes in the Pilot Areas
Mid-term Report
For the GSA, values and functions have to be established for all classes in each Pilot Area in
order to calculate the total value, costs and benefits. Not all mentioned wetland classes are
found in each Pilot Area though, e.g. the Napoleon Gulf has no permanently wet forest
swamps. Knowing that there are five Pilot Areas and seven classes (excluding for the time
being vital and unique wetlands), the total combined number adds up to 5 x 7 =35 classes.
The wetlands database (NWPNVIS) shows that only 27 of the 35 classes actually occur in
the Pilot Areas.
Fields visits to the Pilot Areas showed that the NWPNVIS appears to be inaccurate in various
cases. The vegetation type or the extension of a wetland are corrected where these were
found to be incorrect. Figure 4.3.1 to Figure 4.3.7 show the distribution of the classes in the
Pilot Areas (improved maps wil be included in the Final Report).
Not every wetland area is treated as a separate wetland; in many cases several wetlands
falling in the same class can be considered as one, like a series of unconnected wetlands
along one and the same stream, all on the same soil type and with the same use values.
After having applied this clustering process, 163 wetlands are counted in the study area
(Sango Bay: 42, Ssese Islands: 12, Murchison Bay: 42, Napoleon Gulf: 21, and MacDonald /
Berkeley Say: 46). This clustering of wetlands is also an ambiguous process with compara-
ble problems to the drawing of wetland boundaries (see also §2.2).
Vital and unique wetlands have not yet all been identified and mapped; in the Final Report
these wetlands will be included.
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Figure 4.3.1 Wetland classes in the northern part of Sango Bay (see Table 3 .2.1 for
legend; map will be revised for the Final Report) .
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Mid-term Report
Figure 4.3.2 Wetland classes in the southern part of Sango (see Table 3.2.1 for legend; map will be revised for the Final Report).
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Figure 4,3.3 Wetland classes on the Ssese Islands (see Table 3.2.1 for legend; map
will be revised for the Final Report) ,
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WETLAND CLASSES IN MURCHISON BAY
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Figure 4.3.4 Wetland classes around Murchison Bay (see Table 3.2.1 for legend; map
will be revised for the Final Report).
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WETLAND CLASSES IN NAPOLEON GULF
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Figure 4.3.5 Wetland classes around Napoleon Gulf (see Table 3.2.1 for legend; map
will be revised for the Final Report) .
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WETLAND CL ASSES IN MacDONALD BAY
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Figure 4.3.6 Wetland classes around MacDonald Bay (see Table 3.2 .1 for legend; map
will be revised for the Final Report).
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WETLAND CLASSES IN BERKELEY BAY
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Figure 4.3.7 Wetland classes around Berkeley Bay (see Table 3.2.1 for legend; map
will be revised for the Final Report).
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- Natural fauna
- Agriculture :
- Natural flora:
5. PRELIMINARY AND DEFINITIVE INVENTORY OF WETLANDS BENEFITS
5.1 Introduction
In Phase I an Inventory of Probable Benefits has been established for wetlands along the
Ugandan coast of Lake Victoria (see Figure 2.4.1, step 1). These benefits (functions, uses
and products) are divided into groups in accordance with the environmental resource values
scheme in Figure 2.3.1 :
Human use values:
1a) Direct (human) use values:
Crops, fodder, flowers (+ compost, mulch).
- Food, medicine;
- Craft and construction materials: rattan, poles, thatch;
- Energy products;
Forage (cattle + wildlife).
- Fishing: various fish species (including bait);
- Hunting: amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals.
- Soils: Construction materials: bricks, tiles, pottery, clay, sand.
- Water supply: Drinking water (domestic + livestock), irrigation, industry.
- Transport & communication: By roads, by water.
- Recreation! tourism/ research.
1b) Indirect (human) use values:
- Pollutants and nutrients retention;
- Tertiary wastewater treatment;
- Groundwater recharge/ discharge and fresh water retention;
- Protection against flooding;
- Sediment retention and erosion control;
- Religious/ cultural values.
1c) Option values:
Future/ unknown economic products.
Human non-use values:
2a) Existence/ natural values:
- Biodiversity: - Flora;
- Fauna.
- Role in lifecycle of species;
- Maintenance of integrity and stability of ecotone and related ecosystems;
- Uniqueness, rarity, naturalness, aesthetics;
- Stabilisation of local climate.
2b) Heritage or bequest values:
Existence/ natural values for future generations.
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Aside the benefits, also some dis-benefits can be distinguished:
Mid-term Report
- Health:
- Others:
• Source of diseases, like malaria and bilharzia;
• Source of dangerous/ annoying animals, like snakes, crocodiles, leeches
and mosquitos;
• Risque of drowning, house of demons.
• Habitat of animals affecting/ eating crops (e.g. birds, monkeys);
• Flooding of adjacent agricultural plots or inhabited areas;
• The drained land could be used for other purposes, like roads, industry,
housing, agriculture.
To go from the (general) Inventory of Probable Benefits for wetlands to the Preliminary In-
ventory of Benefits (for specific wetlands), the wetlands have to be classified and more de-
tails on each wetland class have to be collected through literature, publications, field visits
and expert knowledge (§5.2; see also Figure 2.4.1). This inventory can be further detailed by
looking at the planning for wetland areas. Some areas have been gazetted for particular fu-
ture use, likely to change the benefits (§5.3). Including this steps results in the Definitive In-
ventory of Benefits (§5.4).
5.2 Preliminary inventory of wetlands benefits
Applying the classification described in Chapter 4, the wetland functions and values (Prob-
able Benefits) have been reviewed for the five Pilot Areas. Direct use values, indirect use
values and existence/ natural values are evaluated following the scheme in Figure 2.4.1 and
given in Table 5.2.1 and Table 5.2.2. Most of the contents of these tables is described elabo-
rately in Chapter 3. Vital and unique wetlands have not yet all been identified at this stage.
Base data come from the GIS database created by the NWP and Biomass Study
(NWPJWIS). These data have been corrected for some wetlands. The number of distin-
guished wetlands is also given in the tables.
The tables will be regularly reviewed and updated during the remaining time of this study.
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WETLAND BENEFITS PER WETLAND CLASS FOR EACH PILOT AREA
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WETLAND BENEFITS PER WETLAND CLASS FOR EACH PILOT AREA
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NEMA is implementing an environmental project whereby the local communities are sensi-
tised on the values of the wetland/ floodplain forests in their vicinity.
5.3.3 Ssese Islands
The Ssese Islands have beautiful tourist attractions. Planning and management activities are
being geared towards tourism. There are already seven tourist sites developed on the shore
of Bugala island, not far from the administration headquarters.
There is a plan to turn 6,500 hectares of forest and grassland including some wetlands into
one continuous palm oil farm. This is supposed to strengthen the economy of Kalangala
District and provide employment opportunities. However, this will involve destruction of the
forest reserves and the few wetlands in the designated area. The waste from processing oil
palm is a potential threat to the environment.
5.3.4 Murchison Bay
This is an area with many planned management activities, particularly industries by KCC.
Nawakitaka wetland and Nakivubo wetland are gazetted in parts as industrial areas. This
has compromised the natural functions of the wetlands. The industrial area is now prone to
flooding, causing considerable damage to properties.
5.3.5 Napoleon Gulf
There is an Environment Officer to monitor and co-ordinate activities in the Napoleon Gulf
wetlands. The wetlands are both rural and urban like those of Murchison Bay. The major ac-
tivities are for industry and subsistence agriculture. The allocation of industries is done by
Jinja Municipal Council. Along Feilding Bay, the major management activity is sugarcane
farming by the Kakira Sugar Works and small outgrower farmers. These constitute the major
threat to survival of the wetlands.
5.3.6 MacDonald / Berkeley Bay
All the three districts around these bays (Iganga, Bugiri and Busia) have Environment Offi-
cers to monitor and co-ordinate activities in wetlands. The only major management activities
are modernisation of the fish landings and their extension. Fish landing facilities are being
improved and the issue of environmental health is being addressed. LVEMP has constructed
a health unit at Wakawaka (MacDonald Bay) and Majanja (Berkeley Bay). A tourist centre is
being constructed at Maduwa fish landing by a private individual.
The three districts have not developed any planning and management activities for their
wetlands.
5.4 Definitive inventory of wetlands benefits
From the previous paragraph can be concluded that in some of the Pilot Areas wetlands are
threatened or protected by planning and management activities. This does not apply how-
ever to all wetlands of a class, but to particular areas and cases. In the next phase (Phase
IV) benefits of individual wetlands will be listed and any known plans for each of these will be
looked at.
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6. PRELIMINARY COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
. 6.1 Introduction
Mid-term Report
In this chapter the preliminary results of the economic analysis of some direct human uses of
wetlands are presented. The analysis is far from complete and uses information already
published previously, as well as field data collected but yet unpublished. In addition to these
two sources of information, field trips were made for the collection of detailed data on wet-
land agriculture and the use of natural products to the wetlands South of Mokono, in Jinja,
Iganga and Sango Bay. What was collected as information from these field trips forms also
part of presented results, except for Sango Bay.
This preliminary analysis concentrates on direct human use products/ functions of wetlands,
such as cropping and the collection of natural products like papyrus for mats or clay for
bricks. The non-use functions of wetlands have not been addressed, they will be one of the
topics of the draft final report. More information on market prices of agricultural produce and
other wetland products has been collected, but not yet processed and will be included in the
Draft Final Report.
6.2 Features of the economic analysis
The economic analysis of wetland products and functions endeavours to estimate the finan-
cial and economic returns of wetlands. The value and return of a human use wetland func-
tion is rather simple and consists of an analysis of the various cost and benefit items of an
economic activity (cropping, use of natural products, etc.).
Human non-use function must be valued in a somewhat different way, making use of contin-
gent valuation techniques. These provide insight in the willingness-to-pay or willingness-to-
accept values to protect certain wetland function.
In the economic analysis one compares with and without intervention situations. This means
that the costs and benefits of a situation with actions to guarantee the sustainable continua-
tion of certain functions are compared with a situation with no actions.
The financial analysis estimates the returns for the users of wetlands, while the economic
analysis looks at advantages for the country as a whole.
The analysis of costs and benefits makes use of market prices in the financial analysis and
economic prices or opportunity costs for the economic analysis. Economic prices can either
be derived from market prices or else estimated through a border price analysis (estimating
local prices from world market values by imputing all cost factors between the local market
and the world market trading spot, like transport, loading and unloading, storage, etc.).
6.3 Estimation of conversion factors
As few of the wetland products are traded on the international market, a border price analy-
sis becomes useless and the estimation of economic opportunity costs is derived from local
market prices by using conversion factors. For all locally traded goods and non-use benefits
a Standard Conversion Factor (SCF) is used to change market and financial values into
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economic values. This SCF is estimated at 0.85 for Uganda, based on the analysis pre-
sented in Table 6.3.1.
Table 6.3.1 Calculation of the Standard Conversion Factor for Uganda.
Foreign trade (USS min) 1993/94 1994195 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 Average
Imports M 702 1080 1230 1246 1411 1337 1168
Exports X 265 595 591 671 458 549 522
Import duties Tm1 138 204 240 257 232 219 215
sales tax on imports Tm2 49 80 95 NA 126 138 97
Subsidies on imports Tm3 - - - -
Exports duties Tx 15 13 3 0 0 5
SCF=(M+X)/(M+Tm1+Tm2-Tm3+X·Tx) = 0.85
References:
MFPED, 1999, Background to the bUdget 1999/2000
For the estimation of labour costs it is not possible to use the SCF because it would not re-
flect employment characteristics in Uganda. In view of the prevailing unemployment, it would
be more realistic to apply a conversion factor (called shadow wage rate or SWR) of 0.75 to
estimate economic wages from the on-going market rate.
6.4 Assumptions
There is a distinct difference between the cost of labour near urban centres and in the rural
areas. The standard wage in Kampala and urban areas is USh 2,500 per day, while the
wage rate in rural areas is only USh 1,500 per day.
When observing cropping in wetlands it appears that farmers mix crops and cultivate next to
each other crops in one field. The conclusion is that the relevance of mono cropping is low in
wetlands except for those wetlands that have fallen prone to estate cultivation of sugar, oil
palm, etc. Hence, in the economic analysis of cropping an appraisal is made of the revenues
of a crop mix, for instance cocoyam together with sugarcane, or sweet potato in combination
with vegetables, etc.
No detailed data of market prices of produce are available, making that the used prices are
based on field observations and the interviews with farmers. However, a distinction has been
made between prices near urban centres, which tend to be higher prices than in rural areas.
With respect to cropping the analysis uses the hectare as the unit for calculation of reve-
nues. The analysis of natural product use, like papyrus and Phoenix palm, uses as the unit
of analysis the household for which it estimates revenues per year. In brick making, the
analysis results in the revenue per kilo per production cycle.
6.5 Preliminary results
The tables in this paragraph give the result of the calculation of revenues for cropping, use of
papyrus and Phoenix palm leaves and brick making.
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Table 6.5.1 Revenues from cocoyam - sugarcane cropping (urban wetlands).
Republic of Uganda (Loan 2909 UG)
Cost Benem Analysis of Wetlands Resources
Cocoyam-Sugarcane in Urban wetlands
BUDGETIa
Unit
Quantities
Urban wetlands
Financial Economic
budget budget
(In USh 'OOOlha)
Revenue
Cocoyam (urban)
Sugarcane (urban)
Sub-total Revenue
Labour costs
Labour
Income (After Labour Costs)
Returns to labour (UShlpersday)
kg
kg
persday
2500 750 638
4500 __-::1-:-3-:-:50:-__~1:-:14~8
2100 1785
115 -=2;;.:88:- 2=..:1..:;.6
1813 1569
18261 15522
SCF=O.85; SWR=0.75
\a land use: cocoyam 50%, sugarcane 50%
References:
L. Emerton ea., 1999, The present economic value of Nakivubo urban wetland, Uganda (IUCN)
HASKONING ea., 2000 and 2001, Field observations
Agricultural Policy Committee, 1999, Report on economics of crops and livestock production, processing and
marketing 1998/99
Assumptions:
The present crop budget applies to all urban wetlands in the pilot areas
Table 6.5.2 Revenues from staple foodcrops - mixed vegetables - banana cropping (urban
wetlands).
Republic of Uganda (Loan 2909 UG)
Cost Benefit Analysis of Wetlands Resources
Staple foodcrops-Vegetables in Urban wetlands Urban wetlands
BUDGETIa Quantities Financial Economic
budget budget
Unit (In USh 'OOOlha)
Revenue
Staple foodcrops (urban) kg 2500 625 531
Mixed vegetables (urban) kg 2400 1440 1224
Banana (urban) kg 80 22 19
Sub·total Revenue 2087 ln4
Input costs
Fertiliser ha 49 42
Income (Before Labour Costs) 2038 1733
Labour costs
Labour persday 170 425 319
Income (After Labour Costs) 1613 1414
Returns to labour (UShlpersday) 11991 10192
SCF=O.85; SWR=0.75
\a Land use: staples 50%, vegetables 40% and banana 10%
References:
L. Emerton ea., 1999, The present economic value of Nakivubo urban wetland, Uganda (IUCN)
HASKONING ea., 2000 and 2001, Field observations
Agricultural Policy Committee, 1999, Report on economics of crops and livestock production, processing and
marketing 1998/99
Assumptions:
The present crop budget applies to all urban wetlands in the Pilot Areas
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Table 6.5.3 Revenues from cocoyam - sugarcane harvesting (rural wetlands).
Rural wetlands
Quantities Financial Economic
budget bUdget
Unit (In USh 'OOOlha)
kg 2500 500 425
kg 4500 900 765
1400 1190
persday 115 173 129
1228 1061
12174 10348
Revenue
Cocoyam (rural)
Sugarcane (rural)
Sub-total Revenue
Labour costs
Labour
Income (After Labour Costs)
Returns to labour (USh/persday)
Republic of Uganda (Loan 2909 UG)
Cost Benefrt Analysis of Wetlands Resources
Coooyam·Sugarcane in Rural wetlands
BUDGETIa
SCF=0.85; SWR=0.75
Ia land use: coooyam 50%, sugarcane 50%
References:
L. Emerton ea., 1999, The presenl economic value of Nakivubo urban wetland, Uganda (IUCN)
HASKONING ea., 2000 and 2001 , Field observations
Agricultural Policy Committee, 1999, Report on economics of crops and livestock production, processing and
marketing 1998/99
Assumptions:
The present crop budget applies to all rural wetlands in the pilot areas
Table 6.5.4 Revenues from maize - staple foodcrops - leguminous crops harvesting (rural
wetlands: MacDonald! Berkeley Bay).
Republic of Uganda (Loan 2909 UG)
Cost Benefit Analysis of Wetlands Resources
Maize-Staple foodcrops in Berkely BaylMcDonald Bays
BUDGETIa
Unit
Berkely BaylMcDonald Bay
Quantities Financial Economic
budget budget
(In USh 'OOOlha)
Revenue
Maize (rural) kg 1250 175 149
Staple foodcrops (rural) kg 1750 306 260
Leguminous crops (rural) kg 120 80 68
Sub-total Revenue 562 477
Labour costs
Labour persday 120 180 135
Income (After Labour Costs) 382 342
Returns to labour (USh/persday) 4680 3978
SCF=0.85; SWR=0.75
Ia Land use: maize 50%, staples 35%, leguminous crops 15%
References:
HASKONING ea., 2000 and 2001, Field observations
Agricultural Policy Committee, 1999, Report on economics of crops and livestock production, processing and
marketing 1998/99
Assumptions:
The present crop bUdget applies to rural wetlands in Berkely BaylMcDonald Bay
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Table 6.5.5 Revenues from rice harvesting (rural wetlands: MacDonald! Berkeley Bay).
Berkery Bay IMcDonald Bay
Quantities Financial Economic
bUdget budget
Unit (In USh 'OOOlha)
kg 2290 1042 886
persday 150 225 169
817 717
6946 5904
Revenue
Paddy
Labour costs
Labour
Income (After Labour Costs)
Returns to labour (UShlpersday)
Republic of Uganda (Loan 2909 UG)
Cost Benefit Analysis of Wetlands Resources
Rice in Berl<ely Bay/McDonald Bay
BUDGETIa
SCF=0.85; SWR=0.75
'a Land use: swamp rice 100%
References:
HASKONING ea., 2000 and 2001, Field observations
Agricultural Policy Committee, 1999, Report on economics of crops and livestock production, processing and
marketing 1998199
Assumptions:
The present crop budget applies to rural we~ands in Berkely Bay/McDonald Bay
Table 6.5.6 Revenues from staple foodcrops - mixed vegetables - banana (rural wetlands:
Sango Bay).
Republic of Uganda (Loan 2909 UG)
Cost Benefit Analysis of Wetlands Resources
Vegetables-Staple foodcrops in Sanga Bay
BUDGETIa
Unit
Quantities
SangoBay
Financial Economic
budget bUdget
(In USh 'OOOlha)
306 260
1320 1122
16 14
1642 1396
74 63
1568 1333
188 141
1381 1192
12544 10662
125 ...;..;..;'-- _
1750
3300
80 -'- ---'-
kg
kg
kg
ha
persday
Revenue
Staple foodcrops (rural)
Mixed vegetables (rural)
Banana (rural)
Sub-tolal Revenue
Input costs
Fungicide
Income (Before Labour Costs)
Labour costs
Labour
Income (After Labour Costs)
Returns to labour (UShlpersday)
SCF=0.85; SWR=0.75
'a Land use: vegetables 55%, staples 35%; banana 10%
References:
HASKONING ea., 2000 and 2001, Field observations
Agricultural Policy Committee, 1999, Report on economics of crops and livestock production, processing and
marketing 1998/99
Assumptions:
The present crop budget applies to all rural wetlands in Sango Bay
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Table 6.5.7 Revenues from Papyrus haNesting (urban wetlands).
85 .....;;.21~2;;.;:.5~ 1~5~9.~4
-62.5 -31.9
Republic of Uganda (Loan 2909 UG)
Cost Benefit Analysis of Wetlands Resources
Papyrus harvesting in Urban wetlands
BUDGETIa
Yields
Operating
Labour (urban)
Income (After Labour Costs)
Returns to Labour (USh/persday)
Unit
kg
persday
Quantities
2000
Urban wetlands
Financial Economic
budget budget
(In USh 'Ooo.11a)
150.0 127.5
1 765 1 500
\a Only 10% of the total area is harvested
References:
L. Emerton ea., 1999, The present economic value of Nakivubo urban wetland, Uganda (IUCN)
NWP, unpublished, Economic evaluation of Masaka District wetlands
HASKONING ea., 2000 and 2001, Field observations
Assumptions:
The value of papyrus (opportunity cost) is defined by the value of the raw product sold for further processing
Table 6.5.8 Revenues from Papyrus haNesting (rural wetlands).
17 -...;2~5~.5~---...;,1~9 ._:_1
-3.5 -0.4
Republic of Uganda (Loan 2909 UG)
Cost Benefit Analysis of Wetlands Resources
Papyrus harvesting in Rural wetlands
BUDGETIa
Yields
Operating
Labour (urban)
Income (After Labour Costs)
Returns to Labour (USh/persday)
Unit
kg
persday
Quantities
400
Rural wetlands
Financial Economic
budget budget
(In USh 'OOO.11a)
22.0 18.7
1294 1 100
\a Only 2% of the total area is harvested
References:
L. Emerton ea., 1999, The present economic value of Nakivubo urban wetland, Uganda (IUCN)
NWP, unpublished, Economic evaluation of Masaka District wetlands
HASKONING ea., 2000 and 2001, Field observations
Assumptions:
The value of papyrus (opportunity cost) is defined by the value of the raw product sold for further processing
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Table 6.5.9 Revenues from brick making (urban wetlands).
Republic of Uganda (Loan 2909 UG)
Cost Benefrt Analysis of Wetlands Resources
Brick making (per kiln per production cycle) Urban wetlands
BUDGET Quantities Financial Economic
budget budget
Unit (In USh '000)
Revenue brick 13000 910 774
Input costs
Firewood lonne 12.5 288 244
Income (Before Labour Costs) 623 529
Labour costs
Mining clay persday 22.5 56 42
Moulding bricks persday 75.0 188 141
Stacking for firing persday 7.5 19 14
sealing kiln persday 3.0 8 6
Firing kiln persday 15.0 38 28
Sub-tolal Labour costs 123 308 231
Income (After Labour Costs) 315 299
Returns to labour (UShlpersday) 5061 4302
SCF=0.85; SWR=0.75
\a Kilns conlain 15,000 bricks per cycle (13,000 are marketable); there are 5 cycles per year using 1ha of wetland
(=75,000 bricksfhatyear)
References:
L. Emerton ea., 1999, The present economic value of Nakivubo urban wetland, Uganda (IUCN)
HASKONING ea., 2000 and 2001, Field observations
NWP; unpublished, Economic evaluation of Masaka District weUands
IUCN. 1996, Initial environmental assessement of brick-making in Mukono District
Assumptions
Brick-making cycle takes 1.5 month, per year there are 8 production months (during lhe dryer period of the year)
Brick-making cycle uses truckload of firewood, approximately 10-15tonnes of wood
Brick-prices vary between USh 70 (near urban centres) and USh 35 (rural areas)
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Table 6.5.10 Revenues from brick making (rural wetlands).
.Republic of Uganda (Loan 2909 UG)
Cost Benem Analysis of Wetlands Resources
Brick making (per kiln per production cycle) Rural wetlands
BUDGET Quantities Financial Economic
budget budget
Unit (In USh '0001
Revenue brick 2600 91 77
Input costs
Firewood tonne 2.5 35 30
Income (Before Labour Costs) 56 48
Labour costs
Mining clay persday 4.5 7 5
Moulding bricks persday 15.0 23 17
Stacking for firing persday 1.5 2 2
Sealing kiln persday 0.6 1 1
Firing kiln persday 3.0 5 3
Sub-total Labour costs 25 37 28
Income (After Labour Costs) 19 20
Returns to labour (UShfpersday) 2276 1935
SCF=0.85; SWR=O.75
\a Kilns contain 3,000 bricks per cycle (2,600 marketable); there 5cycles per year using 1ha of wetland (=15,000
brickslhalyear)
References:
L. Emerton ea., 1999, The present economic value of Nakivubo urban wetland, Uganda (IUCN)
HASKONING ea., 2000 and 2001, Field observations
NWP. unpublished, Economic evaluation of Masaka District wetlands
IUCN, 1996, Initial environmental assessement of brick-making in Mukono District
Assumptions
Brick-making cycle takes 1.5 month, per year there are 8 production months (during the dryer period of the year)
Brick-making cycle uses 1tractor trailer load of firewood, approximately 2-3 tonnes of wood
Brick-prices vary between USh 70 (near urban centres) and USh 35 (rural areas)
Mid-term Report
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ANNEX II ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
(see Annex I for institutions)
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Ils/cm
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BODs
CaC03
CBA
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CMS
Cf
Co
COD
Cr
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cu. m
DDT
DIB
DO
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FC
GEF
GIS
Hg
1MB
IPB
Kg/d
LCV
Mg
Mn
Mn
N
ND
NH4-N
Ni
N02-N
N03-N
NTU
NWPNJIS
P
Pb
pH
PIB
P04-P
PS-MWLE
Micro (10·s)
MicroSiemens per centimeter
Above sea level
Below sea level
Five day Biological Oxygen Demand
Calcium carbonate
Cost Benefit Analysis
Cadmium
Central Forest Reserve
Chlorophyll-a
Community Management Services
Con fer
Cobalt
Chemical Oxygen Demand
Chromium
Copper
Cubic metres
DichloroDiphenylTrichloroethane
Definitive Inventory of Benefits
Dissolved Oxygen
Electrical conductivity
Faecal Coliform
Global Environmental Facility
Geographic(al) Information System
Mercury
Inventory of Maintained Benefits
Inventory of Probable Benefits
Kilograms per day
Local Council V (five)
Magnesium
Manganese
Manganese
Nitrogen
l\Iot Done
Ammonia Nitrogen
Nickel
Nitrite Nitrogen
Nitrate Nitrogen
National Turbidity Units
National Wetlands Programme/ Wetlands Information System
Phosphorous
Lead
Negative logarithm of Hydrogen concentration (acidity, alkalinity)
Preliminary Inventory of Benefits
Phosphate Phosphorous
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Water, Lands and Environment
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RSi
SRP
TDS
Temp.
TKN
TN
TP, T-P
TRP
TSS
yr
Zn
Reactive Silicate
Soluble Reactive Phosphorous
Total Dissolved Solids
Temperature
Total Kjehdal Nitrogen
Total Nitrogen
Total Phosphorous
Total Reactive Phosphorous
Total Suspended Solids
Year
Zink
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ANNEX III SEASONAL RAINFALL REGIMES AROUND LAKE VICTORIA
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Figure 111.1 Seasonal rainfall regimes around Lake Victoria in the period 1956 - 1978
(Crul, 1993, after Piper et aI, 1986).
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ANNEX IV LAKE VICTORIA WATER LEVELS (1900 -1982)
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Figure IV.1 Lake Victoria water levels in the period 1900 - 1982 (Crul, 1993, after Piper et
aI, 1986).
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ANNEX V HYDROLOGY AND CLIMATE: DATA AVAILABILITY
Introduction
Data were obtained from various institutes and programmes. Daily long-term data series on
climate and hydrology are not available, and the spatial coverage of the existing data is lim-
ited. Geological data are only available on maps at a scale of 1:250,000 and the collection of
groundwater data has only started since 1998 for at present 19 observation wells.
A good source for land-use data proved to be ''The National Biomass Study" carried out by
the Forestry Department in collaboration with the Norwegian Forest Society of which Land
Cover (Land Use) Stratification Maps were available on 1:50,000. The FAa maintains an
extensive (long-term) climatological database for Africa that was very valuable in verifying
and cross-checking data received from several institutes and collected in the field. It also
supplied data in areas of insufficient spatial coverage or in fields that are not monitored by
national institutes, like (reference) evapo(transpi)ration data.
The Consultants have visited the study areas and interviewed the responsible experts as
well as the involved parties to collect additional information. Most of the data are not of suffi-
cient detail, accuracy and quality, and is covering an insufficient time period to study the area
at the level of individual wetlands.
Catchment basin area
Calculation of the surface area of the catchment basin is of great importance for the deter-
mination of the amount of rainfall received in the watershed. The boundaries of the catch-
ment basin have been derived from topographic maps with a scale of 1:250,000 and
1:50,000. More accurate data on watershed boundaries in Sango Bay would improve the ac-
curacy of the water balance factor for that area.
Climatological data
At present only mean monthly climatological data (humidity, wind, sunshine hours) are avail-
able for observation stations outside the defined Pilot Areas. Differentiating the climatological
factors between the Pilot Areas and over time can only be done with more detailed and lo-
cally measured data. With the convection rainfall along the shore of Lake Victoria and the
dryer hilly areas higher up in the catchment area, the data from the weather stations do often
not represent the situation in the Pilot Area. Therefore, the climatological data are estimated
from the information from the weather stations, the FAa climatological database for Uganda
and climatological maps shOWing rainfall distribution and frequency values for every system
and sub-system.
Many reference evapotranspiration values for forest, fallow land and common crops were
retrieved from the FAa database for circumstances similar to Uganda and from some spe-
cific literature on Ugandan wetlands.
Water levels of Lake Victoria
Water level data on Lake Victoria at Entebbe have been recorded for a fifty-year period from
1950 to 2000. Also a graph was available showing the levels between 1900 and 1982 (see
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Annex IV). The observation intervals are 8 to 16 hours. In addition, water level measure-
ments at Port Bell have been obtained for the period August 1995 - May 1996 with a meas-
.urement interval of on average 8 minutes.
Water levels in wetlands
Water levels in the wetlands bordering Lake Victoria are largely affected by the variations in
the lake level. These levels determine to a great extent the characteristics and size of a
wetland. At present, no water level data for individual wetlands are available, limiting the ac-
curacy of the analysis.
Groundwater
A simple groundwater monitoring network has been established over the last two years un-
der the supervision of DWD. At present this observation network consists of 19 wells spread
over Uganda and thus far it solely records water level depths. Due to the very short moni-
toring period and the imbalance in the types of data collected, deducting detailed conclu-
sions from this data is premature at present. Critical data deficiencies include flow and ex-
traction capacity data, the elevation and exact location of the well, well construction data,
and geological (in particular lithological) data. It is clear that the establishment of a sound
groundwater monitoring network and further groundwater investigations are of utmost im-
portance for the study of the groundwater system in the wetlands of Uganda, but also for
other disciplines in need of groundwater data.
Sediments
Erosion has significantly dominated the development of many wetlands. With the current
human interventions and expanding agricultural activities in and around the wetlands, ero-
sion and sediment transport is increasing. At present, no distinct data in this respect are
available.
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Table V.1 Climatological data collected.
Areal Period of available data
Explanation of Terms: >.
GoU =Government of Uganda >.ro>. 00- ro al
FAO =FAO database III ro :J al >.-0 al <.9 -o~DWD = Department of Water Development >. cro ~ c c - Q)0 ro~al III 0 C ....EPR = Environmental Profile Report for Districts by NEMA - .~ Q) o Q)0 Q) .r:. (5 OalOl III ~C Q) a. 0-0
ro III :J ro ro c(j) (j) ~ z ~ ro
Data Type Data Source Station/Area Comment 19.. 19.. 19.. 19.. 19..
1 Monthly temperature Maps GoU. FAO Every Pilot Area 67-99 67-99 67-99 67-99 67-99
2 Mean monthly rainfall FAO Every Pilot Area 67-99 67-99 67-99 67-99 67-99
3 Daily total rainfall DWD Kibanda Nr. 9031037 68-72 - - - -
Daily total rainfall DWD Bumangi Nr. 90320020 - 72-76 - - -
Daily total rainfall DWD Mubende Nr. 89310330 95-99 - - - -
Daily total rainfall DWD Entebbe Airport Nr. 89320660 - - 81-85 - -
Dailv total rainfall DWD Makerere Univ. Nr. 89320220 - - 95-99 - -
4 Wind FAO Every Pilot Area 67-99 67-99 67-99 67-99 67-99
5 Humidity FAO Every Pilot Area 67-99 67-99 67-99 67-99 67-99
6 Crop transpiration rates FAO Every Pilot Area - - - - -
7 Mean monthly evaporation Map GoU. EPR Every Pilot Area Long term average 67 67 67 67 67
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Table V.2 Hydrological data collected.
Mid-term Report
Areal Period of available data
Explanation of Terms:
GoU =Government of Uganda
FAO =FAO database ~Z ell
ell .;::DWD =Department of Water Development ell ell Ol 0
.;::
.... c
-UEB =Ugandan Electricity Board 0 Q) u0 :>t5 Ol
-ell ell:> ~ ~ Q)~
a:: a:: a:: ell-J
Data Type Data Source Station/Area Comment 19.. 19.. 19.. 19..
8 Mean daily river flow DWD Jinja Pier Nr.81202 95-00
Mean dailv river flow DWD Kyaka Ferry Nr.81222 64-68
Mean daily river flow DWD Kampala-Masaka Rd. Nr. 81259 70-74
Mean daily river flow DWD UEB Nr. 81302 96-00
Mean daily river flow DWD Mbulamuti Nr. 82203 95-00
9 Mean monthly water level DWD Entebbe Pier Nr. 81201 50-00
10 2-Daily water level DWD Entebbe Pier Nr. 81201 99-00
11 8-min interval water level DWD Port Bell 95-96
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ANNEX VI CALCULATION OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION
The evapotranspiration is calculated by the FAO (1992) with the Penman-Monteith method
for reference crop evapotranspiration (ETo). ETo is calculated with the monthly averages in
temperature, humidity, wind speed and sunshine and is defined as follows:
"Reference evapotranspiration is the rate of evapotranspiration from a hypothetical reference
crop with an assumed crop height (12 em), a fixed crop surface resistance (70 slm) and al-
bedo (0.23), closely resembling the evapotranspiration from an extensive surface of green
grass cover of uniform height, actively growing, completely shading the ground and with
adequate water."
Thus defined, the Penman-Monteith equation used for 24-hour calculations of reference crop
evapotranspiration and using daily or monthly figures can be simplified as follows:
where: ETo == reference crop evapotranspiration [mm d-1]
Rn == net radiation at the crop surface [MJ m-2 d-1]
G =soil heat flux [MJ m-2 d-1]
T = average air temperature [0C]
U2 =wind speed measured at 2 m height [m S-1]
(ea-ed) =vapour pressure deficit [kPa]
11 =slope of the vapour pressure curve [kPa °C-1]
V == psychrometric constant [kPa °C-1]
The actual evapotranspiration is equal to the Crop Water Requirements (CWR) of each indi-
vidual area, which can be calculated with the following equation:
CWR=ET *K *A
o c
where: ETo == reference crop evapotranspiration [mm d-1]
Kc == crop coefficient [-]
A == area planted with the specified crop [%]
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ANNEX VII COMMON FLORA AND FAUNA IN THE PILOT AREAS
Table VI1.1 Flora species in the Pilot Areas (field observations; ? =to be completed).
->0 C
"ell 0 C I m>o
FLORA 00 .!!! 0 VI C Q)
0 .c .S:! Q) VI 0-Cl 0 0 C Q)
C ... >0 0.>0 VI" o ~ >0Q) C
ell :J ell ell ell VI ell ell Q) ellen ::00 zoo en_ ::0000
Grasses and reeds
Cladium sp. X
Cymbopoqon afronardus X X
Eichinocloa sp. X X X
Hyparrhenia X
Imperata sp.
Laudetia sp. X X X
Miscanthus sp. X X X X
Pannicum maximum X
Pennisetum sp. X X X
Phraqmites mauritianus X X X X X
Themedasp. X
Typha sp. X X X X
Vossia cuspidata X X X X X
Palmae
Calamus deeratus X X X
Elaes quineensis X X X
Phoenix reclinata X X X X
Raphia farinifera X X X
Sedges etc.
Afromomum sp. X X X X X
Costus spectabilis X X
Cymphostema adenacaule X X
Cyperus articulata X X
Cyperus articulata X
Cyperus dives X X X X
Cyperus papyrus X X X X X
Cyperus rotundus X
Marantocloa leucantha X X X
Marantocloa purpurea X X X
Mentha aquatica X
Mondia whytei X X X
Pistia stratiotes X X X
Smilax anceps X
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FLORA co 0 C I iii>.lC
.!!? 0 ~ C Q)
0 .c Q) Q) II) 0-
el U "0 CQ)
C '->- Co>- II)"C U ~ >-Q) Cco ::::J co co co II) co co Q) co00 :ElC ZlC 00_ :ElClC
Ferns X X X X X
Alchornia sp. X
Bulrush Sorghum X
Capparis tormentosa X
Commelina sp. X
Cyathula uncinulata X
Mormodica faetida X
Muququ Sedqes X X
Nympheasp. X X
Water hyacinth X X X X X
Trees and shrubs
Acacia sp. X X X X
Aeschynomene elaphroxvlon X
Albizia sP. X X X
Anona sp. X
Bliqhia X
Cannarium sp. X
Carica edulis X X
Cassia sp. X
Celtis sp. X
Chrysophyllum X
Erythrina sp. X
Euphorbia sp. X X X
Ficus sp. X X X
Kalunqinsavu X
Lantana camara X X
Maesa sp. X
Maesopsis sp. X
Markhamia sp. X
Mimosa sp. X
Mitraqyna sp. X
Mukalate X
Munoba X
Musanga cecropioides X
Mutanqalala X
Neoboutonia macrocalyx X
Nsanqolanyi X
Piptademastrum X
Sapiumsp. X
Sesbania sp. X X X X X
Spathodea X
Symphonia X
Teclea nobilis X
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Table VI1.2 Fauna species in the Pilot Areas (field observations).
->- c:
"l'Cl 0 c: • m>-
FAUNA m III g III c: II)
0 .c II) III 0-Cl (J "0 C II)Ill" (J -t: >-c: ... >- 0->- II) c:l'Cl ~ l'Cl l'Cl l'Cl III l'Cl l'Cl II) l'ClCJ) :Em zm CJ)_ :Emm
Mammals
Antelope X
Baboon X X
Buffalo X X
Bushbuck X X
Chimpanzee X
Duiker ? ? ? ? ?
Edible rat X X X
Elephant X X
Empeewo X
Enjaza X
Fox X
Guinea piQ X
Hippopotamus X X X X X
Mongoose X X
Otter X X X X X
Rabbit X
Red-tailed monkey X
Reedbuck X X
SitatunQa X X X X X
Squirrel X X X X X
Vervet monkey X X X X X
Warthog X
Waterbuck X
Wild cat X X
Wild piQ X X X X
Rodents
Crocidura hildeqardeae X
Lophuromys flavopunctatus X
Mastomvs hildebrandtii X
Praemys jacksoni X
Musminutoides X
Shrew X
Birds
African jacana X X X X
Bee-eater ? ? ? ? ?
Cisticola ? ? ? ? ?
Cormorant X X X X X
Crane X X X X
Crebes X
Crested crane X X X
Cuckoo X
Dove . X
Duck X X X X X
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Birds (cont'd)
Egret X X X X
Egyptian goose
Engange X
Enkwale X
Fish eagle X X X X X
Flycatcher ? ? ? ? ?
Grey-headed gull X
Guinea fowl X
Hadada ibis X
Hammerkop X X X X X
Heron X X X X X
Ibis X X X X X
King fisher X X X X X
Kokotezi X
Marabou stork ? ? ? ? ?
Namungona X
Partridge X
Pelican X X X
Pigeon X
Pipit ? ? ? ? ?
Plover ? ? ? ? ?
Sandpiper ? ? ? ? ?
Shrike ? ? ? ? ?
Snipe ? ? ? ? ?
Sparrow ? ? ? ? ?
Stork X
Swallow ? ? ? ? ?
Swift ? ? ? ? ?
Tern X X X
Warbler ? ? ? ? ?
Weaver X X X X X
White egret X
Yellow-billed egret X
Reptiles and amphibians
Crocodile X X X X X
Frog X X X X X
Monitor lizard X X X X X
Snake X X X X X
Tortoise X X X X X
Fish
A/estes X X X
Baqrus sp. X X X X X
Barbus X X X X X
Brycinus X
Catfish X X X X X
Haplochromines X X X X X
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Fish (cont'd)
Labeo victorianus X X
LunQfish X X X X X
Mastacembelus X X X X
Mormyrids X X X X
Mudfish (Clarias) X X X X X
Mukene X X X X X
Nile perch X X X X X
Schilbe (Nzere) X X X X X
Synodontis X X X X X
Tilapia X X X X X
Invertebrates
Lake flies X X X X X
MasinQina larvae X
Mollusks X X X X X
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ANNEX VIII MEDICINAL AND EDIBLE PLANTS
Language key to vernacular names:
A =Ankole
G =Ganda
T =Teso
J = Japadhola
K =Kiga
L =Langi
N =Nyoro
Table VII1.1 Medicinal plants (Kakudidi, 1994; in: NWP, 1996 'Wetland Plant Resources').
TAXON LOCAL DISEASE PART USED
ACANTACEAE
Bril/iantaisia mahonii Kiremberembe (G) Psychotic Leaves
excitement
Hygrophia auriculata Musoke (G) Palpitations Leaves
Justicia anqleriana Kinvataba (T) Abdominal Leaves
AMARYLI DACEAE
Scandoxus multiflorus Mavuni-qawanja (G) Leishmaniasis Root
ANACARDIACEAE
Rhus vulgaris Omukanja (A) Rabies Roots
ARACEAE
Pistia stratiotes Abonqo dar (l) Cough Whole plant
ASTERACEAE
Aspilia pluriseta Makai (J) Malaria Roots
Malanthera scandens Ekarwe (A, K) Malaria Leaves
CELASTRACEAE
Maytenus buchananii Nalinqwamu (G) Headaches Leaves
ZINGEBERACEAE
Costus ater Kitunqulu (G) Helminthiasis Roots
CUCURITACEAE
Mormodica toetida Bomo (L, T) Measles Leaves
Mukia maderaspatensis Bukabuka (G) Infertility Roots
CYPERACEAE
Cyperus digitatus Akasaana (G) Couqh Leaves
Cyperus distaus Katabuteme (G) Restrosternal Leaves
Cyperus papyrus Kitooqo (G) Oedema Leaves
Mariscus squarrosus Omaara (L) Male impotence Whole plant
FLAGELARIACEAE
Flaqellaria guineensis Chest pain Leaves
GUTTIFERAE
Symphonia globulitera Omusaali (G) Cough in children Roots! Stem
HYDROCHARITACEAE
Ottelia ulvitolia Kizimo cha (J, L) Stomach troubles Leaves
LEGUMINOSAE
Alysicarpus rugosus Abebe acel (L) Functional Whole plant
psychosis
Cassia didymobotrya Omugabagaba (A) tapeworm Leaves
Macuna pruriens Dukaekibabu (G) Nervousness Leaves
Sesbania sesban Omuyenganyenje (A) Gonorrhoea Roots
MORACEAE
Ficus thonningii AnanQa (L) Influenza Bark
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TAXON LOCAL DISEASE PART USED
MYRIACEAE
Myrica kandtiana Bowolaba (L) Asthenia malaise Leaves
NYPHAEACEAE
Nympaea capensis Kirverva (G) Heart palpitations Roots
OXALIDACEAE
Biophytum sensitirum Nyarwehumbaraka (A, Diabetes mellitus Leaves
N)
PALMAE
Phoenix reclinata Omukindu (A) Impotence Leaves
PASSIFLORACEAE
Adenia rumicifolia Lubowa (G) Neurotic illness Whole plant
POLYGONACEAE
Polyqonum pulcheria Omwoqanavnqa (T, N) Tropical ulcer Root
Polyqonum salicifolium Obugoragonja (A, K) Sore throat Whole plant
Polygonum setulosum Ebyoqanyanga (A) Abdominal pain Leaves
Rumex bequaertii Siranqabi (G) Gastric ulceration Roots
PRIMULACEAE
Lysimakhia ruhmeriana Omuvuvura (T) Burns Fruits
RANUNCULACEAE
Ranunculus multifidus Ekireereetu (G) Emetic Root
RUBIACEAE
Pentas longiflora Ishagara (A) Fever Leaves
TACCACEAE
Tacca leonetopetaloides Acokilete (T) Headache Tuber
UMBELIFERAE
Centella asiatica Ntamunene (G) Peptic ulcer Whole plant
Oenanthe pulustris Kakwerewe (L) Fever Leaves
URTICACEAE
Obetia pinnatifida Kyolanqa (L) Cough Leaves
VERBERNACEAE
Clerodendrum myricoides Omukazanvana (A, N) Knee Roots
ZINGIBERACEAE
Afromomum sanguienum Kitungulu (G) Intestinal worm Shoots/ Seeds
infection
Information on edible plants will follow in the Final Report.
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ANNEX IX PROPOSED AND RECOMMENDED DRINKING WATER STANDARDS FOR
UGANDA
Table IX.1 Proposed standards for drinking water in Uganda (NEMA).
Physical parameters Proposed
standards
Appearance Acceptable
Colour 10 TCU
Taste and Odour Acceptable
Temperature Acceptable
Totally suspended solids Nil
Turbidity 5NTU
Escherichia coli 0
Total coliforms 0
Inorganic parameters
(in mg/l)
Aluminium 0.2
Ammonia 1.0
Antimony 0.005
Arsenic 0.01
Barium 1.0
Beryllium 0.004
Boron 0.3
Cadmium 0.01
Chloride 250
Chlorine (free) 0.2
Chromium (total) 0.05
CODDer 1.0
Cyanide 0.01
Fluoride 1.5
HydroQen Sulphide 0.05
Iron 0.3 - 3.5
Lead 0.01
Manqanese 0.1 - 0.5
Mercury (Total) 0.001
Molybdenum 0.07
Nickel 0.02
Nitrate 45.0
Nitrite 3.0
pH 6.5 -8.5
Selenium 0.01
Sodium 100
Sulphate 200
Zinc 3.0
Total Dissolved Solids <1000
Total Hardness (CaC03) 500
Organics
Alachor 0.02
Aldicar 0.01
Aldrin and Dieldrin 0.00003
Atrazine 0.002
Carbonfuran 0.04
Chlordane 0.003
Clorofenviphos (Supona) 0.0007
Cypermethrin (Ripcord 0.02
EC)
2.40 0.03
Dalapon 0.2
1.2 - dichloropropane 0.02
Dichlorvos (Vapona) 0.001
Dinoseb 0.007
DDT 0.002
Dimetheote (Rogor 40%) 0.004
Diquat 0.02
Endothall 0.1
Endrin 0.002
Glyphosate 0.7
Lindane 0.0002
Oxamyl 0.2
Heptachlor 0.00003
Methyoxychlor 0.02
Toxaphene 0.001
Bromacil (Hyvar - Xt 0.002
Malathion (Carbafos) 0.0001
Paraquat (Gramoxone) 0.06
Diazinone (No-Bag) 0.014
Maneb (Dithane M-22) 0.035
Ziram (Carbazine) 0.007
Maneozeb SO (Dithane 0.02
M-45)
Fenitrothion (Sumithion) 0.002
Zineb (Dithane M-44t 0.02
Permethrin (doom) 0.02
Picloram 0.5
Simazine 0.002
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. Table IX.2 Summary of recommended standards (mgtl, unless specified otherwise; NEMA).
Parameter Recommended
standard
pH 6.0-8.0
BOD5 30
COD 100
TDS 1000
Chloride 30
Sulphate 500
Sulphide 1.0
Cyanide 0.1
Deterqents 10
Oil and grease 10
Nitrate 20
Aluminium 0.5
Arsenic 0.2
Barium 10,000
Calcium 100
Tin 5
Iron 5
Manganese 1
Chlorine 1
Cadmium 0.5
Chromium (total) 1.0
Chromium (VI) 0.05
Copper 1.0
Lead 0.1
Mercury 0.01
Nickel 1.0
Selenium 1.0
Cobalt 1.0
Nitrite 2.0
Silver 0.5
Zinc 5
Maqnesium 100
Boron 5
Nitrogen (total) 10
Phosphate (total) 10
Phosphate (soluble) 5.0
Total Suspended Solids 50
Coliform organisms 5000 counts/100
ml
Phenols 0.2
Temperature 20-35°C
Colour 100 TCU
Turbidity 100 NTU
Ammonia Nitroqen 10
Trich loroethylene 0.3
Tetrachloroethylene 0.1
Parameter Recommended
standard
Tetrachloromethane 0.02
Dichloromethane 0.2
1,2-Dichloroethane 0.04
1,1,1-Trichloroethane 3.0
1,1 ,2-Trichloroethane 0.06
1,1,2-Dichloroethylene 0.2
cis-1,2-dichloroethylene 0.4
1,3-dichloropropene 0.2
Benzene 0.2
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ANNEX X LEGISLATION RELATED TO WETLANDS
The following pages give abstracts from the key legislation that have direct bearing on the
ownership, use and access to wetlands.
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF UGANDA (1995)
National Objective and Directive Principle of State Policy
Chapter XIII: Protection of Natural Resources.
The state shall protect important natural resources, including land, water, wetlands, oil, min-
erals, fauna and flora on behalf of the people of Uganda.
Chapter XXI: Clean and Safe Water.
The State shall take practical measures to provide a good water management system at all
levels.
Chapter XXVII: The Environment.
1. The State shall promote sustainable development and public awareness of the need to
manage land, air, water resources in a balanced and sustainable manner for the pres-
ent and future generations.
2. The utilisation of the natural resources of Uganda shall be managed in such a way as
to meet the development and environment needs of the present and future generation
of Ugandans; and in particular, the state shall take all possible measures to prevent or
minimise damage and destruction to land, air, and water resources resulting from pol-
lution and other causes:
3. The State shall promote and implement energy policies that will ensure that people's
basic needs and those of environmental preservation are met.
4. The State, including local governments, shall:
(a) create and develop parks, reserves and recreation areas and ensure the conser-
vation of natural resources;
(b) promote the rational use of natural resources so as to safe guard and protect the
biodiversity of Uganda.
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THE CONSTITUTION, CHAPTER 15: LAND AND ENVIRONMENT
Mid-term Report
Land
Article 237:
1. Land in Uganda belongs to the citizens of Uganda and shall vest in them in accordance
with the land tenure systems provided for in this Constitution.
2. Not with standing clause (1) of this article:
a) the Government or a local government may, subject to article 26 of the Constitution,
acquire land in the public interest; and the conditions governing such acquisition
shall be prescribed by the Parliament;
b) the Government or local government as determined by Parliament by law, shall hold
in trust for the people and protect, the natural lakes, rivers, wetlands, forest re-
serves, games reserves national parks and any land to be reserved for ecological
and touristic purposes for the common goods of all citizens;
c) non-citizens may acquire leases in land in accordance with the laws prescribed by
the parliament and the laws so prescribed shall define a non-citizen for the pur-
poses of the paragraph.
3. Land in Uganda shall be owned in accordance with the following land tenure systems:
a) customary;
b) freehold;
c) mailo; and
d) leasehold.
4. On the coming into force of this Constitution:
a) all Uganda citizens owning land under customary tenure may acquire certificates of
ownership in a manner prescribed by the Parliament; and
b) land under customary tenure may be converted to free hold land ownership by reg-
istration.
5. Any lease which was granted to a Uganda citizen out of public land may be converted to
freehold in accordance with a law which shall be made by parliament.
6. For the purpose of clause (5) of this article, "public land" includes statuary lease to ur-
ban authorities.
7. Parliament shall make laws to enable urban authorities to enforce and implement plan-
ning and development.
8. Upon the coming into force of this Constitution and until Parliament enacts an appropri-
ate law under clause (9) of the article, the lawful or bonafide occupants of mailo land,
freehold or leasehold shall enjoy the security of occupancy on the land.
9. Within two years after the first sitting of parliament elected under this Constitution, Par-
liament shall enact the law:
a) regulating the relationship between the lawful or bonafide occupants of land referred
to in clause (8) of this article and the registered owners of that land;
b) proving for the acquisition of the registrable interest in the land by the occupants.
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Environment
Article 245:
Parliament shall, by law, provide for measures intended:
a) to protect and preserve the environment from abuse, pollution and degradation;
b) to manage the environment for the sustainable development; and
c) to promote environmental awareness.
THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT STATUTE (1995)
Part I - Preliminary
'Wetland" means areas permanently or seasonally flooded by water where plants and ani-
mals have become adapted.
Part VII - Environmental Management
Section 36:
Management of riverbanks and lakeshores.
1. The Authority shall, in consultation with the lead agency, take all measures it considers
necessary in order to protect the banks of rivers and the lakeshores from human activi-
ties that will adversely affect the rivers and the lakes.
2. Each District Environment Committee, with the assistance of Local Environment Com-
mittees, shall identify the banks of rivers and the shores of lakes within its jurisdiction
which are at risk from environmental degradation or which have other value to the local
communities and take necessary measures to minimise the risk or recommended to the
Authority the need for the protection of those areas.
3. The Minister may, on the advice of the Authority by statutory instrument, declare pro-
tected zones along the banks of rivers and the shores of lakes within such limits as it
considers necessary to protect the rivers and lakes from deleterious human activities.
4. In declaring protected zones on the banks of a river and the shores of a lake under sub-
section (3), the Authority shall take into account:
a) the size of the river or the lake in determining the area of the protected zone; and
b) the existing interests in the land covered by the protected zone.
5. Notwithstanding the provisions of this section sustainable uses of the protected zone
which do not adversely effect the river or the lake may be permitted by the Authority, ex-
cept that where there is doubt relating to sustainable use, an environmental impact as-
sessment in accordance to section 20 shall be conducted.
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Section 37:
Restrictions on the draining of the wetlands.
1. No person shall:
a) reclaim or drain wetland (drainage is defined below);
b) erect, construct, place, alter, extend, remove or demolish any structure that is fixed
in, on under or over any wetland;
c) disturb any wetland by drilling or tunnelling in a manner that has or is likely to have
an adverse effect on the wetlands;
d) deposit in, or under any wetland any substance in a manner that has or is likely to
have an adverse effect on the wetland;
e) destroy, damage or disturb any wetland that has or is likely to have an adverse ef-
fect on any plant or animal in a wetland;
f) introduce or plant any exotic or introduced plant or animal in a wetlands;
unless he has the written approval from the Authority given in consultation with the lead
agency.
Drainage is defined as the artificial large-scale removal or exclusion of water from a
wetland by whatever means. This includes; diversion or abstraction of water by chan-
nels or pumping; excessive growing of water demanding trees (e.g. eucalyptus), the
building of upstream dams; infilling with murram or other solid materials or waste.
2. The Authority may, in consultation with the lead agency, and upon an application to carry
on any activity referred to in subsection 1, make any investigation it considers neces-
sary, including an environmental impact assessment referred to in section 20 to deter-
mine the effect of that activity on the wetlands and the environment in general.
3. The Authority shall, in consultation with the lead agency, and by the statutory order,
specify the traditional uses of wetlands, which shall be exempted from the application of
subsection 1.
Section 38:
Management of wetlands
1. The Authority shall, in consultation with the lead agency, establish guidelines for the
identification and sustainable management of wetlands in Uganda.
2. The Authority shall, with the assistance of the Local Environmental Committees, District
Environment Committees and lead agency, identify wetlands of local, national and inter-
national importance as ecosystems and habitat of species of fauna and flora and com-
pile a national register of wetlands.
3. The Authority may, in consultation with the lead agency and the district environment
committee declare any wetlands to be a protected wetlands thereby excluding or limiting
human activities in the wetland.
((
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Part IX - Environmental Restoration Orders and Environmental Easements
Mid-term Report
Section 68:
1. Subject to the provisions of this Part, the Authority may issue to any person in respect of
any matter relating to the management of the environment and natural resources an or-
der in the part referred to as an environmental restoration order.
2. An environmental restoration order may be issued under section (1) for the following
purpose:
a) requiring the person to restore the environment as near as it may be to the state in
which it was before the taking of the action which is the subject of the order;
b) prevent the person from taking any action which would or is reasonably likely to do
harm to the environment;
c) award compensation to be paid by that person to the other person whose environ-
ment or livelihood has been harmed by the action which is the subject of the order;
d) levying a charge on that person which represents a reasonable estimate of the cost
of any action taken by an authorised person or organisation to restore the environ-
ment to the state in which it was before the taking of the action which is the subject
of the order.
Part X - Records, Inspection and Analysis
Section 81:
1. An environmental inspector may, in the performance of his duties under the statute or
any regulations made thereunder, at all times and without warrant:
a) enter on any land, premises or vehicle to determine whether the provisions of this
statute are being complied with;
b) seize any plant, equipment, substance or any other thing which he believes has
been used in the commission of an offence against this statute or the regulations
made thereunder;
c) close any manufacturing plant or other activity which pollutes or is likely to pollute
the environment contrary to this statute for a period of not more than three weeks;
d) issue an improvement notice requiring the operator of any manufacturing plant or
other activity to cease activities deleterious to the environment which are contrary to
this statute;
e) cause a police officer to arrest any person whom he believes has committed an of-
fence under this statute.
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THE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS ACT (1997)
The functions and powers of local governments
Second schedule part 2:
Mid-term Report
Generally speaking the District and City have the most devolved powers; this does not mean
districts 'own' wetlands. The powers of Districts to deliver services now include primary and
secondary education, hospitals, health centres, control of communicable diseases, the con-
struction, rehabilitation and maintenance of roads, agriculture extension, district planning,
land surveying, land administration, physical planning, forests and wetlands, street children
and orphans, community development trade licenses, licensing of product buying, district
information services and social welfare and development.
Meaning: wetlands have been devolved to Districts for management purposes and now have
the responsibility for good management of 'their' wetlands. They cannot sell, lease or alien-
ate wetlands. Districts must manage wetlands according to all other relevant laws including
the Constitution, National Environment Statute, Wetlands Policy, Water Statute and several
others.
THE WATER STATUTE (1995)
Part 1. Preliminary
Section 2 (1) Interpretation of words/meaning
''water'' includes:
a) Water flOWing in or situated upon the surface of any land;
b) Water flOWing or contained in:
i) Any river, stream, watercourse or other natural course for water,
ii) Any lake, pan, swamp, marsh or spring, whether or not is has been altered or ar-
tificially improved;
c) Groundwater;
d) Any source of water referred to in section 26 of the Public Lands Act, 1969;
e) Such other water as the minister may from time to time declare to be water.
Section 4. The objectives of the Statute are:
a) the co-ordination of all public and private activities which may influence the quality,
quantity, distribution, use or management of water resources.
Part 11 - Water Resources
Rights in water
Section 5:
All right to investigate, control, protect and manage water in Uganda for any use, is vested in
Govemment and shall be exercised by the Minister and the Director in accordance with the
provisions of this part of the statute.
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THE LAND ACT (1998)
Part 111 - Control of Land Use
Mid-term Report
Section 43:
Acquisition of land by Government
Government or Local Government may acquire land in accordance with the provisions of ar-
ticle 26 and clause (2) of article 237 of the Constitution.
Section 44:
Utilisation of land according to various statutes
A person who owns or occupies land shall manage and utilise the land in accordance with
the Forest Act, the Mining Act, the National Environment Statute, 1995, the Water Statute,
1995, and any other law.
Section 45:
Control of environmentally sensitive areas
1) The Government or local government shall hold in trust for the people and protect natu-
rallakes, rivers, groundwater, natural ponds, natural streams, wetlands, forest reserves,
national parks, and any other lands reserved for ecological and touristic purposes for the
common good of the citizen of Uganda.
2) A local government may, upon request to the Government, be allowed to hold in trust for
the people and the common good of the citizens of Uganda any resources referred to in
subsection (1) of this section.
3) Any resource that is not covered under subsection (1) of this section, which is identified
after the coming into force of this Act may, upon request to the government and with the
approval of parliament, be held in trust for the people and for the common good of the
citizens of Uganda by a local government.
4) Government or local government shall not lease out or otherwise alienate any natural
resource referred to in this section.
5) The Government or local government may grant concessions or licenses or permits in
respect of a natural resource referred to in this section subject to any law.
6) Parliament or any other authority empowered by Parliament may from time to time re-
view any land held in trust by the government or local government whenever the com-
munity in the area or district where the reserved land is situated so demands.
Section 46:
Land use planning and zoning
Any use of land shall conform to the provisions of the law relating to the Town and Country
Planning Act and any other law.
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Part 11 - Land Holding
Mid-term Report
Section 16:
Communal land associations
1) A Communal Land Association may be formed by any group of persons in accordance
with the provisions of this Act for any purpose connected with the communal ownership
and management of land, whether under customary law or otherwise.
Section 25:
Management of area of common land
1) An area of land set aside for common use shall be used and managed in accordance
with the terms of common land management scheme;
2) A common land management scheme shall be made by an association, but shall only
come into effect when it is agreed to by the community on whose behalf the association
holds lands.
THE WETLANDS POLICY (1995)
7.0 SPECIFIC POLICY STRATEGIES
7.1 Drainage of wetlands
i)There will be no drainage of wetlands unless more important environmental man-
agement requirements supersede.
7.2 Environmentally sound management
i) Only those uses that have proved to be non-destructive to wetlands and their sur-
roundings will be allowed and lor encouraged. These include water supply, fisher-
ies, wetland edge gardens and grazing.
7.3 Sustainable use of wetlands
i) Wetlands may be utilised in such way that they do not lose traditional benefits
presently obtained from them.
ii) Any decisions to use wetlands must consider the requirements of all other users in
the community.
7.4 Conservation of wetlands
i) Government will establish fully "Protected Wetlands Areas" of important biological
diversity.
ii) Government may also establish wetlands which will be used for partial exploitation
as research.
iii) No modification drainage or other impacts will be entertained for the so protected
wetlands.
7.5 Water supply and effluent treatment
i) Any wetlands serving as a source of water supply or receiving effluent as part of a
designated service to any human settlement shall be a fUlly protected wetlands
from any encroachment, drainage or modification.
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7.6 Tenure and use
i) All wetlands are a public resource to be controlled by the Government on behalf of
the public. There shall be no leasing of any wetland to any person or organisation
in Uganda at any given moment and for whatever reason.
ii) However, communal use will be permitted, but only if environmental conservation
and sustainable use of principle and strategies are adhered to. This communal
use may be terminated by the government if it is found that the community or any
person has not adhered to the environmental obligations, principles and strategies
of this policy.
iii) All future land tenure documents including maps and layouts will indicate whether
the area contains a wetland and will accordingly exclude these wetlands from ten-
ure.
iv) The layout will further be advertised in the parish where land is to be given out for
the period of 30 days.
v) Government will include wetland conservation considerations in its National Land
Use Plan so as to maintain the ecological character of wetlands.
vi) Government will issue permits for wetland developers and users. It also reserves
the right, for the national and public good, to issue a permit to a single authority for
the management of an entire wetland on behalf of the community.
7.7 Recovery of previously drained wetlands
i) Government may require that some wetlands, which have already been drained,
should be allowed to regenerate. For this purpose, Government aims at restoring
the soil hydration so as to re-establish the wetland vegetation as far as is ecologi-
cally possible. Such an operation may range from [partial] rehabilitation of wet-
lands along drainage channel in the case of leaseholder, to full rehabilitation after
the lease has been cancelled or eviction in case of users with no leases.
7.8 Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and monitoring
i) There will be a requirement that all proposed modifications on wetlands be subject
to an EIA, the result of which will determine whether such restoration or modifica-
tion should proceed and if so to what extent.
ii) All planned new wetland developments will be subjected to an EIA process to de-
termine the required environmental controls.
iii) Those which have been subjected to EIAs will continuously be monitored to as-
sess their impact on the environment and where impact is detrimental, Govern-
ment will require that such development be halted.
The Wetland Policy also aims at:
- The equitable distribution of wetland benefits to all stakeholders.
- Maintaining an optimum diversity of uses and users and consideration for other
stakeholders when using a wetland. This means recognising that wetlands are flOWing
water systems and those using the wetland downstream of a development will be affected
by it.
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THE STATUTORY INSTRUMENT SUPPLEMENT: THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT <WET-
LANDS, RIVER BANKS AND LAKE SHORES MANAGEMENT; 2000)
PART III - MANAGEMENT OF RIVER BANKS AND LAKE SHORES
18. (1) This Part shall apply to all riverbanks and lakeshores in Uganda.
(2) The Government or local government shall hold in trust for the people and protect
riverbanks and lakeshores for the common good of the citizens of Uganda.
(3) Government or local government shall not lease out or otherwise alienate any river-
bank and lakeshore.
19. The objective of this Part of the Regulations is to -
(a) Facilitate the sustainable utilization and conservation of resources on river banks
and lake shores by and for the benefit of the people and the communities living in
this;
(b) Promote the integration of wise use of resources in rivers and lakes into the local
and national management of natural resources for socio-economic development;
(c) Give effect to Clause 2 of Article 237 of the Constitution of Uganda;
(d) Provide for the regulated public use and enjoyment of riverbanks and lake shores;
(e) Enhance research and research related activities; and
(f) Prevent siltation of rivers and fakes and control pollution or degrading of rivers and
lakes and control pollution or degrading activities.
20. (1) The following principles shall be observed in the management and conservation or
river banks and lake shores -
(a) resources on the riverbanks and lakeshores shall be utilised in a sustainable
manner;
(b) environmental impact assessment as required under the Statute is mandatory
for all major activities on river banks and lake shores; and
(c) special measures are essential for the protection of the river banks and lake
shores such as preventing soil erosion, siltation and water pollution.
21. (1) Each Local Government shall after the recommendation of the appropriate local en-
vironmental committee make bylaws -
(a) identifying river banks and lake shores within their jurisdiction which are at risk
from environmental degradation;
(b) promoting soil conservation measures along river banks and lake shores in-
cluding the following;
(i) bunding;
(ii) terracing;
(iii) mulching;
(iv) tree planting or agroforestry;
(v) grassing;
(vi) soil engineering, compaction and placement of fills;
(Vii) zoning and planning and planning;
(Viii) baggions; and
(ix) control of livestock grazing.
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22. (1) The Authority shall, in consultation with the lead agency, carry out an inventory and
identify and monitor lake shores and river banks which are under threat from envi-
ronmental degradation.
(2) The inventory provided for in sub-regulation (1) shall be made in consultation with
the local authorities and shall include maps, which specifically set out in the areas
identified.
(3) The Authority shall maintain a register of the riverbanks and lakeshores, which have
been identified under these Regulations as specified in the Fifth Schedule.
23. (1) A person who intends to carry out any of the following activities shall make an appli-
cation to the Executive Director in Form A set out in the First Schedule to these
Regulations -
(a) use, erect, reconstruct, place, alter, extend, remove or demolish any structure
or part of any structure in, under, or over the river bank or lake shore;
(b) excavate, drill, tunnel or otherwise disturb the river bank or lake shore;
(c) introduce or plant any part of a plant whether alien or indigenous on a river
bank or lake shore;
(d) introduce any animal or micro-organism, whether alien or indigenous in any
river bank or lake shore; or
(e) deposit any substance on a river bank or lake shore if that substance would or
is likely to have adverse effects on the environment.
(2) The Executive Director may, after considering the application submitted under sub-
regulation (1) and after consultations with the lead agency, grant a permit in "Form
Bit set out in the First Schedule to these Regulations on such conditions as he or
she may deem fit.
24. (1) Where the Executive Director rejects an application made under sub-regulation (1)
or regulation 24, he or she shall -
(a) state reasons, in writing, to the applicant; and
(b) give the applicant the right to be heard either orally or in writing, or both.
25. Where the Executive Director may, at any time after consultation with the lead agency,
revoke a permit granted under these regulations if he or she is dissatisfied that the con-
ditions of the grant of the permit have not complied with or that the continued use of the
riverbank or lake shore is likely to be injurious to the community and the environment
26. A local environment committee within whose jurisdiction an activity likely to degrade the
environment, riverbanks or lakeshores is taking place, shall -
(i) inform the district environment officer in writing for appropriate action;
(ii) ensure protection of al the banks and shores;
(iii) assist local communities to conserve wetlands.
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27. An environment officer within whose jurisdiction activities likely to degrade the environ-
ment, river banks or lake shores are taking place, shall ensure that the communities liv-
ing near a wetland participate in it's conseNation and assist environment committees in
implementing these Regulations and any other law that protects wetlands.
28. (1) Every land owner or user in whose land a river bank or lake shore is situated shall
have a dUty to prevent and repair degraded banks and lake shores through the fol-
lowing or any other measures -
(a) soil engineering;
(b) agroforestry;
(c) mUlching;
(d) bunding;
(e) grassing;
(f) control of livestock grazing; or
(g) terracing.
(2) A landowner or user who fails to carry out the measures provided under sub-
regulation (1) commits an offence.
29. (1) The rivers specified in the Sixth Schedule to these Regulations shall have a protec-
tion zone of one hundred metres from the highest water mark of the river.
(2) Rivers not specified in eth Sixth Schedule shall have a protected zone of thirty me-
tres from the highest water mark of the river.
(3) No activity shall be permitted within protected zones without the written authority of
the Executive Director.
(4) Each local environment committee shall determine watering points and routes for
animals to have access to the water in each river.
30. (1) All shores of lakes specified in the Seventh Schedule to these Regulations shall
have a protected zone of two hundred metres measured from the low water mark.
(2) All shores of lakes not specified in the Seventh Schedule shall have a protected
zone of one hundred metres from the low water mark.
(3) No activity shall be permitted within protected zones without the written authority of
the Executive director.
(4) Where a natural beach exists on a lakeshore the protected zone shall be measured
from the point where the beach merges with vegetation and sub-regulations (1), (2)
and (3) shall apply.
(5) Each local environment committee shall determine watering points and routes for
animals to have access to the water in each lake.
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31. (1) Where a lake shore or river bank is developed in accordance with regulation 24 for
the purposes of promoting tourism or for other aesthetic uses, the developer shall
ensure that -
(a) pre-treatment or full treatment of effluent or waste from the facility is carried out
to prevent contamination of the water;
(b) litter is cleared and disposed of in a manner in conformity with the best envi-
ronmental practices; and
(c) the river banks, lake shores or beaches are not degraded.
32. Subject to existing property rights under the existing law, all natural beaches of rivers
and lakes either alienated or not alienated are reserved for public recreation and open
access; unless a developer has obtained special permission from the Minister allowing
him or her to exclude the public from such natural beach.
33. (1) Each local government shall, on the advice of the district Environmental Committee,
make bylaws governing sanitation in lake shores and river bank areas in accor-
dance with the Public Health Act.
(2) Where two or more districts share a river bank or lake shore, minimum sanitation
standards shall be set by the District Council after due consultation.
THE UGANDA WILDLIFE STATUTE. 1996
A Statute to provide for sustainable management of wildlife; to consolidate the law relating to
wildlife management; to establish a coordinating, monitoring and supervisory body for that
purpose and for other matters incidental to or connected with the foregoing. The relevance of
this Statute to this study is some of the wetlands (e.g. Kachindu wetlands) meet require-
ments, including biodiversity for being gazetted wildlife areas.
PART 1 PRELIMINARY
(2) In this Statute, unless the context otherwise requires, masculine gender includes the
feminine and, the feminine gender includes the masculine.
"Conservation areas" includes wildlife protected areas and wildlife management areas
as provided for under section 19;
"Wildlife" means any wild plant or wild animal of a species native to Uganda and in-
cludes wild animals which migrate through Uganda;
'Wildlife conservation area" includes a national park, wildlife reserve, wildlife sanctu-
aries, community wildlife areas or any other area provided for under sections 18 and
19;
"Wildlife management area" means an area which is provided for under sections 18
and 19 and which area is protected for the sustainable management of wildlife in that
area;
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'Wildlife protected area" includes an area which is provided for as a national park or a
wildlife sanctuary under sections 18 and 19;
'Wildlife reserve" means any area of national or local importance which because of its
biological diversity, landscape, or natural heritage is provided for as a wildlife reserve
under sections 18 and 19;
'Wildlife sanctuary" means any area which is provided for as a wildlife sanctuary under
sections 18 and 19 for the purpose of protecting a species of animal or plant or a class
of such, species;.
"Wildlife use right" means a right granted to a person, community or organization to
make some extractive utilization of wildlife in accordance with a grant under Part VI of
this Statute.
Purposes of the Statute
3. (1) The purposes of this Statute are to promote -
(a) the conservation of wildlife throughout Uganda so that the abundance and di-
versity of their species are maintained at optimum levels commensurate with
other forms of land use, in order to support sustainable utilization of wildlife for
the benefit of the people of Uganda;
(b) the sustainable management of wildlife conservation areas;
(c) the conservation of selected examples of wildlife communities in Uganda;
(d) the protection of rare, endangered and endemic species of wild plants and
animals;
(e) ecologically acceptable control of problem animals;
(f) the enhancement of economic and social benefits from wildlife management
by establishing wildlife use, rights and the promoting of tourism;
(h) the implementation of relevant international treaties, conventions, agreements
or other arrangement to which Uganda is a party; and
(i) public participation in wildlife management.
(2) For the better achievement of the purposes of this Statute, the Authority and every
other person responsible for the administration of this Statute shall ensure that
any measures taken or instituted under this Statute are based on the results of
scientific investigation, in so far as it is economical, inclUding the monitoring of
species status and habitat condition as well as taking into account the views of
affected communities.
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PART II - INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENT
Mid-term Report
Environmental Impact Assessment Statute NO.4 of 1995.
16. (1) Any developer desiring to undertake any project which may have a significant ef-
fect on any wildlife species or community shall undertake an environmental impact
assessment in accordance with the National Environment Statute, 1995.
(2) The Authority shall perform all the functions required of a lead agency for pur-
poses of environmental impact assessment under the National Environment Stat-
ute, 1995 and any regulations made under the National Environment Statute,
1995, unless the Authority is the developer.
Environmental audits and monitoring.
17. The Authority shall in consultation with the National Environment Management Author-
ity carry out audits and monitoring or cause audits and monitoring of projects to be car-
ried out in accordance with sections 23 and 24 of the National Environment Statute,
1995 and any regulations made under the National Environment Statute, 1995.
PART IV-WILDLIFE CONSERVATION.
Procedure for the declaration of wildlife conservation areas.
18. (1) The Minister may, after consultation with local govemment council in whose area a
proposed wildlife conservation area falls and with the approval Parliament signi-
fied by its reso lution, by statutory. Instrument, declare, an area of land or water to
be a wildlife conservation area.
(2) Before making a declaration under subsection (1), the Minister shall also ensure
that an environmental impact study in accordance with the National Environment
Statute, 1995 and such other study as may be prescribed has been conducted.
(3) A study made under subsection (2) shall investigate and make a report on the so-
cial and ecological consequences of the declaration of the proposed wildl ife con-
servation area.
(4) The report under subsection (3) shall be submitted to the Minister, together with
the recommendation of the Board on the proposed declaration, within ninety days
of the study being undertaken or such other longer period as the Minister may in
writing specify.
(5) The Minister shall not amend a statutory instrument made under subsection (1)
unless his decision is based on the study made under subsection (2) and the re-
port under subsection (3) and unless he has the approval of Parliament signified
by its resolution.
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19. (1) A declaration under subsection (1) of section 18 shall state -
(a) whether the wildlife conservation area is to be a wildlife protected area or a
wildlife management area;
(b) the name and detailed boundary description of the protected area under this
section.
(2) A wildlife protected area under subsection (1) shall be -
(a) a national park;
(b) a wildl ife reserve;
(c) any other area the Minister may declare as a wildlife protected area.
(3) A wildlife management area under subsection (1) shall be -
(a) a wildlife sanctuary;
(b) a community wildlife area;
(c) any other area the Minister may declare as a wildlife management area.
(4) The Minister may, by Statutory instrument made with the approval of Parliament
signified by its resolution, declare any other area, other than the areas to which
subsections (2) and (3) apply to be a conservation area.
(5) A national park declared under paragraph (a) of subsection (2) shall be an area of
international and national importance because of its biological diversity, landscape
or national heritage and in which the following activities may be permitted:
(i) biodiversity conservation;
(ii) recreation;
(iii) scenic viewing;
(iv) scientific research, and
(v) any other economic activity.
(6) A wildlife reserve declared under paragraph (b) of subsection (2) shall be an area
of importance for wildlife conservation and management and in which the following
activities are permitted:
(i) conservation of biological diversity;
(ii) scenic viewing;
(iii) recreation;
(iv) scientific research, and
(v) regulated extractive utilization of natural resources.
(7) A wildlife sanctuary declared under paragraph (a) of subsection (3) shall be an
area which has been identified as being essential for the protection of a species of
wild animal or wild plant in which activities are not going to be destructive to the
protected species or its habitat may be permitted.
(8) A community wildlife area declared under paragraph (b) of subsection (3) shall be
an area in which individuals who have property rights in land may carry out activi-
ties for the sustainable management and utilization of wildlife if the activities do not
adversely affect wildlife and in which area the State may prescribe land use meas-
ures.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT, 1997
Mid-term Report
An Act to amend, consolidate and streamline the existing law on Local Governments in line
with the Constitution to give effect to the decentralization and devolution of functions, powers
and services; and to provide for decentralization at all levels of local Government to ensure
good governance and democratic participation in, and control of decision making by the
people; and to provide for revenue and the political and demonstrative set-up of Local Gov-
ernments; and to provide for election of Local councils and any other matters connected to
the above.
SECOND SCHEDULE:
FUNCTIONS AND SERVICES OF GOVERNMENT AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS:
PART 1
Functions and Services for which Government is responsible:
7. Land mines, minerals and water resources and the environment.
8. National parks as may be prescribed by Parliament.
13. Making national plans for the provision of services and coordinating plans made by
Local Governments.
22. National surveys and mapping.
23. Industrial policy.
24. Forests and game reserves policy.
25. National research policy.
28. Agricultural policy.
PART 2
Functions and Services for which District Council is responsible, subject to Article 176(2) of
the constitution and sections 97 and 98 include but not limited to -
2. Medical and health services including -
(i) environmental sanitation.
3. Water services:
The provision and maintenance of water supplies in liaison with the Ministry responsi-
ble for Natural Resources, where applicable.
5. All decentralised services and activities, which include but one limited to -
(i) Crop, animal and fisheries husbandry extension services;
(ix) Land administration;
(x) Land surveying;
(xi) Physical planning;
(xii) Forest and Wetlands;
15. Assist government to preserve the environment through the protection of forest, wet-
lands, lakes, shores, streams, and prevention of environment degradation.
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PART 3
Mid-term Report
Functions and Services for which Urban Councils are responsible include but not limited to:
1. Establish acquires, erect, maintain, promote, assist or control with participation of the
citizen:
U) markets and piers, ferries and landing places;
(k) botanical gardens and zoological gardens;
(s) dipping tanks
(x) water supplies outside the jurisdictions of National Water and Sewerages Corpo-
ration.
2. Establish, maintain or control public parks gardens and recreation grounds on any land
vested in the Council and in connection with or for the purposes of that public park,
gardens or recreation ground to -
(a) Establish, erect, maintain and control aquarium, aviaries, piers, pavilions, cafes,
restaurants, refreshment rooms and other building or erections that Council may
deem necessary.
3. Prohibit, restrict, regulate or license -
(b) The depositing on any street, public place or unoccupied land any refuse, rubbish,
derelict vehicles, or any other materials or things whatsoever, and to provide for
the removal and disposal thereof;
U) the quarrying of stone, lime, clay, murram or other materials.
22. Subject to the provision of the Constitution sell plots of land or any buildings thereon.
PART 4
Functions and services to be devolved by District Councils to lower Local Government
Councils.
3. The provision and control of soil erosion and protection of local wetlands.
12. The making, altering, diversion and maintenance of works, paths, culverts bridges,
road drains and watercourses, and the regulations of the making of pits and other ex-
cavations.
14. The enforcement of -
(c) proper methods for the disposal of refuse, and the making, improving, operation
and maintenance of wells, dams and other water supplies.
21. Protection and maintenance of local water resources.
PARTS.
(b) Functions and Services to be devolved by a City or Municipality Council to Divisions:
22. Environmental care and protection.
31. Spring protection and provision of drinking water.
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THE PUBLIC HEALTH ACT, 1935 [CAP. 2691
Mid-term Report
Chapter 269 of the Laws of Uganda is an Act to consolidate the law regarding the preserva-
tion of Public Health.
PART XIII- WATER AND FOOD SUPPLIES
105. It shall be the duty of every local authority to take all lawful, necessary and reasonably
practicable measures -
(a) for preventing any pollution dangerous to health of any supply of water which the
public within its district has a right to use and does use for drinking or domestic
purposes, whether such supply is derived from sources within or beyond its dis-
trict; and
(b) for purifying any such supply which has become so polluted and to take measures,
including, if necessary, proceedings at law, against any person so polluting any
such supply or polluting any stream so as to be nuisance or danger to health.
OTHERS:
- The Ramsar Convention (1971);
An international convention on wetlands, implemented in Uganda around Lake George
and its surrounding wetlands.
- The Technical Co-operation for the Development and Environmental Protection of the Nile
Basin (TECCONILE, 1992).
- The Kagera Basin Organisation Agreement (about 1977); dormant.
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